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One lakh suspect
irms deregistered

NEARBY

Demonetisation data revealed 38,000 shell companies: PM

Keep forces of darkness
at bay, says Pranab

2 LeT militants, 2 civilians
killed in Anantnag gunight

Disabled
man thrown
out of train

Villagers resort to stone-throwing to stall security operation

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

Peerzada Ashiq
Srinagar

NEW DELHI

Vikas Dhoot

President Pranab Mukherjee,
referring to a recent spate of
killings by mobs across the
country, said on Saturday
that “posterity would
demand an explanation” if
the citizenry did not exercise
the vigilance required to
preserve the “basic tenets” of
the country.

NEW DELHI

The government has cancelled the registration of one
lakh companies that had
suspicious and questionable
operations, identified on the
basis of data mined from the
deposit of bank notes following last November’s demonetisation, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said on
Saturday.
More such action will follow soon on two lakh similar
companies and another
38,000 shell companies, Mr.
Modi said, adding that the
action was undertaken “48
hours before”, even as industry was focussed on the
impact of the July 1 roll out
of the Goods and Services
Tax (GST).
“The fate of one lakh
companies has been locked
with one stroke of a pen in
one minute. The Registrar of
Companies has removed
these one lakh companies.
More will be found and even
tougher action can be expected against shell companies,” Mr. Modi said, addressing chartered accountants.
Stressing that the decision
to scrap such fake companies could hurt some political
parties, he said someone
had to take the tough call
and “live for the country.”
“Those who looted the
poor will have to return
(their riches) to the poor,”
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Stern warning: PM Modi told chartered accountants to
stop helping clients at the cost of the country. PTI
*

he said. “The data mining
for the deposited notes is going on — where the money
came from, how, and where
it went after November 8,
2016. We haven’t questioned
anyone yet, but just studied
the figures,” Mr. Modi said,
before pointing out that
chartered accountants have
been busier than ever before
since demonetisation and
some of them would have
helped such companies.
“These thieves, robbers
and companies went to
some economic doctor for
sure. Shouldn’t they have
identified such (tax evaders)
people? Shouldn’t such
people within your community, who helped evaders

be identified and moved to
the sidewalk?” Mr. Modi
said, urging accountants to
stop helping clients at the
cost of the country.

War on black money
Arguing that his government
was running a Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan as well as a
parallel campaign to clean
up the economy, he said the
tough steps taken against
black money in the last three
years had begun yielding
results, and cited the record
low balances held by Indians
in Swiss banks last year.
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The Aam Aadmi Party is
likely to support the Congress-led 17 party opposition
candidate Meira Kumar for
the presidential post, party
sources have said.
Though no official announcement has been made
on the party’s candidate
preference, senior AAP leaders said there was “no
reason not to lend support to
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Two militants, including a
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) commander, and two civilians
were killed as an encounter
between militants and security forces once again
sparked stone pelting by locals in Anantnag on Saturday.
The police identified the
LeT commander as Bashir
Ahmad alias Bashir Lashkari
of Kokernag. “Lashkari was
among the militants who attacked the police vehicle on
June 16, in which Station
House Officer Feroz Ahmad
Dar was killed along with
five others,” said InspectorGeneral of Police Kashmir
range, Muneer Khan.

[Meira] Kumar”.
Ironically, the AAP is supporting the opposition candidate even though it was
not part of the 17-party
group, which agreed to the
selection of Ms. Kumar as
the presidential candidate.
In fact, CPI(M) leader Sitaram Yechury and West
Bengal
Chief
Minister
Mamata Banerjee had suggested that the AAP be included in the opposition’s

deliberations, but it was rejected by Sharad Pawar-led
NCP and Congress leader
Ghulam Nabi Azad.
The NCP and the Congress
had said that they did not approve of the conduct of the
AAP leaders. There were
also allegations that AAP was
a “B team” of the BJP and the
RSS. Sources added that the
AAP would not support the
NDA candidate Ram Nath
Kovind.

Police fear reprisals
The police fear reprisals
after Lashkari’s killing. “The
police should stay alert,”
said Mr. Khan, and asked civilians to avoid rushing towards encounter sites. The
police identified the other

Facing hurdles: Protesters put up barricades to delay the
forces moving to the encounter site at Dialgam. NISSAR AHMAD
*

slain militant as Abu Maaz, a
foreigner.
Mr. Khan said that on a
tip-off about the movement
of a group of militants,
Brenti-Batpora village in Dialgam, Anantnag, was cordoned off by the police and
the Army. “As the security
forces were putting in place
the cordon, the militants
opened fire. In the initial ex-

change of fire, one woman
was killed,” he said.
Mr. Khan said a “major
hostage crisis” was averted
as the militants, who were
holed up in a cluster of
houses, were not allowing 17
civilians to come out.
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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Three
men
allegedly
thrashed and threw out a
differently-abled man from
a moving train near Ambala in Haryana after he
objected to their smoking
in the coach, the police
said on Saturday.
Upender Prasad, in his
mid-40s, who is being
treated at the civil hospital
in Ambala, in his complaint said the men in their
early 20s assaulted him
and later threw him out of
the train after he asked
them to stop smoking.
GRP, Ambala Cantt, SHO
Raj Bachchan said Mr.
Prasad had on June 30
boarded the Kerala Sampark Kranti Express and
was heading towards his
hometown in Faridabad
when the incident took
place.
“He sustained injury on
the head, besides a fracture in the shoulder and
leg,” said Mr. Bachchan,
adding that a case has been
registered against the three
accused.

‘PoK surgical strike was in
the works for 15 months’

Sunderbans
mangrove
cover at risk

Time used to procure equipment, train troops: Parrikar

SHIV SAHAY SINGH

Press Trust of India
Panaji

Former Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar has said
the planning for the September 2016 surgical strike in
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir
started in June 2015 after the
NSCN-K ambushed an Army
convoy in Manipur.
Recapping events that led
to the surgical strikes, Mr.
Parrikar told a gathering of
industrialists on Friday that
he felt “insulted” when he
heard about the June 4, 2015
incident in which 18 jawans
were killed.
“The starting of September 29 (2016) surgical strike
on the western border was
June 9, 2015... We planned 15

Manohar Parrikar

months in advance. Additional troops were trained.
Equipment was procured on
a priority basis,” he said.
The Swathi Weapon Locating Radar, developed by
the DRDO, was used first in
September 2016 to locate
“firing
units”
of
the

Pakistani Army, though the
system was inducted officially three months later, Mr.
Parrikar said.
Disclosing that the surgical strikes against PoK militants were planned 15
months in advance after the
Manipur killings, he said, “I
felt insulted... A small terrorist outfit of 200 people
killing 18 Dogra soldiers was
an insult to the Indian Army
and we sat and worked out
the [plan of ] first surgical
strike, which was conducted
on June 8 morning in which
about 70-80 terrorists were
killed [along the India-Myanmar border].”
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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Remote sensing and GISenabled data offer definite
proof for the first time that
the mangrove forest cover
in the Sunderbans has
been depleting alarmingly.
From 1986 to 2012, 124.418

SUNDAY SPECIAL
sq. km., or about 5.5% of
the mangrove cover, was
lost. Variable degrees of
erosion was observed in at
least 18 islands.
The continuation of this
process is a serious ecological threat, says a study by
Jadavpur University.
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT
IN SUNDERBANS 쑺 PAGE 9

Debt forces another
farmer to end life
Tuhi Ram lost hope after rains failed

In grief: Tuhi Ram’s family at their modest house in Sogar
village of Bharatpur district. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

Mohammed Iqbal
SOGAR

When Tuhi Ram Jat left
home on his motorcycle for
a regular round of his field
on the outskirts of the village
on a sultry morning earlier
this week, little did his two
teenage sons realise that it
was the last time they would
see their father alive. Their
world was torn apart by the
afternoon.
The suicide by Tuhi Ram,
38, on Wednesday came as a
rude shock to the residents
of the small and dusty Sogar
village in Bharatpur district
of Rajasthan. The debt-ridden farmer hanged himself
from a tree on his farmland
with a rope made of old
saris. The body was spotted
by some women grazing
cows.
CM
YK

“Tuhi Ram was a thorough gentleman. He had no
enemies in the village. The
soft-spoken man never told
us that he was in so much of
trouble... We would have
definitely helped him out,”
his 62-year-old neighbour,
Daryauv Singh, said on Saturday. Mr. Singh was among
the villagers who went to
meet the District Collector
seeking help for the bereaved family.
Tuhi Ram’s younger
brother Yogesh Kumar told
The Hindu at the family’s
modest two-room house
that the deceased was under
intense pressure to repay a
loan of ₹4 lakh taken by him
from the Rural Cooperative
Bank and through the Kisan
Credit Card.
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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Electrocution claims 2 lives

IN BRIEF

In another case, a 40-year-old lineman collapsed on duty in Jahangirpuri
Staff Reporter
NEW DELHI

Snag cripples Delhi
Metro again
NEW DELHI

The Delhi Metro gave a hard
time to commuters for the
second day on Saturday with
technical glitches crippling
the Red Line for nearly two
hours. Services on the
corridor, which connects west
Delhi’s Rithala to east Delhi’s
Dilshad Garden, were hit
around 12.15 p.m. due to an
OHE (overhead wire) snag
between Kashmere Gate and
Shastri Park stations. Repair
work was completed around
1.10 p.m. but by then trains
had gradually halted across
the 24-km-long corridor. PTI

A 40-year-old North Delhi
Power Ltd. worker died under dubious circumstances
on Friday night after he arrived at his office in Jahangirpuri. His body has been sent
for post-mortem to establish
the cause of death.
The incident happened
around 10 p.m. when Ram
Parvesh Roy, resident of
Wazirpur’s J.J. Colony, had
just reached to start his night
shift. “He had cycled to
work. He collapsed as soon
as he reached and was
rushed to Babu Jagjivan Ram
Hospital, where he was declared brought dead,” said
Deputy Commissioner of Po-

lice (North-West) Milind Mahadeo Dumbere.
The police received the information at 10:45 p.m. from
the hospital. “He was a contractual employee and used
to work as a lineman with
NDPL,” said the officer.

Post-mortem pending
The police said they are waiting for the post-mortem report to ascertain the reason
behind the death. “Possibility of electrocution cannot
be ruled out because he had
a burn on his toe. However,
the post-mortem report will
establish if it was a natural
death or not,” said Mr.
Dumbere.
In a separate incident, a

security guard at Rose
Garden in Chanakyapuri
died of electrocution while
trying to charge his phone
from a high-tension electricity box on Friday morning.
Partha Laskar (23), a native
of Tripura who was residing
in the jhuggis nearby, was
rushed to Safdarjung Hospital where he was declared
brought dead.
“He used to work with a
private security agency hired
by the NDMC and was posted at Rose Garden. He was
about to end his night shift
around 6 a.m. when he decided to charge his phone
from one of the electricity
boxes and got electrocuted,”
said a senior police officer.

It has been learnt that the
deceased had come to Delhi
three months ago to look for
work. A newly-wed, he had
come to Delhi right after getting married.
“His body has been preserved at Safdarjung Hospital. The post-mortem will
be conducted after his family
reaches Delhi. We have begun probe into the matter,”
said the officer.
In another incident, electrocution claimed another
life in north Delhi’s Civil
Lines. A daily wage labourer
Chatram (32) died on Wednesday evening while working at plot number 9 on
Court Road. The police are
investigating the matter.

On Day 1, new tax regime
sees mixed response in city
Many businessmen spent the day trying to understand GST

Money matters: The new GST rates on display at an eating joint on Saturday.
Akriti Arora
Jatin Anand

Two more held for
robbing jeweller

New Delhi

NEW DELHI

Two more arrests have been
made in the Malviya Nagar
robbery case, where jeweller
Pramod Jain was looted of
jewellery worth ₹60 to ₹70
lakh on June 15, days after
three people were arrested in
this connection. The accused,
Rakesh Rastogi (57) and Raja
Ram Deshmukh (55), were
arrested from the Botanical
Garden metro station in Noida
based on a tip-off. Jewellery
worth lakhs has been
recovered from them.
STAFF REPORTER

JNUSU plans protest
against mob lynching
NEW DELHI

The JNU Students’ Union
(JNUSU) on Saturday
announced a three-day
protest, beginning Sunday, at
Jantar Mantar here against
mob lynching incidents in the
country. “The JNUSU met all
students’ bodies and
progressive citizens and
decided to hold a united
protest against incidents of
mob lynching,” said Satarupa
Chakraborty, JNUSU General
Secretary. The move comes
days after Delhiites joined the
protest “Not In My Name”
against mob lynching. PTI

New sewage treatment
plant at Nehru Park
NEW DELHI

The New Delhi Municipal
Council’s (NDMC) 500 kilolitre
per day capacity sewage
treatment plant at Nehru Park
was inaugurated by National
Green Tribunal chairperson
Justice Swatanter Kumar on
Saturday. As part of the
NDMC’s decentralised sewage
treatment plan, the new plant
would be followed by nine
more facilities in a month, said
NDMC chairperson Naresh
Kumar. The civic body had set
up the first of its
decentralised plants at Shanti
Path. STAFF REPORTER

‘Publish apologies to Krishnamoorthy’
Nirnimesh Kumar
New Delhi

A Delhi court on Saturday
suggested two employees of
the Ansals tender proper
apologies to the chairperson
of the Association of Victims
of Uphaar Tragedy (AVUT),
Neelam Krishnamoorthy, by
getting the same published
in newspapers.

Reply by August 1
Chief Metropolitan
Magistrate Sumit Dass of the
Patiala House courts asked
them to reply to his
suggestion by August 1, the
next date of hearing.
Earlier, counsel for Ms.

Krishnamoorthy submitted
before the court that they
should file proper apologies
by getting them published in
half-page or quarter-page
size in newspapers.
The two accused, P. S.
Sharma of Ansal Buildwell
Limited and Deepak
Kathpalia of Ansal
Properties and
Infrastructure Limited (API),
are facing prosecution for
allegedly threatening Ms.
Krishnamoorthy in the court
premises in 2007. They had,
in May, tendered
“unconditional apologies” to
her.
Ms. Krishnamoorthy

claimed in her complaint
that she and her husband
were harassed by the
accused inside the court
premises on the evening of
May 10, 2007, when they
were coming out of the
courtroom. They had
threatened her to drop the
Uphaar fire tragedy case, the
complaint alleged.

Earlier letters
“I, Praveen Shanker
Sharma... do hereby tender
my unconditional apology to
Neelam Krishnamoorty, if
through any of my action, I
have ever unknowingly hurt
her feelings,” said the

accused in his apology letter
to Ms. Krishnamoorthy.
Deepak wrote a similar
letter.
The apologies came after
the court had concluded
arguments on framing of
charges and was about to
pronounce the order in the
case. API chairman Sushil
Ansal and chairman of Ansal
Buildwell Gopal Ansal were
also named in the
complaint.
The then Chief
Metropolitan Magistrate
Kamini Lau had summoned
them but the Delhi High
Court later quashed the
summons.

The Goods and Services
Tax’s (GST) first day in Delhi
was a mixed bag, as per several accounts. While it was
mostly business as usual for
retail outlets, trade representatives said “almost no
commercial activity” took
place at wholesale markets,
prompting small businessmen to spend their time trying to understand the new
tax regime.
Apprehensions related to
filing procedures and old inventory aside, frantic but futile negotiations with suppliers based across the country
were the order of the day at
wholesale markets such as
Chandni Chowk, Kashmere
Gate, Karol Bagh and Khari
Baoli to name a few.
“Business was almost nil.

Capital takes a chill pill thanks to showers
After a rainy Saturday, the MeT department has forecast a pleasant Sunday with cloudy skies and rain
Staff Reporter
NEW DELHI

It was a pleasant Saturday in
the Capital with spells of
rainfall ensuring that the
mercury took a plunge.

Temperature dips
The maximum temperature
was recorded at 35.1 degrees
Celsius, which was two
notches below the normal.
The minimum temperature
hovered around 25.4 degrees
Celsius, a degree below the
normal and a notch below
that on Friday.
Waterlogging returns
The Safdarjung observatory
recorded 15.9mm rainfall,
while the one at Palam saw
15mm rainfall.
The highest rainfall recorded in the city was at Lodhi
Road and Ridge with a maximum of 17.2mm and
17.4mm, respectively.

The day was spent understanding the provisions of
GST by as many as 90%
traders in Delhi since no
business came their way.
Only 10%, who were prepared for GST what with an
elaborate set up in place with
chartered accountants, were
at ease, apart from retail
store owners,” claimed
Brijesh Goyal, national convenor, Chamber of Trade and
Industry (CTI).

‘Hoping for the best’
According to Mr. Goyal, the
GST had succeeded in impacting the supply chain on
the very first day with suppliers to wholesale city markets
deciding to withhold trade
for “a few days” till they “figure out” the new procedures.
Sanjay Bhargava, general
secretary, Chandni Chowk
Sarv Vyapar Mandal, said

SANDEEP SAXENA

business was rather slow.
“The impact of the tax regime will become more clear
in the coming days... we are
hoping for the best,” Mr.
Bhargava said.
Meanwhile, retail business
was understood to be unaffected by GST. According to a
senior representative from
an Allen Solly showroom in
the Capital, “no decline” in
sale was observed due to GST
with the store expecting approximately the “same ₹60
lakh sale” in July, as was the
case in June.
A store manager at a
Clarks outlet said sale figures
seemed to be similar to the
ones seen previously despite
increased tax on leather due
to the GST. A 20% to 30%
drop in sales, however, was
observed at retail apparel
showrooms, but their mood
remained upbeat.“

House panels are AAP’s
check on erring oicials
Tactic used to increase accountability

Humidity levels fluctuated
between 68% and 98% as opposed to 100% on Friday.

Press Trust of India
New Delhi

‘Heavy traffic’
The showers, however, saw
parts of the city battling waterlogging. Areas around
Malviya Nagar, Jahangirpuri,
R.K. Puram and Karol Bagh
were among those affected.
According to the traffic
police, no major snarls were
reported. “There was heavy
traffic in parts of the city, but
our staff has been regulating
movement. No major congestions have been reported
yet,” said a traffic police
official.
The MeT department has
forecast a pleasant Sunday
with cloudy skies and some
rain. The maximum and
minimum temperatures are
likely to hover around 33 degrees Celsius and 25 degrees
Celsius, respectively.

*

Jam-packed: Though traic slowed down in the city after rain on Saturday, the traic police said
no major snarls were reported. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA
*

The AAP-led Delhi government, which has had frequent run-ins with the L-G
and the Centre, is now looking at House committees to
summon “erring officials”
and make them “more
accountable”.
According
to
party
sources, the “new tactic”
was adopted after the Delhi
House panel on desilting of
drains recently recommended divesting senior IAS officer Ashwani Kumar of his
responsibilities as the PWD
and vigilance secretary.
The Petitions Committee
had asked Chief Secretary
M. M. Kutty to submit an action taken report to the
House within a month. A
party leader said that after
being “pinioned” by the L-G

and the Centre, the AAP had
decided to take the help of
House committees to make
its officers accountable.
He also pointed out that
the Delhi High Court’s order
last year, which gave the L-G
primacy as the administrative head of the Capital, had
made the case more difficult
for the Kejriwal government. “Officers do not comply with several orders given
by the AAP ministers, making their accountability towards an elected government almost nil. The powers
of the Delhi Assembly are
similar to those of the Parliament and so are the powers
of the House committees. If
the chief secretary does not
take any action against the
PWD secretary, he will be
answerable to the House,”
the AAP leader said.
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Admissions back on after second cut-ofs ‘System against Humanities students’
Moderate footfall in DU colleges as students scamper for fresh admissions, withdrawals

DU professor points out how the single cut-of system has rigged the playing ield
Vinita Chandra

Shinjini Ghosh

New Delhi

NEW DELHI

In 2015, Delhi University abruptly and inexplicably terminated the time-tested
practice of determining different cut-offs for admissions
to its colleges for Science,
Commerce, and Humanities
streams. Of the many problems that riddled admission
policies and their implementation at Delhi University, different cut-offs based
on the three streams had
never come up for change,
since their obvious and crucial necessity had long been
recognised.

Day 1 under the second
cut-off list in Delhi University
was off to a smooth start on
Saturday with aspirants
lining up for admissions at
various colleges.
With admissions to most
popular courses in colleges
like Kirori Mal College
(KMC), Ramjas, Miranda
House and Hans Raj College
still open, North Campus
saw moderate footfall.

Dip of 3%
DU released its second
cut-off list late on Friday
with a maximum dip of up to
3%. Students who had
already taken admissions
under the first cut-off were
seen on campus trying to
withdraw their admissions
and join a college and course
of their choice. Off-campus
colleges saw considerable
dip in the cut-offs.
“With a 0.25% dip in the
cut-offs, I have made it to
B.Com (Hons) at SRCC. I will
take admission there,” said
Sanjay Sharma, an aspirant
waiting at KMC to withdraw
admission.
“Initially, I had to take
admission in an off-campus
college as I hadn’t cleared
the cut-off for Miranda
House, which is my dream

Making the cut: Students wait to complete the admission procedure at Hindu College on
Saturday. SANDEEP SAXENA
*

college. With a minor dip in
the cut-offs, I can now get
B.A. English (Hons.) in the
college of my choice,” said
an aspirant who was on
campus to enquire about the
procedure for withdrawing
initial admission and taking
a fresh one.
Most colleges like KMC
and Hindu College retained
the original documents
provided by the students
during admissions under the
first list. However, they are
returning it to those
interested in withdrawing

and taking admission
elsewhere.

Documents returned
“Students had to submit
their original documents to
us during the admission
procedure. However, we are
giving the certificates back to
those who are quite sure of
the withdrawal process and
are providing proper
cancellation slips,” said
Kalpana Bharara, admissions
coordinator at KMC.
After the first day under
the second list, Hindu

College completed around
70-odd admissions while
KMC had around 160
admissions with 50-odd
withdrawals.
Atma Ram Sanatan
Dharma College on the other
hand had 130 students
taking admissions, with 24
withdrawals.
Admissions under the
second cut-off list will
continue till July 4. Fee can
be paid online till 12 p.m. on
July 5, after which
admissions to colleges will
be confirmed.

A fatal blow
It is known that examination
results of quantitative subjects such as Mathematics,
Accountancy, Commerce are
bound to have higher scores
than, say, English Elective or
Political Science. Similarly,
results for empirical subjects
like Physics and Chemistry
are also likely to score higher
than Humanities. Science
and Commerce students
have historically scored
higher in board exams as
against Humanities students,
and this has been the rationale for declaring different cut-offs for the three
streams. The new policy has
been extremely damaging

Vinita Chandra

COMMENT
for Humanities students as it
puts them at a disadvantage
while competing for admission with their higher scoring Science and Commerce
batchmates.
Students of the Humanities already find themselves
at a disadvantage when
choosing subjects in college
admissions. While Science
students can opt for Humanities, those from the Humanities cannot switch to Science in college. Admissions
in Commerce are heavily in
favour of students who have
done Commerce and Accountancy in school. Very
few Humanities students can
compete with Commerce
students in getting admission
to a Commerce course. .
How, then, does it make
sense to make Humanities

students compete with their
higher scoring Science and
Commerce peers for admission
into
Humanities
courses? Until two years ago,
Humanities
departments
had higher cut-offs for Commerce and Science in order
to level the playing field. This
ensured that, just as students
who had chosen Science and
Commerce in school could
continue to pursue their
stream of choice, so could
students of Humanities.
Doing away with differential cut-offs and bringing in
the policy of a single cut-off
has come as a fatal blow to
Humanities students. Cutoffs for admissions to the Humanities have soared in the
last two years in order to accommodate the higher scoring Science and Commerce
students in the single cut-off.
This has meant that Humanities students are now finding courses and colleges of
their choice out of reach.

‘Irrational policy’
Meanwhile, seats in Humanities courses are now being
filled with students of Science and Commerce. Of
course, there is nothing
wrong with that, but a majority of these students tend to
opt for the Humanities because they are unable to get

admission into Science or
Commerce courses. Meanwhile, students who really
want to pursue these subjects and have studied them
in school in preparation, are
kept out by this irrational
policy of a single cut-off.
If this policy is to continue, then students aware of
the disadvantage in getting
admission to Humanities
courses in college would,
despite their interest, find
little encouragement from
within the system to opt for
Humanities in school. This,
in effect, is not just a skewed
admission criteria, it damages the educational policy
of having streams at the
school level. The logic of
streaming in school is to help
students leverage a base
upon which they can build
their higher studies. To deny
this fundamental rationale to
students of Humanities is to
go against the very foundation of the education system
in the country. Unfortunately, this has aided the devaluing of Humanities studies, which has been under
siege in a system that privileges Science and Commerce subjects for their utilitarian worth.
(The writer is an Associate
Professor of English at Ramjas College, Delhi University)
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Man kills Truck driver dozes of, rams Metro pillar
wife’s
paramour
Staff Reporter
New Delhi

Staff Reporter
New Delhi

A 38-year-old man, assisted
by his 15-year-old nephew,
stabbed to death a man he
suspected of having an affair with his wife in northeast Delhi’s Bhajanpura.
The accused was arrested
and the minor was apprehended from Aligarh on
Saturday.

A 35-year-old man was injured after he rammed his
container truck into a Metro
pillar near the Govindpuri
station on Saturday. Manoj
Yadav was rushed to a
nearby hospital where he is
undergoing treatment.

Mr. Yadav was transporting scrap from Okhla to
Sonipat.
“He dozed off while driving and lost control of the
vehicle after which he hit the
Metro pillar,” said a senior
police officer. No one else
was hurt in the incident.
“We have registered a

case against him under sections 279 (rash driving) and
337 (causing hurt by act endangering life) of the Indian Penal Code.
Meanwhile, Mr. Yadav
has suffered a head injury
and has been admitted to
the AIIMS Trauma Centre,”
said the officer.

Nephew involved too
The police said the incident happened around 10
p.m. on Friday when Vinod
Kumar and his nephew invited Mohd. Shanu into
their home in Subhash Mohalla and then proceeded
to stab him multiple times
with a knife.
According to the police,
Kumar’s wife had been in
an illicit relationship with
the victim for a few
months.
“Kumar said he got to
know about the affair a
month ago and sent his
wife to a village in Uttar
Pradesh. On Friday, Shanu
came to check on her and
the two asked him to come
inside. They got into a fight
and the duo stabbed him
20-25 times,” said Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(North-East) Ajit Kumar
Singla.
Fled to Aligarh
The two then wrapped
Shanu’s body in a quilt and
dumped it in one of the
rooms in the house and
fled to Aligarh.
The police received a
call from a neighbour, who
had heard a man shouting
for help. “The body was
found inside a locked
room,” said Mr. Singla.
The police have registered a case under sections 302 (punishment for
murder) and 201 (causing
disappearance of evidence
of offence) of the IPC.

25-year-old
found dead
Staff Reporter
New Delhi

A 25-year-old man was
killed after a vehicle ran
over him in south-east Delhi’s New Friends Colony
early on Saturday. A
passerby found the victim
lying in a pool of blood near
a petrol pump. Pankaj
Sharma, a resident of Taimoor Nagar, was taken to a
hospital where he was declared brought dead. The
police are suspect that he
may have been hit by a
heavy vehicle. “We are
scanning CCTV footage
from the area to identify the
vehicle and the accused,”
said a senior police officer.

Cop, father
shot dead
Press Trust of India
Chandigarh

A 25-year-old Delhi Police
constable and his 55-yearold father were shot dead
in Haryana’s Sonipat on
Saturday, allegedly by a relative over a dispute related
to irrigation of fields, the
police said. “Parvinder and
his father Ishwar were
gunned down in Gorad,”
said SHO (Kharkhoda police station) Pradeep Singh.
The accused, who have
been booked, are yet to be
arrested.

0
DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to
verify and make appropriate enquiries to
satisfy themselves about the veracity of
an advertisement before responding to
any published in this newspaper. Kasturi
& Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of
this newspaper, does not vouch for the
authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s
products and/or services. In no event can
the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/
company be held responsible/liable in
any manner whatsoever for any claims
and/or damages for advertisements in
this newspaper.
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‘After GST, it’s now time for one
nation, one farmers’ movement’
Rally to Delhi will see largest coalition of farmers in decades: Yogendra Yadav
Staff Reporter
New Delhi

Over 100 farmers’ organisations across the country will
participate in a march from
Madhya Pradesh’s Mandsaur
to Jantar Mantar in Delhi later
this month, pressing for loan
waivers and higher minimum
support price (MSP), the AllIndia Kisan Struggle Coordination Committee (AIKSCC)
said here on Saturday.
The AIKSCC had announced its Kisan Mukti
Yatra after protesting farmers
in Mandsaur were fired upon
by the police last month.

Two demands
Speaking at a press conference here, AIKSCC member
and Swaraj India president
Yogendra Yadav said that the
march would be the biggest
coalition of farmers to come
together in decades.

Coming together: Swaraj Abhiyan chief Yogendra Yadav lanked
by kisan leaders V. N. Singh (left) and Raju Shetty at a press
conference on Saturday. V. SUDERSHAN
*

Mr. Yadav said that 142 outfits had expressed support so
far for the two demands: loan
waivers and an MSP that
gives 50% more than the input cost to farmers.
“We have one nation, one
tax. It is time we have one nation, one farmers’ movement,” he said, referring to

the roll-out of Goods and Services Tax (GST) on Saturday.
Avik Saha, a Swaraj Abhiyaan founder member and
convener for the march, said
the rally would begin in
Mandsaur on July 8, spend
three days in Madhya Pradesh, two days each in Maharashtra and Gujarat, four

days in Rajasthan, and a day
in Uttar Pradesh, before making its way to Delhi via
Faridabad in Haryana.
Mr. Yadav added that after
reaching Delhi, farmers
would carry on the demonstration at Jantar Mantar.
V.N. Singh, convener of
the Rashtriya Kisan Mazdoor
Sangathan, said that the financial situation of farmers
had worsened, with 34
farmer suicides being reported in Mandsaur after the firing incident less than a
month ago.
He added that even as the
erstwhile UPA government
failed to implement the report of the National Commission on Farmers, which recommended 50% over the
cost as MSP, the BJP had
promised it would do so in
the run-up to the 2014 Lok
Sabha polls.

Kejriwal calls former AAP
MLA Ved Prakash ‘traitor’
NEW DELHI

Ahead of the Bawana bypoll,
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
on Saturday dubbed former
MLA Ved Prakash, who had
quit the AAP just before the
civic polls, as a “traitor” who
ditched the party and the
people of his constituency.
Canvassing for Ramchandra,
who is the AAP candidate
from Bawana, Mr. Kejriwal
said his priority was
improving the conditions and
solving the water problem in
the area. “There is still time
for elections, but Ramchandra
is asking me to get the roads
fixed rather than thinking
about the polls,” he said. PTI
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Hostel Book Your Seat For Free Seminar Ph.No−7532999352 ,7053433382
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TAMIL

TAMIL

DOCTOR

RC FORWARD Caste Girl, 25, MBBS
Passed, doing MD in CMC Vellore,
seeks doctor bridegroom Ph: 0413−
2211412 Cell : 097860−82643

PARVATHARAJAKULAM, 23 yrs,162 cms
Fair looking Bride MBBS Doctor,
Seeks MD/MS/PG doing Doctor
Grooms. Apply Horoscope, Biodata,
Photo, Box No−HB−3371,THE HINDU
Chennai−600002

(DKV) CHRISTIAN Fair Looking girl,
MBA 27/155 Working in IT 7 Lakhs
p.a DKV Christian /Other upper
caste preferable seeks suitable
Groom.CT:
08220100908,
09443175917.

WORKING GOVT.Lady Teacher seeks
life Partner between age 50 to 58
years those who are suitable
(Caste No Bar) may please contact:
9786208540

TAMIL MARUTHUVAR 26 / 165cm/ MDS BORN AGAIN 1st Generation believer
fair girl seeks Suitable Groom 26/159 MBBS Medical officer in TN
Cont: 9159940445 / 9003257904
Govt. seeks born again doctor
groom from brethern/baptist/bakth
SC AD 30/170 Fair MBBS DGO Avitm singh churches Ph: 09629653728
Kumbm,Nat:Tirunlveli,CBE
Doctor
Parents seek MD MS MCh DM Groom.CT: CSI NADAR MSc Phy MSc IT MPhil CS
9443479337,9787686937, drithrc@ 174/1977 School Principal seeks
gmail.com
groom from good Christian family.
Ph: 9444935123/ 9444576423/ 044−
SC/TELGU YADAV 27 MBBS PGDM seek 26600106
doctor/IAS/IPS/any Equl Cast No
Bar 9962310155/205/7 kasus2016@ CSI / VELLALAR / 36 /165cm/
gmail.com
Wheatish/M.E/Seeks Groom B.E &
above Qualification Settled in
VANNIYAR, 28/160, Fair and beauti- India.8056405017
ful Dr. Bride(MD) seeks fair and
handsome Dr.Groom(MD/DM) Ph: Born again Christian SC 25/155cm
9003069522
Fair Nationalised Bank Officer
M.Sc, Seeks born again Non Pentecostal Believer Groom with Govt
Job CT−9363266927 / 9344060610

CIVIL SERVICE/Judicial Well placed
for unmarried Govt Docotor Chennai
Tamil Hindu 48/163/Fair D/o IAS Officer CNB. sreemadhu321@gmail.com

✔

ALLIANCE INVITED fromIAS/IPS
for aggarwal fair,b’ful,slim IPS
girl
26/167
Affluent,reputed
family.Upper caste no bar.contact
8360989873, 9478367933.E:anilmour@y
ahoo.in

MALAYALAM
PROPOSAL INVITED from Professional
Muslim Dheeni Groom from a respectable Muslim family for a Professionally
qualified
Girl
(divorcee with a short period of 3
months married life and no issues)
38 / 163 Cm, from a Keralite Business family settled in Dubai. Contact: + 971 52 8133339 / +91 701
284 7257 / kabeerk@eim.ae.

YADAV BRIDE 40 M.A. and 37 B.Sc
Sisters Smart first marriage upper
middle class kilpauk chennai seeking suitble groom. 9710404062

SENGUNTHA MUDALIAR, Aswini 28/157
CA & CS working in leading MNC,
Chennai, Fair seeks suitable groom
preferably CA / MBA upto 31yrs
from any Mudaliar. 09445059202/044−
48513266

CSI NADAR 23/165 Very Fair B.Com
Diploma in FFS seeks educated well
employed handsome groom. Ct 0−
9444913899, Mail: raghulprasad19@
gmail.com

MUDALIAR REMARRIAGE 33/157 MDS Ashwini Chennai Seek Dr/Er Blw38 TAMIL YADAVA Mirugaseerisham DiChennaiOnly.Geetham:9884858014/9884 vorcee 34 BE, EPF(Govt),Chennai
658014
35Kpm(6Yrs Son) seek Divorcee
Groom SameCaste Dr,Er,Pg,IT,GovMUDALIAR 34/160 ME Anusham Banga- tJob. 9444419684
lore Seeks PG Er. CA Blw 39 Bangalore Only.Geetham: 9884858014/ Maruthuvar − 24, 5’2" BE, Only
9884658014
Daughter, Seeks Chennai Working
Boy, Well Education, Decent FamiTAMIL VISWAKARMA 34/150 ME Thiru- ly. 9840009027
vonam Fair Rich seeks same caste
BE/SW Er, India/Abroad. 9486320982 TAMIL Reddiyar Girl 26 / 161 cm /
56 kg BSLLB Earning 12LPA Working
VANNIAR MIRUGASERISHM 33 BE MNC Di- as a Lawyer at Chennai Highcourt,
vorced settled. Seeks equal pro- V. Fair, Good Looking, Vegetarian
file groom below 38 CNB Ct (Star : Kettai, Viruchigam. Seeks
22660527/
9940314095 suitable Groom Preferably Advocate
/ Lawyer / Judge / CA / Govt.Job/Do
prem.alliance1955@gmail.com
ctor/IAS/MBA/Scientist / Ph.D with
clean
Habits send Horoscope, BiodaMUDALIAR UNMARRIED 37/164 MCA SW
MNC Seeks Educated Employed Groom ta & Photo, Ct : 9360011034,
CNB. 9444909656/ segaran1950@ 9360011038, 0422−2400795. Box No−
HB−3375,THE HINDU Chennai−600002
gmail.com

CSI NADAR / 29 / MDS / Wheatish.
Parents seek religious Doctor/ Engineer groom in India/ Abroad. Contact 9840158970

MUDALIAR
25
B.E,"5.
4",Fair,Working,Seeks Suitbl Groom,
Caste No Bar,Ch−87 Ct:7200866346/
whatsap 8778514465

VALLUVAN SC AD Pooratathi Kumbam
25 ME SWE Infosis Chennai seeks
Suitable Groom 044−26550248 /
9444931011

CSI CHRISTIAN Nadar Girl Fair,
Good Looking, 03−04−1986 born /
152cm / M.Sc M.Phil, Working as Assistant Professor in a Reputed Women’s College, Mount Road, Chennai.
Both Parents Doctors (Private),
Suitable Alliance, Employed / Settled in Chennai / With Clean
Habits from Same Community. Contact: 9841182514

HINDU NADAR 25/165 MBBS, USA 3Lac
p/m seek Groom(Doctors) same caste
9380791999/
ramannadar2004@
gmail.com

SAIVA VELLALA Pillai (Veg) 36/162
BE Divorcee seeks BE/PG Well Employed Groom Below 41Years
Mail:muthuvel4354@gmail.com
/
Mob:8903143181

CHRISTIAN DOCTOR MBBS 32/156 Fair
Goodlooking Employd seek Christian
Engineer/Doctor,OC/BC/MBC
9940529886

IAS / ALLIED
SERVICES

TAMIL

T V MUDALIAR, Oct 1981,154cm,
Wheatish,Star Aswini, B.Tech,MBA,
Working in a Pvt Firm as Dy.
Mgr,(HR), Seeks suitable qualified
and well employed groom, either in
Mudaliar or Pillai, preferably beTAMIL YADAVA GIrl 28/162, Chithi- low 42 years. Ct: 09444931866
rai PG DR (Anes) Chennai Parents ksai56@gmail.com
settled in TNV Dt seeks Groom same
caste MBBS , PG, Engr, PG from De- HINDU NADAR BDS, (MDS), 23/170 1,
seeks
Groom:
cent family send Horoscope, Bioda- 00,000/−p/m
9380791999/
ta & Photo marirajdr@gmail.com, 8608791999
ramannadar2004@gmail.com
9750809864

TAMIL

TELUGU

TELUGU

TAMIL

PILLAI (POLLACHI) 50Crs 22/165 BE
(CSC) Engineer/MNC/Chennai seeks
India/abroad
9385599077/0422−
2243343

NAIDU FAIR Looking Girl 25/163Cms
BE−Civil Sadhayam / Kumbam Seek
Groom
from
India/Abroad
Ct:9500009694 / 8056093838 /
shanthi8756@gmail.com

BALIJA 25/163, BE, SWE, MNC, Chennai, 4L pa, seeks: BE MBA MCA. Ct:
044−43588244,
9381058244,
9381858244.

MUDALIAR 32 Marine Engr Synergy
60k Ragu Dosa Kumbam Avittam Own
Flat Chennai No Demand Ct:
9444868346

MUDALIAR (TRICHY) 23/165 BE/Software
Engg/HCL/Chennai/50Kp.m.
TELUGU DEVANGA 30/158 B.Com, MBA,
9345448354 / 0431−2743637
Kiruthigai/Rishabam, Widow, No isVANNIYAR 38/156 Poosam fair M.Sc sue, Working. Seeks alliance from
IT seeks same caste only. BE / PG working Broad Minded Per9940488024/ 8939608040/ ramasun@ sons, Widower without issue. Ct:
044−22654788, 09444558474
hotmail.com

DIVORCE/CNB 29/B.E., [PVT.Admin] BE (IT) MNC Divorcee Fair Beauti40,000p.m. & 28/DECE 30,000p.m. ful 34/159 Balija Seeks Suitable
Fair Seeks Groom Mrs. Malar. Alliance. renukadevi.k11@gmail.com BALIJA NAIDU, 25/160, FAIR, B.
Tech, Inautix, SWE, Ch, 550000PA,
9962514855
Sks
Dr/Eng/Busi,
7358378866,
MUDALIAR, FAIR, 23/168, B. ALLIANCE INVITED for 27 yrs Girl, 8056091059
Tech,TCS, Sys.Eng, Ch, 400000PA, 167cm wheatish (intercaste, telSettled, Sks India/Abd,7358378866, ugu) MBA Sr. Business Analyst in BRAHMIN 28/162 Baratwaja Utiradam
an MNC at Chennai − Contact No
9677086774
CMA girl Chennai sks prof qlfd
9848540822
groom
renukasmart61@gmail.com
ADIDRAVIDAR, FAIR, 25/165, B.E,
CTS, SWE, Chennai, 40000PM, Seeks BALIJA 24/173 Satabhisha Mars(in 9600033697
India/Abroad,
9500085718, 8th)Dosham Fair BE(EEE)Wrkng SWE
9500147440
Chennai Seeks Suitble Groom WANTED US settled Andhra Brahmin
Groom for Booth MBA student 26/
VANNIAR, 25/170, FAIR, SLIM, B.E, 9444187416
163, fair with excellent job ofSWE, MNC, Chennai, 35000PM, Seeks
fers.
Subsect
No
bar.
Ct:
BALIJA
ASHWINI
26/162
Fair
BE
SWE,
India/Abroad,
7358378866,
naaraagan@gmail.com
Chennai 9L seek BE/SWEr, EduFmly
8056091059
9840396707/
krishnamurthyrag@
PILLAI, FAIR, SLIM, 25/162, B.E, gmail.com
URDU
SWE, CSC, Chennai, 360000PA, Seeks
India/Abroad,
9566002501, Balija B.E,ECE 23 pooratadhi 162cm FOR DHAKHNI shaik urdu muslim
daughter 28/155, fair, MSc, Ph.D
8754415378
seeks suitable professional back- chemistry, Govt.College Assistant
AYER 27 Years BE Thiruvonam Fair ground groom same Community. Call Professor,Thrissur, Kerala, seeking bride Ph : 9947739921
Seeks Educated Ayer Bridegroom Min- 9994774100
imum Earning 15 Lakhs PA CT 80561
BALIJANAIDU TALL Beautiful 24 BE MUSLIM GIRL 21/162 very fair BTech
92711
(EEE)/Software Engg/CTS/Chennai/ (IT) Selected MNC Chennai, well to
IYER ASHTASHAHAS Haritham Revathi 35Kp.m. 9385599044 / 9380474999
do
family
in
Chennai.
2 Oct72 Blr Girl seeks well educatPh:9445556810
ed/ settled Iyer never married REDDY (CHENNAI) Fair 23/162 BE,MS/
boys 44−47 only. Send complete Bio Electrical Engg/MNC/California/USA
ASM PARENTS settled Hyd invite alhoro & photo to sree.lashmi108@ $70Kp.a. 9385599033 / 9848197222
liance for their daughter 24yrs/
gmail.com
155cms, fair MS (USA H1 Visa, wkg)
M.BRAHMIN, F.VISWA KARMA.28/165, KAMMA 25/165 Fair BTech, MS 30Crs looking for MS MBA & Doctor wkg
Anusham, MA/ HRM.Seeks Brahmin/In- seeks any professional or business- USA with H1 Visa Green card. Ph:
7674811817
ter−Caste Brahmin, Pure Veg, man 9380475999 / 9842961666
9884781128

WANTED USA Settled Bride groom
26YRS, SAIVA Pillai, Asst Prof, MUTHIRIYAR 27/155 MBBS Ayilyam 2 aged 36 to 44 being Iyer, iyengar
Star Karthigai, seeks educated, Girl seeks Groom MBBS MD Doctor or madhva Brahmin for slim fair
veg. groom. Ph: 09442214745
Govt Officers CNB 7598177519
beautiful USA educated divorcee
girl with two masters degrees,
COSMOPOLITAN
Hindu Adidravida 28 M.Sc, M. SC−AD 44, 152 Cm, Phd., Asst. aged 35 working in MNC Chennai.
MUDALIAR 27/160 Fair Looking Magam Phil,Ph.d, Star Bharani Fair Look- Prof. Govt 50000 PM seeks Suitable Send photo and horoscope with per- Well−Qualified US−Educated Green
B.Tech. Infosys Seeks Engineer ing Educated well Empld Groom CT− Aliance. Caste no bar. 98403 66072 sonal and family details to Email: Card Holder 43/5.8ft Unmarried
/ kmt1008@gmail.com
rapsun7@yahoo.com
Groom
from
Decent
Family. 9597756712
South Indian Seeks An Alliance
Ct:9444114972
With A Girl Well Educated Able To
Relocate To The USA. Interested
MUDALIAR UTHIRATTATHY Girl 30 MSc
Parties Call (678−215−1702) Email:
Ph.D Scientist 1 Lakh pm seeks PG
gnatara@gmail.com Bio, Recent
Qualified / Professional / AcademPhotos.
ic / Employed bridegroom awaiting
first
marriage.
Mudaliar/Pillai.
TAMIL SC Boy, B.Tech, IIT, Self emBox No−HB−3370,THE HINDU Chennai−
ployed, Engineer in Bangalore 32/
600002
173, fair, well built seeks MBBS/
BE or B.Tech + MBA/ Business or
YADAVA 1979 Second Marriage MA(Enself employed girl willing to setgl) Govt Bank Clerk 34000 pm seeks
tle down in Bangalore. Caste, ComPG Job Chennai Ct. Murugan
munity, language no bar. Pls send
9486322683
details
with
photos
Email:
padkdoss@gmail.com
USA TEXAS Based 78 Born BE, MS,
Fair 157cms Owning home Disciplined Nadar Bride Vegetarian GC
50/180 ENGINEER US Citizen, SeekSpiritual, unconsummated marriage
ing a Professional Girl (Doctor
annulled, Seeks USA Settled Truthetc.− US Pref.). Ct: cshore9@
ful FC Groom Ct: kayemp23@
yahoo.com
gmail.com / 09710928820
BTECH (HONS) 35/182 top earning
strategy consultant, from Sydney−
based ex−army/business Brahmin family, seeks an alliance with unmarried,
well−educated,
articulate,
beautiful, slim lady, 29 to 33/
above 162. prajyoshney@gmail.com
+61430009723,

ANDHRA REDDYS family 39/167cm very
fair/beautiful working in Chennai
as Group B officer nontransferable
TN Govt 60k pm legal divorcee no
issues
seeks
good
alliance
9444720678

COMPUTER /
INFO.TECH.
HINDU GUJARATI Vaishnav Girl,Professionally
Qualified,well
settled
in California with 15 year old
son.US GC Holder,born in 1976,
height
165cm.Inviting
alliance
from
educated,cultured
family,
willing to settle in USA. Plz Ct
91 9925700099 | shreevivah.2017@
gmail.com

COSMOPOLITAN
USA BASED Groom‘s BHP invited for
Doctor Girl MBBS,MSc, 1986 born,
Fair, Ht 5.4" Parents− MCC Tambaram, Religion Caste& Language no
bar 9444748844 venkat_barla2003@
yahoo.co.in
TAMIL VISWAKARMA 15 Aug 1985/165,
BTech, MBA, MS employed in Toronto
seeks groom willing to settle in
Canada.CNB
(BC/FC
only)
Ct:09080168625

Hindu ADI Oct’1984,170 cm Govt.
CHENNAI SETTLED Malayale CSI Girl Doctor seeks Doctor or Govt Off.
26/161 BCom MBA. 09791129009 / in TN. 9600336934, 7502072138
abrahamjacob39@gmail.com
THULUVA VELLALA Mudaliar Bride,
Nair Girl, 32, Magam, M.Sc. Sr Ex- Fair, 26, Uthiradam, M.Tech, Southec. TCS Chennai seeks suitable ern Railway Employee seeks algroom: 9790989967 / 9003155223
liance. 09282332158, jananiramana@
hotmail.com
MALAYALEE Viswakarma (G.S) Girl 34/
162 Avittom BSc MNC.Seek Employed THULUVA VELLALA Mudaliar, Poosam
Groom
(CNB)
.09445651626, 26/152, Doctor MD Final year, Chen04426381626
nai Settled seeks suitable Doctor
Groom. Subsect No Bar. Ph:
CALICUT BASED Thiyya Ayurvedha Doc- 09841060924
tor MD (AY) Msc., MBA 30/160,
fair, working in Chennai seeks PILLAI SOZHIYAVELLALAR 27/160 Veryqualified grooms. 9400577990, 0495− Fair BE/IT/MNC/Chennai.Seeks IT
2377990
Similar Field,SameCaste & UpperClass Groom.9443122755/karpaga66@gm
ASST. PROF Govt. Serv Kerala Dalit ail.com
40/159 seek Understanding Educ.
Groom 9475382218 sbmangattil@ THULUVA VELLALAR Utiradam−1 Chev−8
gmail.com
wheatish 29/165 ME A.P SRM Univ
40K seeks employed Groom BE/MBA/
NAIR 22/163 Pooyam BE employed ME. Ct: 9444802077 apkumarsark@
goodlooking seeks professionally gmail.com
qualified & employed groom. Subsect no bar. 9841066666/ messagejk@ Well settled,Hindu,Tamil,boy for
gmail.com
divorced,mudaliar,doctor
38/5’5".
Contact−9844378299
NAIR GIRL B.Tech Software engg 28/
160 Poorurtathi, MNC Kochi seeking MUDALIAR Fair, Beautiful 36/164
alliance from professionally qual- M.Com, Pvt Firm,Reputed Family
ifed grooms. 9496670843,7907964411 Seeks,Qualified well settled Groom,
Clean Habits, Upper Middle Class
doing Business/Profession/Employed
upto 40 Yrs. Caste No Bar.
Ct:95979 15237.
MUDALIAR 29/154 Hastam fair MCA UpprMdleClas
seek
Mudaliar/Pillai
profly qlfd setld in Chennai
8220757159

DEFENCE
33 yrs /5.6’/MBA,Partner@Startup
in Blore,Father−WGCDR (Retd).
Email: matrimony0115@gmail.com

DIVORCEE
HINDU GUJARATI Vaishnav Girl,Professionally
Qualified,well
settled
in California with 15 year old
son.US GC Holder,born in 1976,
height
165cm.Inviting
alliance
from
educated,cultured
family,
willing to settle in USA. Plz Ct
91 9925700099 | shreevivah.2017@
gmail.com

Agamudaiyar 42 (Chevvai in 12th)
MSc IT Consultant In MNC Seeks
Groom (1st Marriage) From OBC
nskumar1946@gmail.com
Mob−
✔ PROPOSALS ARE invited for 28 9444865135
yrs/157cm Nair Girl, pursuing PhD,
from well qualified and settled SAIVA PILLAI Veg 33/175 MCA/SWE,
Kerala boys. Father is a senior working in USA Divorce,issueless,
Central Govt Class I Officer well−settled seeks Well−educated
placed in Delhi. Please contact below 38,Veg pref, Hindu−Caste
vijayanpunnathur@gmail.com
or NoBar.Ct− 9600043356/ banumathi567@
gmail.com
09968284661.

NAIR GIRL from Trichur,27,167cms
REDDIAR−FC Pondy Veg 35/160 Msc Pooradam,M.B.B.S.From Govt.Medical
Exe Bgl. 77Kpm No Child,seeks job College,doing DNB in Kerala,seeks
groom age34−40 any FC/BC/MBC. alliance from doctors 09446049744
9042282350
MALAYALI NAIR Girl, Chennai, 36/
HINDU NADAR, BE, MBA 35, divorced, 166 Thiruvonam, Homely, M.Phil,
no issues, employed in USA seeks Ph.D. 044−22521413/ 9941988801
professionally
qualified
Tamil/
Malayalam Hindu (caste no bar), NAIR GIRL BE Uthiram 34, seeks Progrooms preferably working in USA. fessionaly employed Nair Boy. Ct:
r.groomsearch@gmail.com/09895022376. 044 − 24462085 / 9840685757

DOCTOR
SM Parents Invite Alliance For
Their Daughter MBBS MD (Path) 5’4",
06/06/1991, Wheatish From Well Settled Suitable Boy Below 29 Years
From A Decent & Respectable Family, Preferably From HYD. kgmh21@
gmail.com

NRI
Elite − Only Daughter, 1987/Tall/
Slim, MS From Johns Hopkins University, USA. Now, Cyber Security Manager In U.S. Highly Educated Looking For Elite & Handsome Groom (MS/
MD/Business) From Any South Indian
NRI Families. Pillai − Religion/
Caste No Bar But Must Possess High
Moral Values. Send BHP: Basky.949@
gmail.com

THULUVA VELLALA Mudaliar, Poosam
26/152, Doctor MD Final year, Chennai Settled seeks suitable Doctor
TAMIL
Groom. Subsect No Bar. Ph:
09841060924
TAMIL MUSLIM, affluent family, 26,
B.Tech., Fair, Divorcee (26 days),
CSI NADAR fair 4/85,157 MBBS, DMRD, seeks Professional / Employed
1Lac pm seek Christian Nadar PG groom from same sect. Contact
Dr. Ct− 9487758755, gthiya@ 9894977722
gmail.com
MUSLIM GIRL 21/162 very fair BTech
HINDU NADAR Girl, MBBS, Chennai, (IT) Selected MNC Chennai, well to
family
in
Chennai.
25yrs seeks Doctor groom from same do
Ph:9445556810
community. Ct: 9500071949

CM
YK

SC/AD GIRL from Chennai, 25/156,
Meena Rasi/Utharatadhi, B.E seeks
employed groom from decent family.
Ct− 9940347310. onesasirekha@
gmail.com
WANTED SUITABLE Alliance for
Maruthuvar Girl, 30 yrs, 5’7",
MBBS,MS prefers Doctor/Engineers/
any other Professionals. Caste no
bar. Ct: 9944185279/ 09567975711
HINDU YADHAV 29/171 Tiruvadirai Mitunam MBBS, MD, Pvt Hospital 70Kpm
Innocent Divorcee seek Doctors, Engineer,
Professional
Groom
9443228358

TAMIL

TAMIL

TAMIL

Hindu Chettiar Girl 31/160 Revathi/
Meenam B.Tech Working in CTS
USA.Seek US Empld Groom from Pillai,Gounder,Naidu or Equal Caste.
CT−09047739117

VANIACHETTIAR MAGAM 36/165 VFair
MSc(BITS) seeks Well Qualfd Setled
Veg Groom Respd Family CNB
9444390092

BROAD MINDED QLFD 28−31 Any Brahmin for Very Fair, Palghat Iyer Bdwaj, Revathi,26,Divorcee with 2Yr
Girl.Ct:8754433750.ksradha1953@gmai
l.com

DIVORCEE MUDALIYAR 27/172 M.A,M.
SAIVAPILLAI GIRL BE 25/158/fair Phil.Dance Bharathanatiyam Conseeks only vegetarian well em- structed own Classical Fine Arts
ployed groom in India 8248684446
School in Chennai Subrubs,Seeks
Suitable
Groom
9042900431,
YADAVA GIRL: 165cm/25 yrs BE IIM 9003089159
MBA Working at Chennai CTC 11 LPA
seeks
suitable
alliance. TULUVA VELLALA Divorcee 38/160
Ph:9894111808
with Boy BE Well Employed seeks
well employed Groom below 42.
MUDHALIAR SWATHI 28/163 IRS Asst. Ct:8870953674
Commr(Customs & Central Excise)
Chennai seeks Groom from Good Fami- HINDU SC AD 25/163 BE (MBA) pursuly with Similar Employment Civil ing job, homely & fair fm God fearService 9840136141 E.Mail:dskflats@ ing elite fly seeks bridegroom begmail.com
low 29y employed similar fly caste
VELLALAR MIRUGASERISHAM Vegetari- no bar 9444952477 mknnd@yahoo.com
an 36/170 Divorcee with 5year
Child BE Well Paid Executive Pro- VANIYA CHETTIAR M.SC B.Ed, M.Phil
fessional
Goodlooking
Spiritual 36/157 Karthigai equal qualificaseeks Employed Unmarried/Divorcee tion Boy employed. Ct: 9486507399
without
Child.
vcsekaranjs@
INTERCASTE MUDALIYAR−SC/AD Chithigmail.com / 9444202772
rai Kanni 22/160 BBA,IT Chennai
Sozhia Pillai MCA 24 Pooram Fair 30K pm seeks WellQulified Settled
Goodlooking Seeks Profnl Below 30 Groom anyIntercaste Acceptable
Send BHP vrm1759@gmail.com 9941630844
7010312098
BRIDE 31yrs, 165Cm, MS/DNB Gynac,
CHENNAI SETTLED Valluvan Divorcee SC Adi. Wanted Doctor Grooms 31−
Issueless 29/152 MA B.Ed. TN Govt 35Yrs. Caste No Bar. Call:
Teacher seeks Groom (Divorcee/Wid- 09566229433
ower) in/around Chennai CNB
SAIVA PILLAI 28/174 MBA Chithirai
9443208536
Fair Central Govt.12LPA,seek suitHINDU NADAR 25 B.E Software able veg groom pref Non−IT.
Vishakham native Tirunelveli set- 09710512092
tled Chennai seeks suitable Bride
Groom vaiponraj@gmail.com
MUKULATHOR 29/160 Doctor Fair, innocent Divorce Seeks well Qulfied
HINDU NADAR 28 Star Aailyam B.E Settled
Groom
98825981559/
MBA native Tuticorin seeks suit- 9445373015
able Bride Groom.CT:9597745757
HINDU AD Former GM Ch. seeks emHINDU SC AD, 36/160, Dr MBBS, MD ployed Groom from Decent Up Mid
Wkg Pvt Medical College, Seeks Dr, class family for daughter 25 / BE
MD, MS Only in Chennai Surround- / AM / PSBank / Tiruvadarai. Ct:
ing.
(Caste
No
Bar).
Ct: 9786860914
09566265944
24 YRS Naidu Girl with Own House
SC HINDU Uthiram Kanni 30/160 slim, Seeks Permanently Employed SuitWheatish BE,ME seeks Well Quali- able Alliance below Age 27yrs:
fied Employed below34 CNB 9841603756
Ct:9840174244
SC HINDU Poosam Kadagam 33/160 HINDU Devandra Kullavellalar 34/
slim,fair MA(Eng) seek WellQlfd Em- 160 MCA Swathi Public Sector Bank
pld below36 Business/Govt CNB Assistant Manager, 40000 PM Tnj
seeks
suitable
bridegroom
9840174244
9487028764.
HINDU, Vanniyakula Kshatriyar
Girl, 24 yrs, 5’, Fair, B.Tech, DIVORCEE Doctor BDS Seeks suitable
with
equally
qualified
TCS, Uthradam Star Seeks Chennai groom
Based Handsome, Well Educated, Em- Adidravidar age upto 35 years located
at
Chennai.
Ct
:
09789000688
ployed Groom with Clean Habits
from Well to do Family.Send BHP to
E mail: nkgparan@yahoo.co.in, Ct: MBBS HINDU − SC AD − PR/25/163/
Moolam 4th Part (negligible),
9841986024
daughter of well settled Doctor at
MUDALIAR 30/ BE, MNC divorcee with Sirkali. Expectation: MBBS/any Med5yrs Boy upper middle class family ical PG.only, caste no bar. Mob.
09443985758
Sub−Caste no bar. Ct:9444946270

HINDU SC/AD 27/172 BE MNC 65000pm
KAMMA NAIDU, 25/160, FAIR, B.Tech, Chennai Well Settled. Seeks EmInfosys, SWE, Ch, 30000PM,Rich,Sks ployed Govt/ Pvt Beautiful Bride.
Dr/Eng/Busi, 9500085718,9500147440 Cont : 044−45552135, rasu_rbi@
yahoo.co.in
REDDY, 23/168, FAIR, B.Tech, Accen- HINDU SC/AD 27/168 BE, M.Tech SWE
ture, SWE, Ch, Decent pay, Seeks in Wipro Chennai Star Swathi Fair.
Dr/Eng/Busi,
9677086774, Seeks
Suitable
Bride.
8754415378
Ct:7395987963

VADAKALAI VATHULA Magam 21/167 Final Yr MBBS seeks Dr Groom below
25y. aagu2000@hotmail.com/+97150802
7788

Balija MBBS 29 Chitirai 176cm
seeks Suitable Doctor Bride Same
Community.Call 9994774100
REDDY TELUGU Doctor 30/157 doing
M.ch Surg Gastro Wanted Lady Doctor with Clinical PG Degree.
09440014646

ENGLISH

TELUGU

ANGLO INDIAN Energetic well settled divorcee, retired gentleman
looking for a life partner 40+ .
Ct: bumblebeeorchid001@gmail.com

GUJARATI

PILLAI REVATHI 32/180 Handsome CA
Singapore Citizen seeks Fair, Goodlooking
professionally
Qualified
Bride Age below 26. Caste No Bar.
Contact:9444760950/surigovinda@gmai
l.com
BRIDE For Maruthuvar Groom age 26,
employed in Private concern and
Business.Mother
State
Govt.
Employed. Caste / Religion No Bar.
Contact: 7373778064.
30/176 BE MBA IIM BLR 45LPA DGM@
Mumbai Seng Mudaliar Hastham NV
seeks well qualified Tamil Hindu
Bride Caste No Bar id4mat@
gmail.com
TAMIL REDDIAR boy 47/172cm issueless legally divorced,settled in
Kerala State, TVM. Caste no bar.
Looking for suitable girl. Mobile:8921871791
Email:
ganeshrtvm69@gmail.com
MUDHALIAR, 27/ 172, M.Tech (CS)
NIT Tirchy CISCO− Blore 15 Lakhs/
pa, Sadhyam 9940148697 (Caste no
bar).
Hindu ADI PR 31 B.E, Uthiratathi
Meenam EE in ONGC 15LPA Seeks Fair
WellEducated Same Caste BrideCT−
9894476024 EM: kalyanirengaraj@
gmail.com

CHENNAI SETTLE Malayale CSI Boy BE
29/180 Working MNC Chennai
09791129009
/
reubenabr01@
gmail.com

Mudaliar Barani 28/179 B.Tech Empld in Saudi Arabia QA Leader 15
lacs p.a. Clean habits. Seeks suitable
girl.
09445862382
NAMBIAR BOY 44/168 native kannur gnsathishkumar@yahoo.co.in
kerala settled in lucknow UP unmar- IYENGAR BHARADWAJA , Chitra, 3rd
ried own business earning monthly Pada, Vruschica Lagna, 35/180,
1.5 lacks seek aliance from hindu Fair, Never Married BCA, SWE, Baneducated
middle
class
ct: galore, 6 LPA, own house proper08577000027
tied, only son, looking for IyenINVITING NAIR Bride for Girishku- gar/Iyer Bride unmarried, Good fammar, 33/174, MBA Europe and TCS Em- ily, simple marriage, Contract:
ployee, Chathayam. Contact: 98847 09740072557/shakuntaladev1962@gmail
.com
14334
VISHWAKARMA BOY, Chennai. Age 30, DEVANGA CHETTIYAR No Issues HandRohini, Working Railway. Seek Suit- some 37/163 Divorcee Software Engineer Settled in Chennai. Expecting
able Bride. Ct : 9500198064
Graduate Girl Employed/ Unemployed, Fresh/ Divorcee/ Widow
MARATHI
Caste No Bar Contact: 8838432453/
MADHWA DESASTHA,Bhardwaj Gothram, 044−26385278
Marathi Speaking, Veg, 30/192,
Uthiram 4th Padam, B.Tech, Working OM SRI SAI RAM Hindu Vanniar PURE
in USA, Well Settled, TeeTotaller, VEGETARIAN 39/164 M.A. GOVT 44k pm
Traditional Family seeks suitable Seeks CNB (BC MBC FC) PURE VEG +2
bride. Ct: 9894624944/ 9940596270/ or Graduate Fair Below 30 Ct:
0452−2537794/, Email Id: prithyrao@ 08056820129 07871789132
gmail.com
CHETTIAR, 33, BSc., Danusu, Raagu,
BRAHMIN GIRL for Desastha Marathi Kethu, Business. Expected Degree
Boy
wellsettled
35
B’lore Holder. Contact: 9383564628.
Utharadam Bharadwaj subsect nobar PILLAI 31/168 Exe Engr−Qatar BE
09739089153
Barani Pari Hara Cevai Seek Educatd girl wiling to be in Qatar,
PHYSICALLY
Abroad brides will be accepted Ct:
9787106868
CHALLENGED

2 Sons Above 40 yrs unmarried M.S.
in US. Permanent residence in US.
Seeks Education and good family
background fair girl, caste no bar
Staying in us also apply Divercy Uk man 50 divorcee seeking a lady
don’t apply. Ph: 08019465632, to marry under 30,ph:8125699163
Natar002@gmail.com,
gnatara@
TAMIL
gmail.com,
mnkalavathi123@
gmail.com
CSI CHRISTIAN 33/157/BA Fair own
business Chennai seeks God Fearing
Family Except SC. Ct:7299905905/
DIVORCEE
07907
Keralite CSI YOUTH 45/177 UK Citi- TAMIL CHRISTIAN BA/ Business 35/
zen, Physiotherapist, Divorcee (No 171 Wheatish 75kg/ well settled
liabilities),
no
demands. fly from Vellore, seeks god fear9961068290, 0495−2769964, ukrish1@ ing/ fair/ slim/ educated/ well
yahoo.co.uk
settled fly/ age bet 25−33/ cell
8939877330, Email: maryamalraj27@
CHENNAI, MUDALIYAR ,30yrs,166CM, gmail.com
Fair,Caste No Bar, Mariner/ Chief CSI NADAR MBBS doing MD PaediOfficer 40L PA, Well Settled, atrics 26/175 Seeks MBBS/PG Doctor
9344175425
Bride from Good Christian Family.
Contact: 9444665120/dananth_rajan@y
ahoo.com

THENKALAI IYENGAR 24/177 Avittam
Kousigam B.Com MBA emplyd in ConDOCTOR
sultancy Firm Seeks Professionally
Qualified,well
placed
Groom.
24411228/ 9444077873/ skrishnan100@ HINDU TAMIL Yadhava 30/173
Pooraadam MD seeks, a well manhotmail.com
nered MBBS/MD/MS bride with good
values,God fearing, calm nature,
good looking from a respectable
family. Caste no bar. contact:g_rad
hakrishnan@yahoo.com,
+91
8903562297

BALIJA NAIDU 30/165 Karthigai
Rishabam Fair M.Sc Working in Nationalised Bank Coimbatore seeks
suitable Groom from Govt sector,
Banks,General Insurance,LIC,Reputed companies preferably in &
around Coimbatore.CT:9443385432,
arunvijay1952@gmail.com

MALAYALAM

KONGU VELLALA GOUNDER 29 Chennai
based B.Tech(Genetics) Kadaikulam,
Native: Erode Dist , Avittam, expd
in MNC as Analyst, now Co−founder
and CEO of Govt. Regd startup with
family business, income, propertied seeks goodlooking Gounder
bride similar background preferably chennai based. Early marriage. Ct:9383301818

PARENTS OF VEGETARIAN Beri Chettiar Boy,30 Doctor(OPTHAL)MS, Divorcee,No Issues With Moderate Assets,Seek First Time Alliance
Bride, Graduate,Unemployed From
Same Caste Decent Family,Contact
9600019104
HINDU, VANNIYAKULA Kshatriyar Boy
28/170,Fair,Krithigai,BE.,Infosys
6L (pa) Seeks Suitable Bride,
Fair, Educated, Working from Same
Community, Decent Family. Send BHP
to
Mail:
nkgparan@yahoo.co.in
Ph:9841032967
HINDUNADAR B.Tech(ECE) 29/180 1.5L
pm Same Caste Bride 9380791999/rama
nnadar2004@gmail.com/www.srirmt.com

YADAV TIRUVATHIRAI 29/161 BE MS
SWE TCS 60,000 pm Seek educated /
employed Girl. Caste no bar.
VANNIYAR, 35 yrs, Magam, BE, hand- 9514986600
some, well settled, divorced(no is- GOOD LOOKING Software Er/Employed
sues),Chennai, MNC, seeks unmar- Girl wanted for Devendra Kula Velried/divorcee without issues, from lalar Rtd. Bank Officer’s only son
good Hindu family,caste no bar, BE 29yrs Working at Chennai 4.
9445779335
5Lakhs/yr. Dhanusu Moolam Caste no
SOLIYA VELLALA Pillai Very Fair Sa- bar. CT:8220960888, sasideva007@
dayam 42 BA Own Automobile Busi- gmail.com
ness Educated WellSetld Fmly seeks ARCOT MUDALIAR 38/174, BA. B.Ed,
Bride CasteNoBar 9841736364,044− Dip, Fair Own buisness, own house.
28150364
Ct: 09449719453, 09945752903.
TAMIL CHETTIAR 1988 born/ 174, HINDU SC AD 30/165cms, Thulam /
P.G.Ortho seeks suitable Doctor Swathi, BE, L&T, 9 Lpa, seeks
Bride. Tamil Speaking Chettiars on- Fair, Good looking, Well educated
ly. Ct : 9443454642
Bride. Ct: 91−9962172234 / devadoz@
MUDALIAR 31/163 BE Teamlead SWE gmail.com
18.6L Pa Seeks employed bride from SAIVA PILLAI 37/180 BE, Marine
Mudaliar/Pillai Contact:8220461871
business in Malaysia remarriage
THEVAR POST graduate HR profession- Seek suitable girl below 33 ct:
al age 30 employed in automobile 8754425223
industry 6Lakhs PA seeks educated
SC/AD 29/171 B.Tech,MBA working in
working bride. Contact−9840009528
State Bank of India seeks educated
HINDU SC/ AD/ 30/165 B.E.,PDBM Mk- Fair Bride 9788257030/8270726760
tg
Executive.
Seeks
suitable
SAIVA MUDALIAR 36 Divorce, Er in
Bride. 9442113537 / 9840626352
Singapore, Caste No Bar : 98845
SC/AD 26/170 Aeronautical Er, 72000
Class A Gaz. Officer in Cent.
Govt, Puratathi Kumbam. Seeks good UNMARRIED RTD., Govt. Teacher 59
looking bride from same caste. yrs Hindu Chettiar, Pension Holder
Pref M.Sc B.Ed, BDS, MBBS, Send Rs.30000/− pm seeks Life Partner (
BHP:
g.sargunam54@gmail.com above 45 yrs). Caste No Bar.
mahendravel.d@gmail.com
Ct:
09445175155, 09500808646
9003679540
YADAVA, 29YRS, MBA,CA Final, seeks
bride from same caste preferably SAIVA PILLAI 35, 172cm, Meenam, UtBcom., CA, MBBS, BE. PH 9894492458 trathi, Govt.Job seeks any Degree
Bride. Cont: 9789172102
PILLAI HINDU 29/ 170 PG employed
very fair slightly physically chal- ADIDRAVIDAR, AGE: 29, BE, Private,
lenged, divorcee seeks broad mind- Salary 75,000/− wants suitable
Ph:
044−24347949
/
ed any HIndu caste bride. Ct: Bride.
08122289871
9380576743

HINDU GUJARATI Vaishnav Boy MBA UK
1979 born / 180 height, never married, highly successful businessman, very well settled in Gujarat,
India. Inviting alliances from educated, cultured, beautiful family
oriented girl. Plz Ct 9925700099,
ANDHRA REDDYS fmly 39/171 v.fair shreevivah.2017@gmail.com
b’ful wkg in CHN as Group B Officer, nontransferable, TN Govt.,
IAS / ALLIED
60k pm, legal divorcee, no issues,
seeks good alliance from well setSERVICES
tled families. Ct: 09989509223
Born Again Nadar(Kerala) boy 31 /
BALIJA NAIDU Avittam 31/165 Fair 170 Indian Foreign Service, Seeks
Mob:9446556392
Email:
BDS Employed Chennai seeks Doctor/ Bride
PILLAI 28/182 cm Fair MCA SWE CTS
Professional
Good
Family jacob4m@gmail.com
50K pm seeks Good Looking Girl.
Ct:9094498177
CT:9940710522,
vichusulur12@
KANNADA
gmail.com
ALLIANCE FOR Balija Naidu Girl 25/
158 MBA Well to do from Profession- VOKKALIGAR COMMUNITY boy B. IYER VADAMAL HARITHA Tiruvonam−3/
ally Qualified and Well Settled E.(Mech) M.S.(London) Industrial- Nov 78/MCA/Proj Mgr @ TCS Chennai/
Groom. Ct: 9884029250/ 9840721112. ist 29 Yrs belongs to Coimbatore 23L P.A/ Fair TeeTotaller Seeks
seeks same community bride from in- Never Married Brahmin Girl In Age
NAIDU VELAMA Simmam/Magam 29/170 dustrialist or Business circle be- diff 3−5yrs Ph:9444385411
BE/MS Fair Slim Research Engineer longs to Coimbatore or Erode DisChennai seeks qualfd groom 93451 trict.
Ct:9841737747,
Email: MUDALIAR BE /27 /179 MNC Chennai
rich business background seeks
59545
info.everbright@gmail.com
fair tall graduate bride Cont:
9941007516
Gavara Balija (Subsect Nobar) 27/ WANTED BRAHMIN girl (Iyer/Iyengar/
165cm MS(US) USA / Canada Groom Madhwa) for my son who is 33 yrs
ADIDRAVIDAR, AGE: 26, BE, Private VALLUVAN BRIDE 35, working in Govt Preferred Mobile−09791769068
working in MNC in Chennai drawing
Salary 35,000/− wants suitable Bank,Chennai. Seeks Groom from de15L P.A. Contact: 044−28443157 /
Groom. Ph: 044−24347949 / cent family. Caste No Bar REDDY, 38, Unmarried, Govt. Job, 9840503624 EMail :nguruprsd@
gmail.com
9444760542
9092752686
08122289871

HINDU, AGE:47, Settled in London
(UK Citizenship). Seeks Tamil Hindu Bride in FC/ BC/ MBC with Fluency in English. Cont: 95668 00060.
HINDU SC−AD, 31/172, Uthiradam,
Makaram, IAS in NE State seeks
IAS/ IPS/ Gp.A/ PG Doctors, CNB.
Send BHP: mjcjpd@gmail.com /
9087340038
SC AD 28/170/BE Central Govt.
(AAI) seeks fair,good looking qualified bride. Ct: 044−22661992/
8144403800
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IN BRIEF

Editors will not be arrested,
Speaker assures Karnataka HC
They have to appear before Speaker to seek review of resolution

CPI(M), CPI difer on evictions
Revenue Minister, CPI leaders skip meeting on encroachments in Kerala
Special Correspondent
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

The counsel also sought
court’s permission to withdraw the petition.

Special Correspondent
Bengaluru

A.P. CM answerable for
16 deaths, says Jagan
RAMPACHODAVARAM

YSR Congress party leader Y.S.
Jagan Mohan Reddy on
Saturday said Andhra Pradesh
Chief Minister N. Chandrababu
Naidu was answerable for the
recent 16 deaths in Chaparai
village in East Godavari. He
toured the Agency mandals on
Saturday and addressed the
tribal people at Kadarikota.

UoH research scholar
jumps from 14th floor, dies
HYDERABAD

A research scholar of the
University of Hyderabad,
Vishal Tondon, jumped to
death from the 14th floor of an
apartment on Saturday, the
police said. Tondon, 43, in a
mail to his sister has said he
was upset over his career.
“There are no signs of foulplay as per the preliminary
probe,” the police said.

The editors of two tabloids,
who were facing arrest for
breach of privilege, will not
be arrested. But, they will
have to appear personally
before the Speaker of the
Karnataka Legislative Assembly, K.B. Koliwad, to
submit a plea to reconsider
the Assembly’s resolution of
sentencing them to one-year
imprisonment. This was
conveyed by the counsel for
the
Speaker
to
the
Karnataka High Court on
Saturday.
Additional Advocate-General A.S. Ponnanna, who
represents the Speaker, told
the court that he had consulted the Speaker and the
Chief Minister and he was instructed to inform the court
that the Speaker would receive the editors’ pleas for
reconsidering the resolution
passed by the Assembly, if
they personally appeared

K.B. Koliwad

before the Speaker.
The AAG clarified that the
editors would not be arrested.
Later, counsel for the editors — Ravi Belagere of Hi
Bangalore and Anil Raj of Yelahanka Voice — submitted a
memo saying the petitionereditors would personally appear before the Speaker on
July 3 to submit a petition
for reconsidering the Assembly’s resolution.

I am no scapegoat: Meira Kumar
The presidential candidate says it is a ight of ideologies
Special Correspondent
Bengaluru

The Congress-led Opposition’s Presidential candidate
Meira Kumar, who arrived in
Bengaluru on Saturday for
her election campaign, dismissed remarks that she was
Congress’s “scapegoat” and
said it was “a fight of ideologies.”
Speaking to press persons
after meeting Congress
members at the Karnataka
Pradesh Congress Committee (KPCC) office here, she
said: “This is a fight of ideologies and anybody who
fights for ideologies is not a
scapegoat. I am a fighter and
I will fight this election.”
Describing the coming together of 17 Opposition
parties, who unanimously
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Meira Kumar

selected her as their candidate against the ruling party’s
nominee Ram Nath Kovind,
as “historical”, she said:
“This unity is based on their
firm ideological positions
that include democratic values, inclusiveness, social
justice and destruction of

caste structure.” Ms. Kumar,
who met Janata Dal (Secular)
supremo H.D. Deve Gowda
at the Kempegowda International Airport soon after
landing, sought his support
and thanked him for having
signed her nomination.
She said she has written
to MLAs and MPs of all
States,
irrespective
of
parties, seeking support in
the election.
“I have appealed to them
not to let go this rare opportunity to script history,” she
said.
Pointing out that she started her campaign from Gujarat where she visited the
Sabarmati Ashram, she said
she would visit all the States
and meet the MLAs and MPs
to seek their support.

Amicable solution
These submissions were
made on the court’s advice
to find an amicable solution
to the controversy.
Orally observing that “he
is happy” to see the issue resolved, Justice Ashok B.
Hinchigeri disposed of the
petitions in which the legality of the Assembly’s resolution was questioned, while
giving liberty to the petitioner-editors for reviving
the petition, if needed.
Three MLAs — K.B. Koliwad (presently Speaker of
the House), S.R. Vishwanath, and B.M. Nagaraj
had in 2014-15 complained
to the then Speaker that the
two editors had breached
the privileges of the legislators by publishing “defamatory and false” reports
against them.

The
sharp
differences
between the CPI(M) and CPI
over the eviction of encroachers in Munnar came
to the fore on Saturday, with
Revenue
Minister
E.
Chandrasekharan staying
away from the meeting of
political party leaders and
revenue officials convened
by Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan here.
CPI State secretary Kanam
Rajendran questioned the rationale of the meeting.
The meeting was convened in response to a
memorandum submitted by
political party leaders in
Idukki, including prominent
CPI leader C.A. Kurian, objecting to the Revenue Department’s move to evict the
occupant of a 22-cent plot in
Munnar town. The move had
triggered a controversy and
the Revenue Minister wrote
to the Chief Minister urging
him not to go ahead with it.
The Chief Minister de-

Action plan: Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan at a meeting with party leaders and revenue
oicials in Thiruvananthapuram on Saturday. PRASANTH VEMBAYAM
*

cided otherwise and gave
sufficient hints at the meeting that the Revenue Department was lax in implementing the decisions taken at the
last three meetings held after
the LDF came to power.

KPCC leader attends
At the outset, the Chief Minister made a pointed reference to the meeting being
convened in response to the
memorandum signed by Mr.

Kurian, CPI Idukki district
assistant
secretary
P.
Muthupandy and KPCC vice
president A.K. Mani.
While Mr. Mani was
present at the meeting, Mr.
Kurian and Muthupandy
were not, as the CPI State
leadership had stopped
them from attending it.
Other signatories to the
memorandum
such
as
Power Minister M.M. Mani
and CPI(M) legislator S. Ra-

jendran were present.
However, the Chief Minister avoided any further reference to the controversial
themes and asked the officials to collect tax from lease
holders if there were no legal
complications.
An official press note
quoted the Chief Minister as
saying that on the Idukki
land question, the government adopted the stand of
the Revenue Department.

Panama ship’s captain Metro box bridge will be a feat
sent to judicial custody 1,150-tonne structure in Hyderabad will span 200 metres
Staff Reporter
KOCHI

A sessions court here on Saturday remanded the captain
and two crew members of
Amber L, the Panamaflagged merchant vessel,
which allegedly hit a fishing
boat off Kochi, in judicial
custody for 15 days.
The trio — identified as
Captain Georgiannakis Ioannis, second officer Galanos
Athanasios, both Greek nationals, and Zewana, a Myanmar national who was the
designated duty able seaman — were arrested by the
Coastal police on June 30
and produced in Sessions
Court I, Ernakulam, on Saturday. The police will soon
move an application to get
them in custody.

“After interrogation, they
may be taken on board the
ship for evidence collection,” said T.M. Varghese,
Circle Inspector, Coastal Police, Fort Kochi.

Vessel detained in Kochi
The police have registered
cases against the trio under
IPC Sections 280, 427, 338,
304 and 2011 besides Section 57 of the Kerala Police
Act.
Amber L has been detained in Kochi since its collision with a fishing vessel
about 14.18 nautical miles off
Kochi.
Two fishermen were
killed and one went missing
when the merchant vessel
allegedly rammed the fishing boat on June 11.

V. Geetanath
HYDERABAD

In about a fortnight, the giant steel girders dotting the
Bhoiguda sky near the
Secunderabad
station,
which have morphed into a
steel box bridge 83 metres
long, will be ready to move
onto the railway tracks on
the Oliphenta Bridge.
The 1,150 metric tonne
edifice
connecting
the
Bhoiguda end of the Metro
with Sangeet Junction will be
perched between two piers
and span a distance of 200
metres. The bridge in the
making off the main road
since the onset of summer
with heavy cranes manoeuvring the steel girders
perched 66 ft in the air, supported by heavy steel pillars

Metro rail steel bridge at
Bhoiguda. K.V.S. GIRI
*

has caught the attention of
the whole city.
From March, L&T Metro
Rail Hyderabad (L&TMRH)
bridge engineers, many
from the Indian Railways,
and highly skilled workers
have been working round
the clock to complete the
structure on time.
“Usually, the railways

build such bridges on valleys
and rivers but this work in
middle of the city was something else. This would not
have been possible if the
South Central Railway did
not make available this oneand-a-half acre area close to
the construction site,” said
M.Y. Kondalu, Chief Engineer (construction) with L&TMRH. The former railway
engineer along with his
senior colleague K.M. Rao
has been on the site watching the work with a hawk’s
eye.
“Building such a heavy
bridge in the middle of the
city with continuous traffic
on the roads and railway
tracks is an engineering
feat,” says Hyderabad Metro
Rail MD N.V.S. Reddy.
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Adityanath, Shah to wrap
up Himachal rath yatras

Climate change impact: Sunderbans
steadily losing its famed mangroves
Study aided by remote sensing and GIS reveals erosion of as many as 18 forested islands
deltap is gaining land because of the huge
amount of sediment and
water flow from the
Brahmaputra
and
Meghna rivers. The loss of
forest cover occurs despite
significant addition of
forest land as plantations.

SHIMLA

Top BJP leaders will join the
party’s ongoing rath yatra in
Himachal Pradesh next week.
Party president Amit Shah
will wrap up the rath yatra of
the Kangra LS seat in
Chamba. U.P. Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath will conclude
the rath yatra of the Hamirpur constituency in Una.

Sub-inspector brutally
murdered in U.P.
MEERUT

A sub-inspector of the Uttar
Pradesh police in Bijnor was
brutally murdered on Friday
night. Assailants killed Sahjor
Singh Malik, in-charge of the
Balawali police chowki in
Bijnore, by slitting his throat
and chopping off his fingers,
said Bijnor SP Atul Sharma.
They took his service revolver
and threw the body in a field.

Irreparable loss: A UNESCO World Heritage site, the Sunderbans is the largest mangrove forest in the world.

Haryana CM’s chopper
forced to land at Jhajjar
CHANDIGARH

A helicopter carrying Haryana
Chief Minister Manohar Lal
Khattar was forced to land
under emergency conditions
at Jhajjar on Saturday due to
bad weather, officials said.
Mr. Khattar then proceeded
to Gurgaon by road. As soon
as Mr. Khattar came out of
the chopper, he was flocked
by children. STAFF REPORTER

IIT-Kharagpur opens
helpline for girl students
KOLKATA

The Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur, has
started a special helpline for
girl students to increase their
enrolment. It has also opened
a website (jeewomen.
iitkgp.ac.in/) for the purpose.
A Facebook group ‘JEE
Women Counselling 2017’ has
been created to help girls
clear their doubts related to
admission to the IITs.

One dead in
police iring
in Assam
Staff Reporter
Kolkata

One person was killed in
police firing in Goalpara
district of Assam on Friday,
when a protest over the ‘D’
(doubtful/disputed) voters’
list turned violent.
According to the police,
about
140
protesters
gathered at Kharubosa
area and tried to block the
National Highway 37 on
Friday afternoon. “They
were detained by the police,” Superintendent of
Police of Goalpara district
Amitava Sinha said.
Soon after the crowd
was dispersed, a local advocate Nazrul Islam, who
was leading the agitation,
marched to the spot with
around 400 protesters and
tried to block the road
again, he added. “The protesters threw stones at the
police, who fired shots in
the air. Somehow a youth,
Yakub Ali, got injured. He
was taken to a local hospital, but was declared
brought dead,” added Mr.
Sinha.
Local activists claimed
that “most of the ‘D’ voters
have proper citizenship
documents.”
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Shiv Sahay Singh
KOLKATA

In a development that will
ring alarm bells for both environmentalists and policy
makers, the mangrove forest
cover in the Indian Sunderbans has been depleting
alarmingly over the past few
decades.
Mangrove Forest Cover
Changes in Indian Sundarban
(1986-2012) Using Remote
Sensing and GIS, a publication by the School of Oceanographic Studies, Jadavpur
University, reveals that from
1986 to 2012, 124.418 sq. km.
mangrove forest cover has
been lost.
The total forest cover of
the Indian Sunderbans as assessed by remote sensing
studies for the year 1986 was
about 2,246.839 sq. km.,
which gradually declined by
2,201.41 sq. km. in 1996, then
down to 2168.914 sq km in
2001 and to 2122.421 sq km in

2012. The loss in the mangrove forest in the Indian
Sunderbans is about 5.5 %.
“The continuation of this
process in response to climate change and sea level
rise poses a serious threat to
the carbon sequestration potential and other ecosystem
services of this mangrove
forest in future,” authors Sugata Hazra and Kaberi Samata
noted.

SUNDAY SPECIAL
The paper also notes that
the mean sea level rise at the
Sagar Island Station, measured from 1985 onward till
2010, shows a rise by 2.6-4
mm a year, which can be
considered a driving factor
for coastal erosion, coastal
flooding, and an increase in
the number of tidal creeks.
The publication highlights
a time series of the erosion of
at least 18 mangrove forested

islands of the Indian Sunderbans from 1986 to 2012.
For instance, the loss in mangrove cover at Gosaba has
been about 20%, down from
517.47 sq km in 1986 to
506.691 sq km in 2012.

Significant losses
In Dulibhasani West, the loss
of mangrove cover has been
about 9.7% — from 180.03 sq.
km. in 1986 to 163.475 sq.
km. in 2012. The mangrove
forest cover of Dalhousie, another island, has depleted by
16%, from 76.606 sq. km. in
1986 to 64.241 in 2012.
Bhangaduni has one of the
highest erosion levels of
mangrove forest land, from
40.4 sq. km. in 1986 to 24.9
sq km in 2012, taking the loss
to over 37%.
Jambudwip, one of the
smallest uninhabited islands
at the mouth of the sea, also
has reduced forest cover
from 6.095 sq. km. in 1986 to

Recycled material
failed Nirbhay: DRDO
Same vendor to make another missile ‘free of cost’
Sumit Bhattacharjee
VISAKHAPATNAM

The fourth test of Nirbhay,
the long-range sub-sonic
cruise missile designed and
developed by the Defence
Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO), failed
on December 21 last year
due to use of faulty material,
said Chairman of the DRDO
and Secretary of Department of Defence R&D S.
Christopher
here
on
Saturday.
Speaking to The Hindu
after inaugurating a workshop on indigenous lithiumion batteries for special applications, hosted by the
Naval Science and Technolo-

gical Laboratories, the
DRDO chief said, “The missile’s fourth test took place
from the Launch ComplexIII of Integrated Test Range
at Balasore in Odisha and
after lift-off, the missile developed snags on one of its
wings and started to bank
on one side and veered dangerously. We had to activate
the ‘self-destruct’ mechanism to kill it mid-air.”

‘Insufficient strength’
“On investigation, it was
found that the vendor who
manufactured it used recycled material for one of
the key components that operates the missile wings. The

strength of the recycled material was not sufficient.
Though the vendor followed
all specifications, the use of
recycled material was not
disclosed,” he said.

Fifth test soon
But, according to Dr. Christopher, the same vendor
had been told to produce another one ‘free of cost’ under the same specifications
but without any shortcuts.
“Everything was right in
the missile, only this faulty
material caused the failure.
It will now be ready by Julyend or August. We will go for
the fifth test,” Mr. Christopher said.

*

GETTY IMAGES

5.003 sq. km. in 2012, or
about 10%.
Other
islands
like
Sajnekhali North, Matla and
Bulchery have also suffered
significant mangrove loss.
Professor Hazra, who
heads the School of Oceanographic Studies, Jadavpur
University, explained how
climate change and sea level
rise has contributed to the
phenomenon of losing land,
including mangrove forests
in the Sundarbans, in the last
part of the 21st century.
“This is because there is
less fresh water flow and sediment supply in the western
(Indian) part of the delta, so
we have starvation of sediment and the rate of sea level
rise is higher than sediment
supply. Hence we are losing
land, including mangrove
forest,” he told The Hindu.
According to Professor
Hazra,
the
eastern
(Bangladesh) side of the

Freshwater inflow
Ajanta Dey, joint secretary and project director
of the Nature Environment and Wildlife Society (NEWS), an NGO
that has been working
in the Sunderban ecosystem, said that a critical minimal inflow of
freshwater is necessary for
the luxuriant growth of
mangroves.
“When freshwater inflow
is missing, there is a change
in mangrove succession, and
freshwater loving species of
mangroves are replaced by
salt-water loving ones,” she
pointed out.
She said the immediate
impact of salinity will be on
the fishing community,
where commercially sought
after fish species will be replaced by fish that does not
have as much market value.
Ms. Dey also referred to a
report by the Indian Space
Research
Organisation,
which was presented before
the Eastern Circuit Bench of
the National Green Tribunal
in 2015. The report said the
Sunderbans has lost 3.71% of
its mangrove cover, while
losing 9,990 hectares to
erosion in one decade.
While earlier studies also
expressed concerns over the
fragile ecosystem of the Indian Sunderbans that, other
than being home to the Royal
Bengal Tiger, also harbours a
population of 4.5 million
people, this study presents
definite proof of the loss of
land and mangrove cover.

RSS wing reaches out to chit fund victims
Drive exposes role of the Trinamool Congress in scams, says Sahakar Bharati
Soumya Das
Kolkata

A Rashtriya Swyamsevak
Sangh (RSS)-affiliated organisation, Sahakar Bharati,
which works with cooperative societies, has claimed to
have reached out to ‘nearly
one lakh’ victims of chit fund
scams in Bengal.
State Cooperation Minister
Arup Roy, however, told The
Hindu he has “never heard of

Sahakar Bharati. We are not
giving it much importance.”
“Since 2014, we have been
able to reach out to nearly
one lakh duped investors in
Cooch Behar, Purba Medinipur, South and North 24
Paraganas,”
Bibekananda
Patra, Sangathan Pramukh
(Organisational Head) of
Saharkar Bharati in Bengal
said. He also said that
through “intensive grassroots

campaign”, the organisation
has been able to increase
awareness among chit fund
victims, mostly from rural
areas, on the benefits of “safe
investment” through cooperative societies.
Mr. Patra said, thanks to
the campaigns, the “role of
the Trinamool Congress
(TMC)” in the chit fund scam
had become clear to the rural
people. “ If free and fair vot-

ing takes place in the next
panchayat polls in Bengal in
2018, then our campaign
may jeopardise TMC’s prospects,” said Mr. Patra.
Ironically, Bharati officials
said their “activities [had] significantly increased” in
Bengal after the TMC came to
power in 2011. “After the
change of government we
have been able to function
more freely.” said Mr.Patra.
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2 LeT ultras killed in
Anantnag encounter

Stone-throwing decreasing: CRPF
Director-General says the number of incidents has almost halved in the irst six months of 2017
crowd control. Thirteen
people were killed last year
and more than 250 were injured after being hit by the
pellets, with a some losing
their vision.
Mr. Bhatnagar said though
there was resistance from
people during anti-militancy
operations in the form of
heavy stone-throwing at security forces, this had not
disrupted any operation.

Vijaita Singh
New Delhi

“We halted the fire till the civilians were shifted to safer
location. Later, in the exchange of fire, two militants
were killed,” he said.
However, disputing the
police statement, eyewitnesses and locals alleged
that two civilians — Tahira
Begum, 44, and Shadab
Ahmad Chopan, 22, — were
killed when security forces
fired on protesters at the encounter site at Brenti-Batpora village.

Several injured
Both Begum and Ahmad
were hit by bullets. Several
others were also injured
with at least four persons
suffering bullet wounds.
“We urge the law enforcing agencies to exercise utmost restraint while dealing
with such situations,” said
CPI(M) secretary G.N. Malik.

Stone-pelting locals
Scores of stone-pelting locals had converged on the encounter site in a bid to help
the trapped militants to escape, said police officials.
MLA Engineer Rashid alleged Lashkari was “forced
to re-join the militant outfits
due to severe torture and
humiliation by various security agencies”.
‘Destruction must end’
Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti, who expressed grief
over civilian deaths, said,
“The vicious cycle of death
and destruction confronting
Kashmir must end at the
earliest and efforts should
be made at all levels to revive the peace and reconciliation process for the larger
good of the people sandwiched in a gory situation”

One lakh suspect
irms deregistered
“Latest figures from the
Swiss banks show the impact of our efforts to bring
back black money from
abroad. Since 1987, they
have been disclosing this,
but last year, Indians’
money (old money, not new,
I mean) in Swiss banks saw a
45% decline. This is a
sharper decline from the
year before and in comparison, 2013 registered a 42%
increase in Swiss bank balances (from India),” Mr.
Modi said.

Fresh warning
Firing a fresh warning to
such account holders in
Switzerland, the PM said
they will have more problems in two years’ time
when Swiss authorities start
sharing the data on such accounts’ transactions on a
real-time basis with India.
Mr. Modi also hinted at
tougher measures to crack
down on those earning high
incomes but not paying
taxes, pointing to crores of
luxury houses in big cities,
the existence of eight lakh
doctors, nearly eight lakh
accountants, over two crore
engineers and business
school graduates and 2.18
crore Indians who went on
an overseas holiday last
year.
“Despite this, we have
just 32 lakh people in a
country of 125 crore declaring an income over ₹10 lakh
in their income tax returns.
Would anyone believe this?
This is the bitter truth-

…these are mostly salaried
class people in government
or private companies,” he
said.
Laying some of the blame
for this phenomenon on the
accounting fraternity, Mr.
Modi told the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of
India to take tough action
against those who advise clients to hide the truth as that
emboldens tax evaders.
“Those who give such advice must be identified and
acted against. If India’s
democratic temple of Parliament has given you such
rights, why is that in the last
eleven years, only 25 CAs
have been acted against?”
Mr Modi asked.

A single decision
“Over 1,400 cases (against
CAs) are pending for several
years. It takes years for a
single decision. Isn’t this a
source of worry for such
highly qualified professionals?” Mr. Modi asked, urging
accountants to play a bigger
role in the successful rollout
of the GST regime and the
war against black money.
“Don’t let this time and
opportunity go out of your
hands. Like lawyers fought
for citizens’ rights in the
freedom struggle, today my
CAs’ army should keep an
oversight in this new era,”
Mr. Modi said, leaving no
doubt what he felt about the
accounting
community’s
role in assisting tax evaders
prior to, and especially after
demonetisation.

‘Surgical strike was in
the works for 15 months’
“It was a very successful
strike,” he said. On the
Army’s side, the only injury
was a leech attaching itself
to a soldier’s leg.

‘No helicopters’
Contrary to some reports,
no helicopters were used. “I
had placed helicopters (on
stand-by) only in case of
emergency evacuation,” he
said.
He also listened intently
to a TV discussion with his
ministerial colleague Rajyav-

ardhan Singh Rathore.
”... one question (from
media) hurt me. Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore, an exArmyman, was on TV and
he was explaining about all
kinds of search operations.
An anchor asked him
’would you have the courage and capability of doing
the same on the western
front’,”
Mr.
Parrikar
recalled.
“I listened very intensely
but decided to answer when
the time came,” he said.

Debt forces another
farmer to end life
He ran the risk of losing his
ancestral agricultural land
as well as the land registered
in his two brothers’ names,
totalling 12 bighas, which he
had mortgaged.

Mounting debt
The crop loan passbooks
show no transactions after
2012 for the loans obtained
in 2008, taking the penal interest to as high as 16% on
the overdue amounts.
The family members said
the debts also included the
money lent by private
lenders, and loans obtained
in the name of Tuhi Ram’s
wife Babli from a women’s
self-help group.
The farmer had sown
jowar on six bighas of his
farmland last week, but it
CM
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did not survive because of
lack of rain.

Groundwater salinity
Sogar sarpanch Vikram
Singh said the salinity of
groundwater in the region
made it unfit for drinking
and farming, forcing the
farmers to depend on rain
for agriculture.
Financial assistance
Even as the Congress MLA
from
Deeg-Kumher,
Vishvendra Singh, who visited the village on Thursday,
demanded compensation of
₹10 lakh for the deceased’s
family, the district administration has maintained that
there is no provision for financial assistance in a suicide
case.

Minister calls
for quota in
cricket team

There has been a sharp drop
in the number of stonethrowing incidents in the
Kashmir Valley this year,
Rajiv Rai Bhatnagar, Director-General, Central Reserve Police Force, told The
Hindu.
Attacks on security forces
by stone-throwing youth escalated in the Valley after
July 8, 2016 when Hizbul Mujahideen (HM) “commander”
Burhan Wani was killed in an
encounter.
“Last year, around 1,600
incidents were reported
when CRPF personnel were
attacked with stones. This
year, the number has fallen
to fewer than half, around
700 incidents maybe. There
are days when there is no
such incident,” Mr. Bhatnagar told The Hindu.
The 1,600 incidents were

Rajiv Rai Bhatnagar
reported in five months after
Wani’s killing, while the 700
incidents were recorded
from January to June in 2017.
Around 30,000 personnel
of the CRPF are deployed in
the Valley to assist the local
police in maintaining law
and order and conducting

anti-militancy operations.
The government faced
severe criticism over the
CRPF’s use of pellet guns to
disperse crowds and protesters.
Several political parties
have asked for the complete
withdrawal of pellet guns for

Non-lethal options
“No anti-militancy operation
was aborted due to stone
pelting. While we have
showed lot of restraint, we
did not let them run riot. We
have revised our standard
operating procedures and
are increasingly using nonlethal options like tear gas
shells and plastic bullets,” he
said.
The DG said around 300
vehicles, including buses and

India wants all missing men back
Asks Pakistan for the early release and repatriation of prisoners
Kallol Bhattacherjee
NEW DELHI

Highlighting prisoner safety
and consular access, India
on Saturday urged Pakistan
to return its military personnel who are considered missing in that country. The demand on the missing
military personnel was made
as both sides exchanged lists
of prisoners in each other’s
custody and India pushed
for consular access to former
Navy official Kulbhushan
Jadhav.
“India once again requests Pakistan for the early
release and repatriation of
Indian prisoners, missing Indian defence personnel and
fishermen along with their
boats whose nationality has
been confirmed by India,”
stated an official press
release.
India also reiterated its demand for consular access to

Kulbhushan Jadhav
Mr. Jadhav who has been
sentenced to death by a military court in Pakistan for alleged espionage and terrorism-related activities.
“India again requested
Pakistan to grant full and
early consular access to the
Indian nationals lodged in
the custody of Pakistan, including Hamid Nehal Ansari
and Kulbhushan Jadhav,” the
press release stated.

Mr. Jadhav’s sentence is
under a stay issued by the International Court of Justice,
though certain pressure
groups in Pakistan are campaigning against showing
mercy to Mr. Jadhav. On Friday, two petitions were filed
at the Lahore High Court
seeking a directive to
Pakistan Army Chief Gen.
Qamar Javed Bajwa, though
diplomats have indicated
that Islamabad would comply with the ICJ directive . India has been demanding
consular access in cases regarding Mr. Jadhav and Mr.
Ansari but Pakistan has not
responded positively to the
requests so far.

Pact on consular access
The exchange of the list of
prisoners was made according to the Agreement on
Consular Access between India and Pakistan. The agree-

ment, reached on 21 May
2008, institutionalises prisoner exchange between the
two countries. Accordingly,
lists of nationals lodged in
jails are to be exchanged
twice each year, on January 1
and July 1.
The lists, exchanged on
Saturday through diplomatic
channels simultaneously in
New Delhi and Islamabad,
included civil prisoners, and
fishermen in accordance
with the Agreement on Consular Access.
“India remains committed
to addressing on priority all
humanitarian matters with
Pakistan, including those
pertaining to prisoners and
fishermen. In this context,
we await from Pakistan confirmation of nationality of
those in India’s custody who
are otherwise eligible for release and repatriation,” the
statement said.

vans were
bullet-proof.

being

made

Bullet-proof vehicles
“The number of militants being killed has gone up
sharply and this has led to
desperate attacks on security
forces. We would bulletproof all the vehicles that are
used for patrolling duties,”
he said.
“Recently, six of our
jawans were saved as their
armoured vehicle protected
them when they came under
heavy fire from terrorists. A
sub-inspector sitting at the
front was killed; we are getting the vehicles 100% bulletproofed now,” the DG said.
The CRPF is also providing
pre-induction training to
jawans at their training
centre in Lethpura in Pulwama on how to handle the
crowd through non-lethal
means, Mr. Bhatnagar said.

Staff reporter
NAGPUR

Union Minister of State for
Social Justice and Empowerment Ramdas Athawale on Saturday demanded 25% reservation for
Dalits and Adivasis in the
cricket team and other
sports.
Mr. Athawale said, “I
have been repeatedly saying that Dalits and Adivasis
don’t get proper representation in sports. Recently,
the Indian cricket team lost
to Pakistan in final [of
Champions Trophy]. Kohli,
Yuvraj
play
fantastic
cricket but they failed
miserably on that day. Was
there a match fixing? There
should be an inquiry into
it.” On the lynching incidents, he said the ‘Gorakshakas’ were “Manav Bakhshaks
[human
murderers]”.

Police comb Gujarat
village over phone call
Satellite call to Pakistan traced to area
Press Trust of India
Kutch

A massive search operation
was carried out in Berdo village near the India-Pakistan
border in Kutch district on
Saturday after the signal of a
suspected satellite phone
call to Pakistan was traced
to the area.
Four people were detained for questioning after
the combing operation, police said.
Acting on an intelligence
input from security agencies, 24 police teams
launched a search in the
area, Superintendent of Police, Kutch (West), Makrand
Chauhan said. “Twenty-four
teams of police officials consisting of around 150 police
jawans carried out search
operation in Berdo village in
Bhuj taluka of the district

today after satellite signal
was traced near here, suggesting that a call was made
using satellite phone to
Pakistan,” he said.

Four suspects
“We rounded up four persons and searched several
houses in the village and
nearby areas to find the
source of the traced call and
[check for] any suspicious
activities,” Mr. Chauhan
said, while refusing to divulge any further details
saying that investigation into
the matter was on.
“Since this is a national
security issue, I am not in a
position to reveal any further details into the matter.
All I can say is that we have
gathered some evidence
and further investigation is
on,” he said.

Keep forces of darkness at bay, says Pranab
When mob killings become high and uncontrollable, we have to pause and relect on this, says President
Special Correspondent

No need to fear: Shah

NEW DELHI

President Pranab Mukherjee,
referring to a recent spate of
killings by mobs across the
country, said on Saturday
that “posterity would demand an explanation” if the
citizenry did not exercise the
vigilance required to preserve the “basic tenets” of
the country.
“When mob lynching becomes so high and uncontrollable, we have to pause
and reflect, are we vigilant
enough,” he said, even as he
exhorted citizens, intellectuals and the media to keep the
“forces of darkness and backwardness” at bay.
At a function organised at
Jawahar Bhawan by the National Herald, Mr. Mukherjee, in his capacity as the
chief guest, released a commemorative publication to
celebrate 70 years of Inde-

Special Correspondent
PANAJI

Preserving principles: President Pranab Mukherjee with
Congress president Sonia Gandhi and former PM Manmohan
Singh in New Delhi on Saturday. SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY

BJP president Amit Shah
on Saturday said that
after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi publicly
criticised mob violence,
there was no need for
apprehension about mob
killings in the country.

He said the criticism of
the Modi government
was unfair and wondered
why journalists were
being caught in the flow.
“There is no
apprehension anywhere
in the country,” Mr. Shah
said in an interaction
with presspersons here.

*

pendence in the presence of
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi, former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and
Congress
vice-president
Rahul Gandhi.
“I am not talking of vigilantism, I am talking of: are
we vigilant enough, pro-actively, to save the basic tenets
of our country?…We have to
reflect when we read in the

papers that someone was
lynched...,” the President
said.

Oblique reference
In an oblique reference to
the Modi government, Ms.
Gandhi said India is being
threatened by increasing
signs of 'authoritarianism'.
“Today, the tried and tested
idea of India has been

thrown fundamentally into
question with the rising intolerance of malevolent
forces. It is being encouraged
by a culture of vigilantism,
actively supported by those
who are supposed to enforcement of the law,” she
stressed.
“Mahatma Gandhi's idea
of truth, Jawaharlal Nehru's
ideal of pluralism, Sardar Pa-

tel's vision of unity, and
Ambedkar's vision of social
justice, these are the things
we must fight for,” she said,
adding, “We are in a war of
ideas. We have reached this
war to preserve our ideas,
which have built India as a
model of democracy, diversity and co-existence. If
we don't raise our voices, if
we do not speak up, our

Cong expels Meerut district Sonia gets more
chief for comments on Rahul time in Herald case
Had made ‘insulting’ remarks on party’s WhatsApp group

Court asks to ile replies by July 22

voices will be taken as
consent.”
The National Herald, Ms.
Gandhi said, “evokes a time
when nationalism fought foreign rule. It evokes a time
when inclusive conception of
our nation is under attack
and the press is being pressured to obey and applaud
rather than question. Speaking truth to power is
imperative.”

Audience spellbound
The hour and a half-long programme began with the
golden-voiced
Shillong
Chamber Choir singing the
national anthem, and following it up with a patriotic
medley that included both
Vande Mataram and Sare Jehan Se Accha. Dressed in
green silk dresses and
tuxedos, the members of the
choir held the audience
spellbound.

Gangster
body handed
over to family
members
Press Trust of India

Press

Trust

of

“Pappu could have been a
minister or even the prime
minister, but he did not go
down that road,” his purported message had said,
adding that instead, the Congress vice- president chose
to go to Mandsaur in Madhya
Pradesh, where five protesting farmers were killed in
police firing.
Subsequently, Pradhan
had said his comments were
meant to laud Rahul Gandhi.

India

Lucknow

The Congress on Saturday
expelled Vinay Pradhan, its
Meerut district unit chief,
who was earlier suspended
for making certain “insulting” remarks against Rahul
Gandhi, from the party for
six years.
Pradhan was expelled
from
the
party
by
Ramkrishna Dwivedi, the
disciplinary
committee
chairman of Uttar Pradesh
Congress, for “indulging in
anti-party activities”, said
party spokesman Dwijendra
Tripathi.
Last month, Pradhan was
suspended from all the party
posts after he allegedly
made certain “insulting” remarks against the Congress
vice-president on the party’s
WhatsApp group.

Congress vice-president
Rahul Gandhi FILE PHOTO
*

Mr. Dwivedi had then
stated that Pradhan’s guilt
was proved and he had violated the constitution of the
Congress party.
Pradhan had reportedly
referred to Gandhi as
“Pappu” in a social media
message.

Other suspensions
Besides Pradhan, vice-presidents of the Congress’
Meerut unit Sartaj Ghazi and
Girdhari Lal Maurya, general
secretary Ankur Tyagi, secretaries Anuram Shami and
Irshan Puthi have also been
suspended from all posts for
“anti-party activities”, said
Mr. Tripathi.

Special Correspondent
New Delhi

A Delhi court on Saturday
asked Congress president
Sonia Gandhi, its vice-president Rahul Gandhi and others to file by July 22 replies
to a fresh plea by BJP leader
Subramanian Swamy seeking certain documents in
The National Herald case of
cheating
and
misappropriation.
The court had last year allowed Dr. Swamy’s pleas to
summon these documents.
However, the Delhi High
Court had later set aside its
orders. But at the same time
it had said that the right of
Dr. Swamy “shall not be curtailed in any circumstance
to move a fresh application
during the pendency of the
proceedings before the
court”. Metropolitan Magis-

trate Lovleen gave time to
them to file the replies as
their counsel submitted that
they had not received copies
of
the
Dr.
Swamy’s
application.

Others facing the heat
Besides Ms. Gandhi and Mr.
Gandhi, general secretary of
the party, Oscar Fernandes,
party’s treasurer Motilal
Vora and the Gandhi family
loyalists Suman Dubey and
Sam Pitorda are also facing
prosecution in the case on a
complaint by Dr. Swamy.
According to the complainant, the accused persons “fraudulently” acquired Associated Journals
Ltd., publisher of the daily,
and transferred its assets
worth crores of rupees to
another company, Young
Indian.

Jaipur

The body of slain gangster
Anandpal Singh was on
Saturday handed over to
his family members and
the funeral is likely to take
place in his village in
Ladnu sub- division on
Sunday.

CBI inquiry
“The police handed over
Anandpal’s body to his
daughter Yogita Singh and
maternal uncle at their hometown — Sanvrad in
Nagaur district,” Additional
SP Churu Keshar Singh
Shekhawat said. The family
members had been demanding a CBI inquiry into
the encounter and were
not accepting the body unless the government referred the case to theinvestigating agency.
M ND-ND
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Day One: Price cuts, peeves over returns iling
Jaitley defends
multiple rates
under GST regime

Economy
poised for a
leap: Shah
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On the draw Surendra

Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

Special Correspondent

Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley on Saturday defended
the multiple rates in the
Goods and Services Tax regime, hinting at a possible
reduction in the number of
rates in the future, even as
companies across the automobile, electronics, and
FMCG sectors slashed prices
in accordance with the new
tax rates they fall under.
Also speaking at the event
organised by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said
there were large gaps in the
understanding of traders
and small scale industries
and what was actually written in the GST laws, highlighting several misconceptions. He appealed to the
chartered
accountants
gathered at the event to ease
this confusion.

Chidambaram’s criticism
Meanwhile, former Finance
Minister P. Chidambaram
launched an attack on the
current implementation of
GST, saying that it would impose a burden on the common man, hurt small, medium and micro businesses,
while also being inflationary
in nature due to the multiple
rates.
“There is some criticism

Didn’t deride
communities:
Professor

PANAJI

The Goods and Services Tax,
the country’s biggest tax
reform since Independence,
will help speed up India’s
economy and prepare it to
compete with top countries,
BJP president Amit Shah said
here on Saturday.
Mr. Shah, who is on a
two-day visit to Goa, said
efforts made to malign the
GST had failed. Whether in
Kashmir, Tamil Nadu,
Gujarat or Assam, there will
be a common tax structure
and there will be no
impediments, he said.
Rare calm: The Walayar check-post in Kerala wore a deserted look on Saturday.
of GST, saying there should
be single rate or dual rates,”
Mr. Jaitley said at the ICAI
event. “It’s not possible now.
Later, we can converge some
taxation rates, where 12%
can meet 18%. But if we do a
15% single rate, then this will
affect zero rated food items
used by the poor.”
“Direct tax is progressive
where the rich pay more,”
Mr. Jaitley added. “But indirect tax is regressive, with my
buying soap or a poor buying soap tax being the same.
So goods used by the poor
are not taxed high and the
goods used by the rich are
taxed higher, that is the indirect taxation policy. Some

MPs said make it a single
rate. Can a Hawaii chappal
and Mercedes have the same
tax rate? One is for a common man, the other is a luxury item. This is important
to have equity in taxation
system.”

Form confusion
“There is a lot of misconceptions on returns filing, that
there are three per month,”
Mr. Adhia said. “We have
been saying time and again,
there is only one return of
which there are three parts.
One part is to be filled by the
trader, and two parts are
computer generated for you
to review. You don’t have to

*

K. K. MUSTAFAH

do anything about it.”
Mr. Adhia explained that
GSTR 1 is the only form that
needs to be filled in by the
assessee. GSTR 2, of purchases made by the assessee,
will be automatically generated and only needs to be reviewed and updated in case
a purchase has been missed
by the supplier.
“There will be inflation.
What is the government going to do about it?” Mr.
Chidambaram said.

Price changes
Electronics manufacturer
Apple on Saturday reportedly lowered the retail
prices of all its iPhone mod-

Bhandarkar’s ilm on
Emergency irks Tytler

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

els by 4-7.5%, as it passed on
the benefits from the GST regime to consumers.
Home-grown carmaker
Maruti also sought to pass on
GST benefits to consumers,
lowering prices on select
models by up to 3%.
Tata-owned JLR has also
reportedly slashed rates for
its entire fleet by up to 7%.
Prior to the rollout of GST,
bikemaker KTM India increased its rates by up to
₹5797, depending on the
model. Nestle, said in categories where there are reductions in taxes, “appropriate price reductions” would
be implemented from July
onwards.

Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

False complaint
She described a complaint
filed against her in the National Commission for
Scheduled Castes (NCSC)
as “false”, saying the case
had already been “closed”
as no evidence was found.
Professor Singh’s name
figures on the 13-member
list for the ICSSR Council
that has been drawn up by
the Union government.

Nistula Hebbar
NEW DELHI

As the nation recalled the
imposition of the Emergency
on its 42nd anniversary last
week, an attempt by filmmaker Madhur Bhandarkar’s
cinematic take on the period
has run into rough weather
with Congress leader Jagdish
Tytler threatening him with
legal action.

In negative light
Mr. Tytler told The Hindu
that he had been watching
television when he came
across the trailer of the film
Indu Sarkar where he saw “a
person who resembled me”
being portrayed in a negative
light. “I was surprised to see
this as much of the time during the Emergency, I was in
Canada and returned only at
the fag end of that event.”
‘Had a restoring role’
He then wrote a strongly
worded letter to Bhandarkar,
insisting that his role “was
more of restoring the situation”. He added that “from
Canada I wrote a letter to
Sanjay Gandhi about how I
was disturbed by various
news of the Emergency. I am
categorically
mentioning
that I was not part of the
Emergency, and this can be
corroborated from the book
written by (late) Vinod Me-

Madhur Bhandarkar

Jagdish Tytler

hta on the event and the
leaders involved. He clearly
says my role was only about
promoting education during
the Emergency.”
Mr. Tytler also insists that
he is not threatening
Bhandarkar but wants him
to “suitably edit” his movie if
his portrayal has been negative, or else he will be “forced
to resort to legal action over
defamation and sue for compensatory damages”.

most is that the Emergency
is one of the most well documented events in India’s
contemporary history, so
there should be no doubts
about who did what,” he
said. “In 2015, Doordarshan
showed a five-episode documentary on the Emergency,
countless books have been
written on the subject,
nobody says a word. I don’t
see why a fictionalised account of the event should
raise this kind of objection,”
he said.

Filmmaker surprised
The national award winning
filmmaker said that he was
surprised at the letter. “What
has been released is just the
trailer, the film has yet to be
sent to the Central Board of
Film Certification. I would
ask everyone to calm down
and watch the full film first,”
he told The Hindu.
“What surprises me the

Srinagar

Traders observed a shutdown in Kashmir on Saturday in protest against the
Goods and Services Tax.
The Kashmir Traders and
Manufacturing Federation
described the GST as “antiKashmir,” if implemented
without amendments.
The authorities clamped
down on a protest rally led
by
KTMF
president
Muhammad Yasin Khan
when he tried to march towards Regal Chowk in the

city centre.
“Finance Minister Haseeb
Drabu is trying to divide the
business community to implement GST,” Mr. Khan
said. He said the traders
“won’t allow implementation of GST in the current
form.” “There can be no
compromise on J&K’s special status. The government
can implement it only when
amended according to the
J&K Constitution,” he said.
The shutdown impacted
main business centres in
Srinagar and towns.

Asian News International
Surat

Passengers of Queen
Express train in Gujarat
refused to pay the extra
fee demanded because
of the GST. In a viral
video, the ticket
examiner demanded
₹20 extra per ticket.
Passengers shot back
saying it must be levied
on bookings after July
1, and wanted to see
the Centre’s official
circular in this regard.

The Doklam standof highlights New Delhi’s defence commitment to Thimphu

NEW DELHI

Asks director to ‘suitably edit’ the movie or face legal action

Special Correspondent

Travel plan
derailed

Why Bhutan is special to India

Special Correspondent

Facing controversy over
the allegation that she had
called Dalits and Muslims
“anti-national”,
Amita
Singh, Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
who is to take charge as a
member of the ICSSR
Council, on Saturday said
she had been misquoted.
In a statement, she described the allegations as
“totally incorrect” and
“baseless”.
“This is a painful news
as I have spent my whole
academic life for the uplift
of Dalits, Muslims and the
deprived,” she said.
“In March 2016, an informal conversation was
distorted ... and published
as an interview which is
totally wrong and misquoted. As soon as I was informed about this, I immediately clarified that it was
false and condemnable. My
clarification was published
in some newspapers,” her
statement said.

Kashmir traders shut
down businesses

The
present
standoff
between Indian and Chinese
troops in Doklam is a rare insight into New Delhi’s very
special relationship with
Bhutan, which includes military responsibilities towards
it.
In India’s only official
statement on the standoff,
the Ministry of External Affairs on Friday said that on
June 16, a “PLA (People’s Liberation Army) construction
party entered the Doklam
area and attempted to construct a road. It is our understanding that a Royal Bhutan
Army patrol attempted to
dissuade them from this unilateral activity.”
The MEA statement went
on to say that the Foreign
Ministry of Bhutan “has also
issued a statement underlining that the construction of
the road inside Bhutanese
territory is a direct violation
of the 1988 and 1998 agree-

On the front line: A ile photo of Bhutan security personnel
during a border patrol. RITU RAJ KONWAR
*

ments between Bhutan and
China and affects the process of demarcating the
boundary between these
two countries.”

Coordinated actions
Giving a view of India’s role
in Bhutan’s security, the
MEA statement said, “In
keeping with their tradition
of maintaining close consultation on matters of mutual interest, RGOB (Royal
Government of Bhutan) and
the Government of India

have been in continuous
contact through the unfolding of these developments.”
It further said that “in coordination” with the Bhutanese government, “Indian
personnel,
who
were
present at general area Doklam,
approached
the
Chinese construction party
and urged them to desist
from changing the status
quo. These efforts continue.”
Under the 2007 IndiaBhutan Friendship Treaty,
the two sides have agreed to

“cooperate closely with each
other on issues relating to
their national interests.
Neither Government shall allow the use of its territory for
activities harmful to the national security and interest
of the other.”
Under the previous treaty,
India was to “guide” Bhutan
on foreign and defence
policies. The language of the
2007 treaty is meant to respect the sensitivities of
Bhutan regarding its sovereignty. But the reality is that
the Indian military is virtually responsible for protecting Bhutan from the kind of
external threat that the
Chinese military poses.
The Eastern Army Command and the Eastern Air
Command both have integrated protection of Bhutan
into their role. The Indian
Military Training Team
(IMTRAT), headed by a Major General, plays a critical
role in training Bhutanese
security personnel.

‘Watch the film’
“I would request everyone to
watch the film before raising
objections,”
he
added.
Bhandarkar’s latest film is
about a young girl who witnesses the horrors of the
Emergency which leads her
into turns her to radical
politics.

Northeastern
rivers above
danger mark
Iboyaima Laithangbam
IMPHAL

Most rivers in the northeastern States are running
above the danger mark
after rain over the past five
days. There is no significant improvement in in
eight districts of Assam,
where over 1.35 lakh
people are hit. In Manipur,
the Imphal, Iril, Nambul
and Thoubal rivers flowed
above the danger mark.
CM
YK
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Tejaswi
Yadav,
a son rises
in Bihar

When Chief Minister Nitish Kumar of
the JD(U) pledged his support to NDA
presidential candidate Ram Nath
Kovind, former Bihar Governor, most
senior leaders in the Rashtriya Janata
Dal (RJD), which has a grand alliance
with the JD(U), protested, but not Tejaswi Yadav.
The former Chief Minister Lalu
Prasad’s son and Deputy Chief Minister
quickly intervened to stop any possible
rift — the RJD is backing the UPA candidate Meira Kumar.
There is “Himalayan unity” among
grand alliance partners in Bihar, he
said, adding, “The decision will have no
impact on it.” In the RJD, Mr. Tejaswi is
the one who regularly takes on Opposition leaders and sometimes ruling alliance partners too.

Why is he important?
Born on November 9, 1989, a year before his father became Chief Minister,
Mr. Tejaswi is the younger son of Rabri
Devi and Lalu Prasad — both were Chief
Ministers from 1990 to 2005.
He started his career as a cricketer

but later inherited politics from his family and in 2015 became a first-time MLA
from Raghopur in Vaishali district. Days
later, he took the oath as Deputy Chief
Minister when he was only 26.
Among all his siblings, Mr. Tejaswi is
regarded as the heir apparent to Lalu
Prasad. His elder brother Tej Pratap Yadav is Health Minister and among his
seven sisters, the older Misa Bharti is a
Rajya Sabha member.

What is his politics?
Tejaswi Yadav has led the RJD into newage politics, where social media plays
an important role in putting the party’s
thoughts across. Earlier, his Lalu Prasad
was oft-quoted as saying yeh IT-YT kya
hota hai? (what’s this IT-YT?) but today
even Mr. Lalu Prasad tweets every day.
It all happened with the political initiation of Mr. Tejaswi, who then pushed
hard for the party’s makeover with the
right mix of young and experienced.
Today, he holds complete command
over his party and takes major decisions
in consultation with his father.
For his sheer political understanding

and ability to take everyone along, Mr.
Tejaswi is seen as the chief
minister-in-waiting.

What is his report card?
As the Deputy Chief Minister, he shares
the stage with Mr. Nitish Kumar at every
government function or meeting. Like
Mr. Nitish Kumar, he too does his homework well before attending these
functions or meetings. He is articulate and known
for
getting
things done.
For instance,
for repairing
roads — many
of
Bihar’s
roads are in a
terrible state —
he introduced a
simple way
of getting

the work done by announcing a WhatsApp number (9470001346). “People can
now directly WhatsApp the condition of
roads to bring more quality and efficiency,” he said. He uses social media to
be in touch with his department officials and people as well.

Does Bihar take him seriously?
On the WhatsApp number he announced, instead of the condition of the
roads, Mr. Tejaswi got 44,000 marriage
proposals.
“Thank God, I’m still single,” he
quipped, “otherwise such messages
would have landed me in deep trouble.”
His mother, though, recently caused
him great embarrassment when she
said she needed girls who do not go to
shopping malls or cinema halls as marriage prospects for her sons. However,
later, she explained she did not
mean it literally.
Mr. Tejaswi has
stayed away from
controversy and
brushed off the
recent expose

on dubious land deals and allegations
by BJP leader Sushil Modi that all of his
assets were not mentioned in his election affidavit. “Everything is public... let
the probe begin and we’ll answer the investigating agencies,” he said.

How was his cricket innings?
As a student of the Delhi Public School,
R.K. Puram, Delhi, Mr. Tejaswi took a
keen interest in cricket and became
captain of the school team.
Though he couldn’t pass his Class X
Board exam, he was included in the
Delhi Daredevils IPL team in 2008 and
remained with them for five consecutive
sessions. But luck proved elusive and he
did not get a chance to play.
Later, he was included in the
Jharkhand Ranji team, and there too he
failed to make a mark and could never
be selected. That was the end of his
cricketing career. Politics came naturally to him and Bihar watchers say he is
scoring exceptionally well on its bumpy
pitch.
AMARNATH TEWARY
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The lowdown
on the border
standof
with China

What is it Along a mountainous disputed region of the trijunction between India, China and
Bhutan, two small units of the Indian
Army and the People’s Liberation Army
are in a standoff since June 16, when a
Chinese group entered the Doklam area
to construct a road. A Royal Bhutan
Army patrol attempted to dissuade
them, the Indian Army too later got involved in the scene, and the Chinese
probably destroyed a few temporary

bunkers of the Indian Army. On June 17,
Army sources said, the two sides got
into an acrimonious, physical jostling.
China has been vocal in its protests,
accusing India of transgressing its territory, and of unnecessary rhetoric. Reminding India of its defeat in the 1962
war, a PLA spokesperson said earlier
this week: “Such rhetoric is extremely
irresponsible. We hope (the) particular
person in the Indian Army could learn
from historical lessons and stop such
clamouring for war.” He was referring to
Army chief General Bipin Rawat’s recent
comments about India being ready for a
two-front war while tackling internal insurgencies. “The (PLA) personnel have
been operating on Chinese territory. We
have made very clear to the Indian side
that they should correct their wrongdoing and withdraw their personnel from
Chinese territory,” the Chinese spokesperson said. The Chinese spokesperson
let it slip that China tested a lightweight
battle tank in Tibet near the Indian border. On the contrary, the Indian government was silent until this Friday, when

the Ministry of External Affairs issued a
detailed statement: “India is deeply
concerned at the recent Chinese actions
and has conveyed to the Chinese government that such construction would
represent a significant change of status
quo with serious security implications
for India.” General Rawat rushed to
Sikkim on Thursday to review the situation.
Thanks to the reHow did it
come about gion’s colonial history,
India and China today
share mostly disputed boundaries in
challenging mountains. Along the
Ladakh border, India sticks mostly to a
boundary drawn by British civil servant
W.H. Johnson in 1865, which showed Aksai Chin as part of Jammu and Kashmir.
China disputes this claim and in the
1950s built a road connecting Xinjiang
and Tibet which ran through Aksai
Chin. In the northeast of India, New
Delhi sticks to the McMahon Line,
which was agreed to by representatives
of the British empire and Tibet at a con-

ference in Simla in 1914, where though
Chinese representatives were present
they didn’t agree to the final detailed
maps. China claims that Tibet is not a
sovereign nation and thus its approval
has no legal standing. Beijing claims the
entire Arunachal Pradesh as part of
Tibet. The Middle Sector along Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand is almost settled, with both sides not differing much. India is keen to have a
comprehensive solution to the dispute,
while China has, of late, been talking
about “early harvest” of solving the
least controversial boundaries. There
have been various suggestions, most
common being India giving up its claims
over Aksai Chin, while China stops
claiming Arunachal as South Tibet.
The two countries
Why does
it matter? have among the world’s
biggest militaries and are
nuclear armed. In many senses, they
also represent the frontlines of a new
global order emerging, where India
seems to be moving closer to the Amer-

ican camp, which views China as the
new global rival. Whenever two economies rise quickly next to each other,
wars have been inevitable. That has
been the history of the modern world—
Europe is a great example. Avoiding a
largescale military conflict between the
two sides is critical to the world, and to
millions of their citizens who are still
struggling in poverty.
There is diplomatic
contact, but it has not
been escalated to the political level. The
immediate standoff could be avoided at
the diplomatic level, or through the intervention at the level of the Foreign
Minister or the National Security Adviser, as has happened in the past. However, the standoff is a warning to both
sides that unless they step up their engagement to move quickly towards a
time-bound resolution of boundary disputes, the two could be inching towards
a confrontation.

What next?

JOSY JOSEPH
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What runs the hills' economy?
* Tea and tourism are the twin pillars of
the economy of the Darjeeling region. It
also has some horticulture, floriculture,
spice and cinchona cultivation, but the
main income and employment generators are tea and tourism. These two are
now under attack as the hills are caught
in a fresh spiral of violence.
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is Darjeeling
stir killing tea
and tourism?

What is the status of the tea industry?
* Let us take tea first. The 87 operating
tea gardens in Darjeeling indirectly employ over a lakh people and directly
around 60,000 people, 60% of whom
are women. As per existing laws, the estates also provide housing and medical
facilities to about four lakh people —
families of the workers. However, the
output of the exotic crop has been on a
decline, nearly halving over the last few
decades. Most worrisome is the fact that
the industry for many reasons is not
only losing crop but also revenue.
Why has it been hit hard?
* The current agitation does not help

matters, as it comes during peak production season. The two leaves and a
bud, plucked during the summer
months between April and July, yield
some of the best Darjeeling teas, fragrant with their unique muscatel flavour. These are also the teas that fetch
the best prices in domestic and international markets, giving the industry 40%
of its annual revenue.
The industry’s initial optimism on the
agitation being a short-lived one has
been dashed. Not only is productivity
being affected due to the closure but the
movement of inputs to the gardens and
output of the made teas are also jeopardised.
The industry has already sent out
SOS appeals, saying that this may lead
to closure of many gardens even after
return to normalcy.
What about tourism?
* Despite having a palette as rich as the
Sundarbans and the Darjeeling Hills,
West Bengal was never a top tourist destination. The steps taken by the present

government to augment and enhance
the state’s tourism potential have yielded results and now the State is among
India’s top 10 tourist destinations.
As per latest official statistics of the
Union Tourism Ministry, in 2016 West
Bengal attracted 74.5 million domestic
tourists, slipping to the eighth position
from fifth in 2015. It attracted 1.5 million
foreign tourists during 2016. A significant portion of them headed to the eastern Himalayas to get a view of the
Kanchenjunga range as also to soak in
the ambience of this former summer
capital of the British Empire. Many of
them rushed to scamper back to the
safety of the plains as the Gorkha Janmukti Morcha agitation fanned across
the hill district.
Aware that Darjeeling is literally the
crown-jewel of the State’s tourism assets, the government has taken several
steps to spruce up the existing accommodation while adding new ones at Darjeeling and its neighbouring subdivisions like Kalimpong and Kurseong. It
has also rolled out a home-stay policy

and many people have invested to make
their homes a pleasant tourist accommodation. All these are aimed at boosting the employment generation in a
State where the scope of generating employment through large industries is
limited. These now lie in waste.
What does the future hold?
* Very little, unless the current agitation is resolved. The 18.5 lakh population of the district has a fairly high literacy rate of around 79.6%, according to
the 2011 census figures. The tea industry
is already losing able hands to a population which is migrating from the district, leaving the women and the infirm
to their fate on the tea estates. The tourism industry is run by plains as well as
hills people providing employment to
the local youth. Little changes for the
political leaders in such agitations but
much is at stake for the locals, and the
Queen of Hill Stations as Darjeeling was
once lovingly referred to.
INDRANI DUTTA
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Rallying call: Carrying placards saying
'Not In My Name', ' No place for
Islamophobia' and 'Shed hate not blood',
scores of people gathered at Jantar
Mantar in Delhi on Wednesday, and in at
least 16 cities across India, including
Mumbai, to protest against rising mob
violence and cow vigilantism. The
immediate trigger for the spontaneous
protest march was the killing of 15-yearold Junaid Khan by a mob on a train while
he was returning home to his Khandawali
village in Faridabad for Id celebrations.
The incident happened at Ballabhgarh
station in Haryana. People from all walks
of life responded to the protest march
call, which was started by ilm-maker
Saba Dewan through a Facebook post.
On Thursday, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi said killing in the name of 'gau
bhakti' was not acceptable, the same day
a mob in Jharkhand beat a man to death
on the suspicion that he was carrying
meat in his vehicle. AP
*
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In Telangana,
a unique
irrigation
project

If anything is at stake for the Telangana
Rashtra Samithi (TRS) government in
the youngest State of the country for the
next elections due in 2019, it is the execution of the Kaleshwaram Lift Irrigation Project (KLIP).
Why is it important?
Claimed to be the costliest irrigation
project to be taken up by any State till
date with an estimated cost of ₹80,500
crore, the project holds the key to the
TRS government’s promise of providing
irrigation facility to one crore acres of
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land under all projects/tanks. The government has already spent ₹10,000
crore on the project, including land acquisition, and has allocated ₹7,000
crore in the current budget, besides tying up a ₹7,400 crore loan from a consortium of banks. Notwithstanding its
share of controversies, particularly related to land acquisition for the Mallannasagar reservoir, one of the key components of the project for storage of 50
tmc ft water, the project is making swift
progress.
“We are working towards completing
the barrages and pump houses at Medigadda, Annaram and Sundilla by
December-end next year, with Chief
Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao himself
monitoring the progress of works live
through video streaming from the work
spots with the help of high resolution
cameras installed there,” a senior irrigation engineer, overseeing execution of
the project, said.
What’s the project?
The Kaleshwaram project is an off-shoot

of the original Pranahitha-Chevella Lift
Irrigation Scheme taken up by the Congress government in 2007 when Andhra
Pradesh was not divided. After the
formation of Telangana in 2014, the TRS
government redesigned the project on
the ground that the original plan had
too many environmental obstacles and
had very low water storage provision —

only about 16.5 tmc ft. After conducting
a highly advanced Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) survey for a couple of
months, the government separated the
original component serving the
Adilabad area as the Pranahitha project
and renamed the rest as Kaleshwaram
by redesigning the head works, storage
capacity and the canal system based on
the data of availability of water at different locations along the course of the Godavari and its tributaries.
The Kaleshwaram project has provision for the storage of about 148 tmc ft
with plans of utilising 180 tmc ft by lifting at least 2 tmc ft water every day for
90 flood days.
“The project is designed to irrigate
7,38,851 hectares (over 18.47 lakh acres)
uplands in the erstwhile districts of
Karimnagar, Nizamabad, Warangal,
Medak, Nalgonda and Ranga Reddy,”
the senior engineer said.
As a lot is at stake for the government, it is pursuing various clearances
and permissions simultaneously with
the Union Ministry of Environment and

Forest and the Central Water Commission. Recently, the Ministry of Environment has given its nod for utilising 3,168
hectares (7,920 acres) of forestland, including 302 hectares in Maharashtra.
The project requires a total of 32,000
hectares. Following severe opposition
from a section of farmers against land
acquisition for the Mallannasagar reservoir, the State amended the 2013 Land
Acquisition Act to speed up the process.
What’s unique?
According to engineers, KLIP has many
unique features, including the longest
tunnel to carry water in Asia, running
up to 81 km, between the Yellampally
barrage and the Mallannasagar reservoir. “The tunnel work is nearing completion and the lining work is also in
progress,” another engineer involved in
the project said, adding that the project
would also utilise the highest capacity
pumps, up to 139 MW, in the country to
lift water.
B. CHANDRASHEKHAR
M ND-ND
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A jungle of angers
realised my two kids — then about 12
and 8 — were picking up my temper as a
good way to deal with things. After
some hard, counter-intuitive work, I derived no small satisfaction when my
older one, by then 14, growled at me
one day: “Can’t even fight with you
properly anymore, because you don't
even shout back now!”
Ruchir Joshi

A suspended emotion
It's not that I’ve divested myself of my
anger (see above), or that me and offspring haven't had some full-on shouting matches since then, it's just that the
instances have become far more rare.
Perhaps it's just that the hair-trigger has
been disabled and it takes a lot for
things to reach shouting levels. Perhaps
we are all just a touch older and it takes
more out of me when I resort to a fullblown, nuclear launch of temper.
Both my late parents had tempers but
their angers had very different handwritings, if you will. My father’s was a
Krakatoa that would erupt maybe once
every two years but it would (momentarily) cover the whole planet with its
cloud, whereas my mother’s was a constantly bubbling volcano, with regular

is a writer, ilmmaker and columnist

The other day I heard a friend’s 27-yearold son lovingly exhort him: “Dad, you
really need to let your anger out. I see
you always repressing the anger you feel
towards me and that's not healthy! You
need to get it out!” Ah, I thought to myself, modern times are indeed strange.
Thinking about it later, however, I realised the son was completely right.
My friend is not a man who's divested
himself of his anger (I don't think
people like that exist) but he is, in his
own way, quite Gandhian, and I've seen
him channel his anger and irritation
into logical argument, civilly delivered
sarcasm or, at worst, glowering silence.
As a parent, I myself have had to address my anger and outbursts when I
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We need to use our justiiable anger as a fuel for action without letting it degrade into physical violence

cho-silent before exploding physically
upon someone, and so on. As you grew
into adulthood you learnt both to be
fearful of anger that came in all shapes
and sizes and from surprisingly different directions but also how to use it to
your advantage by creating fear in
others.
As with other things, anger/temper
can be mapped in concentric circles.
First there is the ring of the family and
close people. You know the type of person, always calm and polite, who no
one would suspect of having a foul tem-

small eruptions and some properly big
ones. Then there were other adults, the
coldly sadistic Maths or Hindi teachers
(it was always the Maths or Hindi teachers in my case), the slimy housemaster
who would smile at you – “hainh-hainh
beta, carry aan, it’s aalright…” — but
later stab you in the back with detention
or punishment drill, demonstrating the
true depths of his hatred towards you.
Later in life, there were the shouters
and the hissing ones who would hose
your being in low voices and vicious
vocabulary, the ones who would go psy-

per – “Who? Her? No way! She’s so contained, even when she argues!” – no
one, that is, except close family who
bear the brunt of their fury. Then there
is the anger you show to the immediate
world outside, the people who work
with you or for you, the people with
whom you come into regular contact.
Then there is what one could call ‘public’ temper or anger, which is less discriminating, the rage you see between
drivers, the violence that breaks out
when someone insults or tries to molest
someone in your group, the shouting
you hear in restaurants or airline checkin counters, or indeed in the confined
spaces of airplanes and trains. Then the
widest ring could perhaps be labelled
‘global’ anger, under which category
would come things stretching from mob
violence to wars between nations.

To fight against the lynchings
The thing is, anger has always been
looked at as a bad thing, a flaw, a shortcoming, a dosha. Whether it is anger
management therapy or krodha, one of
the major avagunas, there is always a
negative connotation attached to the
emotion-reaction. But hearing my

friend’s son lecture his father on how he
needed to cleanse himself of pent-up
anger, one had to think. It’s true that
there is probably too much ‘public’ anger going around the world right now, a
level of emotional global warming that
we’ve never seen before, not even perhaps during the great wars and civilisational struggles of the past, a series of
short-circuits tripping each other off in
an endless and ever-widening loop. But
then maybe, even in this mass wildfire
of big and small rage, there is place for
valid anger or angers — like the precisely
placed boundary fires that help burn
out the spreading blaze in forests. Perhaps the only way to fight for the right
of 15-year-olds not to be lynched on
trains, for people not to get killed for
what they are eating, or for our environment not to be degraded to serve corporate interests, is to show some plain,
unadulterated anger, even if it feels at
the moment that the anger comes from
far too few of us. The crucial thing, of
course, is to use the justifiable anger as
a fuel for action without letting it degrade into physical violence, because
that is one of the main wildfires we are
trying to counter.

One nation, one school board?

Around the world in eight books

To increase employability of graduates, we need uniformity in school education

A reading list in defence of the ‘global novel’

It is admission season, and, once
again, cries for quotas and reservations fill the air as students — at every
level from playschool upwards all the
way to PhD programmes — scramble to
get a place in the more sought-after
courses and institutions in India’s ferociously competitive education system.
The demand-supply gap is staggering, despite the fact that in absolute
numbers, India continues to have the
largest number of children out of
school in any country in the world.
The twin issues of accessibility and affordability combine into a deadly
double whammy for parents struggling
to educate their children. For the poor,
access to affordable (free or subsidised) government education is limited
due to the absence of anything like the
requisite
physical
and
soft
infrastructure.
For those who can afford to pay, the
challenge of finding a seat for their
wards in one of the sought-after
schools leads to ridiculous scenes of
hysterical parents protesting in the
streets and plethora of court cases
every year.

The 30% target
At the higher education level, the situation gets even worse. The Centre has
targeted to achieve a 30% enrolment
level in higher education by 2020. If
one in every three eligible students
who have completed high school actually wants to join college in three years
from now, we need to create 40 million university seats.
Despite the spectacular growth in
private sector education — the education sector had gross revenues of
₹7,80,000 crore as of last fiscal and is
growing at a clip of 20% per year according to research by India Ratings —
we are still millions of seats short of
the target.
So, quotas. Everybody wants one,
and with everybody now figuring out
which political button to push to get
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is Editor, The Hindu Business Line

what they want, the pie is getting awfully hard to slice and dice further.
Apart from the constitutionally mandated affirmative action reservations
for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes, we have all kinds of other
quotas at the State level, from straightforward caste-based quotas to shares
for the economically backward, the socially disadvantaged, the physically
challenged, the religiously persecuted
and so on and so forth.

State-based quota
Last week, we saw an interesting new
wrinkle added to the whole quota debate. In Tamil Nadu, the State government decreed that as much as 85% of
engineering and medical college seats
in the State will be reserved for students who had completed the qualifying exam — the XII standard or equivalent certificate — under the State’s own
board of secondary education. The
move followed a dismal showing by
State-board students in the National
Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test for admission to engineering/medical degree
programmes.
Simultaneously, in Delhi — where
Delhi University college seats, particularly the top-rated ones, are arguably
the world’s most difficult to get into,
with cut-offs in some colleges approaching a ridiculous 100% — the
Aam Aadmi Party government passed
a resolution in the State Assembly demanding that Delhi University reserve
80% of its seats for students from
Delhi.
Of course, DU, being a Central university, can thumb its nose at the AAP

duplicates the original sin of translation itself, which brings the distant
close only by erasing the very language
that marks it as distant to begin with.”
Taken further, there is the fear of literature being “ethnically branded”, so
that once a particular sort of writing
from a country is successful globally,
publishers will seek only more of that
— and perhaps, in turn, readers in the
writer’s home country too will condition their reading preferences accordingly. The critiques are endless, and
Kirsch takes them on in the only meaningful way — by reading these “global
novels”.

Mini Kapoor
is Ideas Editor, The Hindu

If by chance you are still looking for a
summer reading list, Adam Kirsch’s
brilliant, and short, inquiry, The Global
Novel: Writing the World in the 21st Century, may provide one. Many of these
are beloved texts that have been
around for years, but his particular
line of analysis to defend “the global
novel” brings them together in a pattern that makes a reread a relook: Orhan Pamuk’s Snow, Haruki Murakami’s
1Q84, Roberto Bolano’s 2666, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Americanah,
Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and
Crake, Michel Houellebecq’s The Possibility of an Island, and Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan novels.

Looking for Filters
So, some filters will have to be applied
in sieving out candidates, which is why
these quota and reservation demands
pop up in the first place. The trouble is
that our education system, whether at
the school or college level, has never
been able to convince stakeholders
that it performs its human resource development function of equipping a
candidate with the appropriate skills
and knowledge uniformly enough, so
that potential employers/admissions
officers do not need to apply additional filters.
They simply do not buy the argument that anyone with a high school
degree is good enough to become a
doctor or engineer or manager or lawyer, which is why we have an alphabet
soup of other filtration exams like
NEET, JEE, CAT, CLAT and so on.
Using the eminent domain powers
of the state to ramrod quotas is simply
not going to work in such a situation.
The only workable solution is to ensure uniformity in the quality of education, at least at the school level to
start with.
This means, for instance, going for a
nationwide CBSE system, instead of
State boards of varying quality. The
UPA government had even proposed
this. Perhaps, like many of its other
good ideas like Aadhaar, DBT and
MGNREGA, the Modi government can
pick it up and execute it.

Goethe’s summons
The collection itself suggests the definition of ‘world literature’ that Kirsch, a
literary critic, is alluding to when he
begins by introducing the first known
use of the phrase, by Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe in the early 19th century:
“National literature is now a rather unmeaning term; the epoch of world literature is at hand and everyone must
strive to hasten its approach.”
It took its time, but the epoch is
evidently upon us, made all the more
easier with the Internet, with a hugely
successful novel anywhere in the
world making a splash everywhere
else — and with the ubiquity of e-readers, with most books now just a click
away from download. Kirsch, of
course, raises the larger question of
whether Goethe was talking simply of
this sharing of reading matter across
languages and cultures, or whether he
hoped “for something more — a truly
cosmopolitan literature, in which national origin would have ceased to
matter at all”.
Goethe may well have had a more
global consciousness in mind, but the
point about “national origin” and how
much it matters has been a cause of
much anxiety among critics, though in
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government, but the genie has been
unleashed from the bottle. Sooner
rather than later, the demand for this
latest take on a quota will get political
and somebody will cave in somewhere, setting off a chain reaction of
court cases and stays.
The simple solution, of course, is to
create adequate seats so that everybody who wants a degree can get one.
Like all simple solutions, this is not as
simple as it appears.
The higher education sector is currently facing a simultaneous but different crisis — hundreds of engineering
seats are going a-begging, as word gets
around that the graduates of these colleges are proving to be unemployable
in the job market. Hence, employers
apply stricter filters to decide on who
gets a job offer and who doesn’t. So,
we need both quantity and quality,
something that even the private sector
seems unable to deliver at the
moment.

a rather different way than the cosmopolitan literature ideal. It thickened
the air in India, for instance, in the
years after Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children won global acclaim
and the Booker Prize in the early
1980s, and hit fever pitch each time an
Indian writer got a big advance — especially Vikram Seth for A Suitable Boy
and Arundhati Roy for The God of
Small Things in the 1990s. These and
other books were unnecessarily
sought to be diminished on the unfounded and pointless charge of being
written for a readership elsewhere, in
the West — and by implication for
somehow being inauthentic, or untrue
to their subject matter.

Foreignness of novel
Set aside the other debate on writing
in English being privileged over that in
other Indian languages — but at a
global level, it is still difficult to explain
how one literary novel hits a chord in
such diverse territories, while another
equally (if not more) sparkling novel
does not. Is it because a particular sort
of novel plays down the particulars of
its non-Western context?
Or, as Kirsch sums it up as he counts
down the various charges levelled:
“This is one of the commonest charges
against world literature: By making foreignness into a literary commodity, it
prevents the possibility of any true encounter with difference. In this way, it

Stripped for export?
Take Murakami, around whom speculation settles as a yearly ritual in the
days leading to the announcement of
the Nobel Prize, but whose writing is
sometimes criticised back home in Japan for Japanese prose that is, as
Kirsch puts it, “stripped for export”. It
is not that simple. Comparing Murakami’s magnum opus 1Q84 to Pamuk’s
Snow, Kirsch notes that while the plot
and the characters of the latter are necessarily particular to Turkey, “the
urban isolates of 1Q84 could almost as
easily be living in New York or London” as in Tokyo. This, he concludes,
is not a distortion inflicted by Murakami’s vaulting ambition to be something
to everyone, but is perhaps a reflection of the common threads in our
lives and curiosities worldwide.
He calls Adichie’s and Hamid’s novels “migrant literature”, different from
the immigrant literature of writers
such as Jhumpa Lahiri, whereby
“America is a stage of life rather than a
final destination” in the characters’
lives. As a contrast, there are the novels of Ferrante, whose success as a
global writer is intriguing. Her novels
are very strongly located in Naples,
she uses local dialects in the original
Italian, and she refuses to reveal her
identity, thereby denying her overseas
publishers the big marketing essential,
the book tour.
In their particularity, her novels
speak to common human emotions, of
course, but they also, Kirsch helps us
understand, suggest we must “see
fates in an international perspective”,
just as the other books listed here do.
His tour is an invitation to read some
of these books, and work out our individual appraisals of the appeal, and
importance, of the global novel.

Beyond the politics: when ‘things’ proliferate
When historians look back, ours may be the age known for embracing materialism without anxieties, without guilt

is a writer and is on Twitter @KS1729

In a hundred years from now, when
either our own future selves (if some of
us arise from our cryogenically frozen
sleeps) or those of our bemused descendants look back at times past, and
more particularly, at our present, how
will they interpret it? Will this moment
— despite our political passions and
protests — be a mere afterthought, a
roadkill in their rear-view mirror as they
race into the future?
Our self-importance may convince us
that we live in important times, but it is
likely that the very events that vividly
occupy our present — like award vaapsi,
kiss of love, beef lynchings and #notinmyname — will have none of the emotional resonance we ascribe to them
today. In parts, this attenuation is inevitCM
YK

The present, as seen in future
These protests in the name of freedom
— to eat what they wish, to love whom
they choose, to be governed without
corruption — might seem to be efforts
by an emergent middle class which intuits two conflicting things. One, they recognise the inability of conventional
democratic politics to speak up for their
evolution from members of a farming
society two generations ago into a member of a globalising hive with their own
aesthetic lens to see the world. Two,
despite this knowledge, there is still not

a spur strong enough for many of them
to abandon the quiet comforts of an
urban life to make political interventions that demand sacrifices. The result
is that a protest without a demonstrated
commitment to bear even more pain in
the future merely betrays what it really
is: an act of expurgation, a form of catharsis, an exercise in simulated radicalism. Perhaps one story that will puzzle
our future historian will be about why
the middle class was unable to transmute disparate sources of public angst
into a progressive ethos.
More unfortunately, our future historian will, with little effort, chronicle
ours as an age when environmental neglect took a turn for the worse and irreversible environmental catastrophes —
affecting the rivers, the oceans, the
commons and the soil quality — became
a staple feature of Indian life.
A more sociologically minded historian might look back at our present and
read it as a great age of political revivalism among the Hindu middle class. This
may seem as no more different than the
years after the riots and free love of
1960s when America saw a consolidation of a ‘silent’ Christian majority led

said, a more expansive sort of interpreter will probably see a more historically familiar play unfold.

GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

Keerthik Sasidharan

able, a function of time decay — the
farther away we get from an event, the
less it means to us — that afflicts all human memories. To fight this inevitable
erosion of memory, we insist on documentation and historical records. And
the further back we recede, the more
dearly held facts become stories, and,
even further back, stories become
foundational mythologies. But more
fundamentally, these protests of our
present may end up being read in an altogether different light, yielding very
different conclusions and different
questions.

by the Goldwater-Nixon-Reagan trio (à
la the Advani-Vajpayee-Modi trio in our
times). But such readings are perilous
for they overfit meagre data into a particular model of political consolidation
that needn’t work anywhere else. That

A slow-moving revolution?
To this reader, the democratisation of
the Indian polity and the social emancipation since 1947 will come across as a
slow-moving revolution, which also
birthed an inevitable and slow-moving
counter-revolution. Similar to Europe in
19th and early 20th century and to
Egypt during the Arab Spring, post-liberalisation India will come across as an
interplay of an equilibrating set of countervailing pressures that struggle for
short-lived phases of superiorities.
Another kind of historian, perhaps
one with a greater sensitivity to individual lives amidst the churn of events,
will see our present as an era when
postcolonial mentalities yielded something new and as yet unnamed. To this
historian, our age might seem as a
period when some Indians — after many
assorted efforts to imagine themselves
as a member of Eurocentric modernity
— began to recognise the need for a
form of critical authenticity. Such
quests to birth something new inevit-

ably might lead to more divisions, perhaps violence, and demand new kinds
of language to think of ourselves as a
collective. Ultimately, when it emerges
— much like ‘freedom’ did in 1947 — it
may arrive in the form of a misshapen
beauty that conceals as much as it
reveals.
More fundamentally, an interpreter
of Indian history might recognise that
the real story of our age is not necessarily the story of its politics but something
too visible to be seen: ours has become
an age where ‘things’ proliferate. From
teaspoons, shoelaces, computers,
phones and so on, the things that make
up the material world we live in are now
produced with increasingly finer gradations that only a class of aesthetes can
distinguish.
The result of this explosion of ‘things’
is that our economic arrangements, our
ideas of self-worth, our taxation regimes, our private envies and public institutions — all scramble to keep pace
with an increasing diversity of choices
and objects. Ours may be the age known
for embracing materialism without
anxieties and, more strikingly, without
guilt.
M ND-ND
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Prehistoric dentistry
Researchers analysed four
associated teeth from the left
jaw of a Neanderthal who lived
130,000 years ago and found
evidence of tampering using
toothpicks. This suggests that
the Neanderthal was trying to
fix problems in his teeth. The
teeth were found in the
Krapina site in Croatia.

Life beyond a hundred
A study has shown there is no
limit to how long a person can
live. Earlier studies pinned this
limit at 115 years, but this work
in Nature, analyses supercentenarians in U.K., U.S.,
Japan and France since 1968,
finding no limit and that tech,
medical interventions and
improved conditions can push
up the age limit.

Widening dead zone
The dead zone of a sea is a
region of low oxygen content
where no living organism can
survive. This can be caused by
algal bloom, when it dies and
sucks up the oxygen in the
waters. The intensifying algal
bloom in the Gulf of Mexico
suggests that this year will see
the largest spread of dead
zone in its waters.

IIT Guwahati succeeds in
regenerating damaged nerve
Rats with regenerated sciatic nerve exhibited signiicantly better walking pattern
R. Prasad

Researchers at the Indian Institute
of Technology (IIT) Guwahati have
taken the first successful step in
treating peripheral nerve damage
which can result from traumatic injuries caused by accidents, physical
conflict, bullet wounds as well as
during surgical intervention. The
nerve conduits synthesised by the
researchers and implanted in rats
with sciatic nerve injury showed
“excellent” functional recovery one
year after implantation. The results
were published in the journal Biomedical Materials.
A team led by Prof. Utpal Bora
from the Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering at IIT
Guwahati synthesised nerve conduits by electrospinning a mixture
of silk fibroin protein and electrically conductive polymer called
polyaniline. To produce tubular
shaped nerve conduits, the researchers rolled the electrospun
sheets multiple times over a stainless steel spindle.
“In tissue engineering, silk
fibroin protein is routinely used as
a scaffold. Since silk is not electrically conductive we coated it with
polyaniline nanoparticles, which is
a good electrical conductor,” says
Dr. Suradip Das from the Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering at IIT Guwahati and the first
author of the paper; he is currently
at the University of Pennsylvania,
U.S.
Nerves are like electrical wires
where the conducting portion of
the nerves is covered with myelin
(a fatty white substance) sheath
secreted by specialized cells called
Schwann cells that forms an insulating layer. To fabricate a conduit
that mimics this native architecture, the Schwann cells, which surround the axons, were cultured on
the conduits. The Schwann cells
were found to grow between the
multiple layers of silk fibroin-polyaniline composite, and also on the

Persistence: ”This study is the culmination of ifteen years of
research,” says Dr.Indraneel Mittra (centre) SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

Death of a bystander
Killing DNA from dying cancer cells is key
Aswathi Pacha

Innervate: “This is a irst step to make locally developed nerve implants available in India,” says Utpal Bora (right).
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

*

surface and inside of the conduit.
“The Schwann cells produce myelin sheath which act as biological
insulators and play a crucial role in
nerve regeneration. Our aim was to
seed the conduit with Schwann
cells so they initiate the regeneration process when the conduits are
implanted in animals,” says Dr. Das.
To test how well the nerve conduit synthesised in the lab helped
in nerve regeneration, the researchers removed 10 mm of sciatic
nerve from rats and implanted the
conduit. The surgical area was reopened after six and 12 months.
Compared with untreated animals where the nerve gap was found
to have grown further, the conduits
in the treated animals showed no
deformation or dislocation. The
polyaniline was not toxic to rat
Schwann cells when 0.1% of polyaniline was used.

Regenerated neurons
“But most importantly, we found
regenerated neurons and Schwann
cells inside the conduit. And there
was myelin sheath over axons in
the regenerated tissue from inside

New material uses
sunlight to detoxify water
Press Trust of India

Following the tides?
While we know about the
24-hour pattern in gene
expression that is linked to the
circadian rhythm which
follows the light cycle, new
research has found evidence of
a 12-hour expression cycle in
nearly 3,500 genes in the
mouse liver. This could be
following tidal variations,
which follow 12-hour rhythms.

Moth-flower conflict
Experiments using 3D-printed
flowers of different shapes
showed that unlike what is
believed, the shape of flowers
did not evolve to mutually
benefit the plant and the
pollinator. While a moderately
curved trumpet shape
benefited the hawk moth in
the experiment the best, it did
not succeed in getting the
pollen to spread on the moth.

Scientists have developed a
new non-toxic material that
uses solar energy to degrade
harmful synthetic dye pollutants which are released at
a rate of nearly 300,000
tonnes a year into the
world’s water. The research
was published in the journal
Scientific Reports.
The novel, non-hazardous photocatalytic material
developed researchers at
Swansea University in the
UK effectively removes dye
pollutants from water, adsorbing more than 90% of
the dye and enhancing the
rate of dye breakdown by almost ten times using visible
light.
By heating the reaction
mixture at high pressures inside a sealed container, the
composite is synthesised by
growing
ultrathin
“nanowires” of tungsten oxide on the surface of tiny
particles
of
tantalum

nitride.
As a result of the incredibly small size of the two
material components —
both the tantalum nitride
and tungsten oxide are typically less than 40 billionths
of a metre in diameter — the
composite provides a huge
surface area for dye
capture.
The material then proceeds to break the dye down
into smaller, harmless molecules using the energy
provided by sunlight, in a
process known as “photocatalytic
degradation.”
Having removed the harmful dyes, the catalyst may
simply be filtered from the
cleaned water and reused.
While photocatalytic degradation of dyes has been
investigated for several decades, it is only relatively recently that researchers have
developed materials capable of absorbing the visible
part of the solar spectrum.

the conduits,” he says. “The conduit helped initiating and enhancing the quality of regeneration
across the nerve gap.”
In terms of functional neuro-regeneration, the conduits seeded
with Schwann cells exhibited as
high as 86% velocity of current
propagation through the nerve.
The ability of the nerves to control
muscle contraction was also found
to be good at 80%.
“Nerves when electrically stimulated contract the muscles. We
stimulated one end of the conduit
electrically and recorded electrical
output from the muscle. If there is a
gap along the conduit then the signals won’t travel,” Dr. Das explains.
Finally, the electrical property of
the muscles that are directly innervated was 70%. “If the nerves
don’t reach the muscles then we
won’t be able to register muscle
electrical activity. If there is good
muscle electrical response then it is
an indication that the nerve has
grown and is able to communicate
with the muscles and the muscles
are not dead,” he says.
Rats with regenerated sciatic

nerve exhibited significantly better
walking pattern compared with
other groups in the study. “This is
proof that our work could restore a
lot of the sciatic nerve functions in
rats,” Dr. Das says.

From rats to pigs
The next step is to conduct trials on
pigs, which are genetically and
physiologically closer to humans.
“We have plans to undertake trials
on pigs to collect more animal
data,” says Prof. Bora. But conducting trials on bigger animals might
be a challenge in India. “Conducting research on higher animals is
proving to be difficult in India,”
says Dr. Kushal K. Sarma from the
College of Veterinary Science,
Khanapara, Guwahati and one of
the authors of the paper.
“There is a growing demand for
nerve implants with increasing
number of road accidents but there
are no indigenously developed
nerve conduits available in India.
We have taken the first step to
make locally developed nerve implants available in India,” Prof.
Bora says.

In a study conducted in Mumbai, researchers found that
DNA and associated proteins
from dying cancer cells could
enter healthy cells and induce
DNA damage and inflammation. Tumour cells die after
treatment and their chromatin
(DNA + proteins) are released
and circulated in blood. This
cell-free chromatin enters
nearby and even distant
healthy cells and triggers DNA
damage. This study was carried out by scientists from ACTREC, Tata Memorial Centre
and Homi Bhabha National Institute at Mumbai and the results were recently published in
Cell Death Discovery.
Healthy cells were grown
alongside dying cancer cells in
the lab. After six hours, the researchers were able to see
chromatin from the dying cells
inside the nuclei of the healthy
nearby cells. There was also an
increase in the levels of expressions of inflammatory proteins. The cells were then administered
three
chromatin-degrading or neutralising agents, which significantly reduced DNA damage.
This suggests that the cell-free
chromatin is the key agent that
affects cells close to the tumour and neutralising agents
could prevent this.
The test mice were studied

after being injected with dying
cancer cells. The chromatin
was able to induce DNA damage and inflammation in the
brain, lung and liver cells of
the mice. As in the case of in
vitro studies, animals treated
with chromatin-degrading or
neutralising agents prevented
DNA damage and inflammatory reactions.

In vivo studies
“This study is the culmination
of over 15 years of research
which opens up an entirely
new form of biology — DNA
outside the cell, a new
paradigm in biomedical research. Our paper suggests a
re-thinking of the way we treat
cancer which is to ‘kill’ cancer
cells at any cost. The result
may be that the more we kill,
the more we may be spreading
cancer,” Dr. Indraneel Mittra
from Tata Memorial Centre,
Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research & Education in
Cancer, Mumbai and the first
author of the paper says in an
e-mail to The Hindu.
Current cancer treatments
like radiotherapy and chemotherapy could all mobilise
chromatin into the circulation
thereby possibly promoting
spread of cancer. This study
suggests possibilities of using
chromatin degrading/neutralizing agents in preventing local
and systemic spread of cancer.

Antarctica’s ice-free islands set to grow
Until now the impacts of climate change and associated ice melt on bidoversity have been overlooked
Divya Gandhi

Scattered within the vast frozen expanse of Antarctica are isolated icefree nooks — nunataks (exposed
mountain tops), scree slopes, cliffs,
valleys and coastal oases — which
cover less than 1% of the area, but
support almost all of the continent’s
biodiversity.
But by the turn of the century
these ice-free islands could grow by
over 17,000 sq.km (a 25% increase)
due to climate change, according to a
paper published in Nature.
While this may sound like good
news for Antarctica's biodiversity
that is likely to find larger habitats,
“it is not known if the potential negative impacts will outweigh the benefits,” the authors say.

Sensitive zone: Antarctica's ice-free pockets support much life including small
invertebrates, sea birds and seals AP
*

Invasive species
As ice-free islands expand and coalesce, biodiversity could homogenise, less competitive species could go
extinct and ecosystems destabilise
from the spread of invasive species,
which already pose a threat to native
species, says the paper.Much life

thrives in Antarctica's ice-free pockets: small invertebrates (nematodes,
springtails, and tardigrades) vascular
plants, lichen, fungi, mosses and algae. They also serve as breeding
ground for sea birds (including the
Adelie penguins) and elephant seals.

One of the biggest threats from an
increase in ice-free area appears to
be the spread of invasive species,
lead author Jasmine R. Lee from
School of Biological Science at the
University of Queensland, Australia,
told The Hindu in an email. “The spe-

cies that will lose will most likely be
those that are not very competitive
and can’t cope with the invasive species,” said Dr. Lee
Newly exposed habitats have
already been colonised by invasive
species in the Antarctic Peninsula,
the paper points out. “Rocks recently
exposed by snow melt have been
subsequently colonized by Rhizocarpon lichens [and]... the invasive
grass Poa annua has colonized new
ice-free land near Ecology Glacier,”
the paper notes.
The greatest change in climate is
projected for the Antarctic Peninsula
by the end of the century, and more
than 85% of the new ice-free area is
believed to occur in the north Antarctic Peninsula.
While considerable research has
been directed towards the impact of
climate change on melting Antarctic
ice sheets and consequent sea level
rise, “until very recently, the impacts
of climate change and associated ice
melt on native Antarctic biodiversity
have been largely overlooked,” says
the paper.

Inter-sex ‘arms race’ leads to new species formation
The intensity of the race in fruitlies was tuned by forming separate groups with diferent ratio of males to females

ODD & END
Saurian sticky pads
Suction fails in outer space,
so making vacuum-based
wall clips will not work in
space. A complementary
approach is to follow
lizards. Lizards have
numerous tiny hairs on the
underside of their feet.
When placed against the
wall these hairs become flat
and the surface area in
contact with the wall is
hugely increased. The
molecular force of
attraction between the
hairs and the wall is now
multiplied because of the
large area in contact with
the wall. It is further
enhanced because the hairs
number in millions. This
force becomes sufficient to
hold the lizard’s weight
against gravity. Researchers
have mimicked the gecko’s
hair with silicon wedge-like
structures, which they have
used to make their own
saurian grippers. It is
believed that this invention
can help in future plans to
clear up space debris.

CM
YK

Shubashree Desikan

Since the 1990s, there have been theories
of evolution that suggested that antagonism between the sexes can drive the formation of new species. Now, a group from
IISER, Mohali has demonstrated this
through an experiment involving fruit
flies (Drosophila melanogaster). In a paper
published in Scientific Reports, they describe their experiment observing the
evolution of fruit flies over nearly a hundred generations (spanning about four
years).
“There has been only one previous
study that provides partial evidence for
speciation through arms race. [That
study] found differences in females’ reluctance to mate — pre-mating isolation.
Ours is the first to clearly demonstrate
bias in mating preference — [both] premating isolation and bias in sperm preference and post-mating isolation,” says Prof.
N.G. Prasad of IISER Mohali, whose team
came up with the results.
Typically, the sex that invests less in reproduction (usually males) will compete
with others of their group for access to the
sex that invests more. This induces the
male, as the case usually is, to evolve special features, which may be behavioural,
chemical or physical, to ensure mating
with more females. However, these features may not always suit the females and
sometimes could even harm them.

In the genes: “We are trying to look at the actual genetic diferences that lead to
reproductive isolation,” says Zeeshan Ali (second from right) SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

For example, seed beetles evolve a
spiny penis, which can “traumatise” the
female beetle. In its turn, the female
beetle develops thicker skin. Such development of complementary characteristics
is called “co-evolution,” which is an arms
race between the sexes. In the fruitfly, the
arms race takes the form of a chemical
warfare. The male fruitfly transfers to the

female a cocktail of harmful proteins
along with sperm while mating. The females adapt to this through behavioural
and chemical evolution.

Tuning the race
The team created two main groups of fruit
flies: one with an excess of males (M-regime, which had three males for every fe-

male) and the another with an excess of
females (F-regime, which had three females for every male). Both groups were
subdivided into three similar populations
that were maintained in separate enclosures and not allowed to interbreed. In the
three M regime subgroups, since more
males had to compete to mate with fewer
females, there was fiercer competition
and evolution of males, which in turn set
off females’ co-evolution. In the F-regime
subgroups, since there were more females
than males, there was no need for the
males to evolve special characteristics,
and the arms race was less pronounced.
After 100 generations, the M and F regimes evolved into groups that had distinct characteristics.
More interestingly, if the theory of speciation through arms race is correct, and
if enhanced arms race should lead to speciation, the following should be observed.
The three separate M-regime sub groups
(which had enhanced arms race and were
not allowed to interbreed) should become
reproductively isolated from each other
(that is, evolve into different species)
while no such differentiation should be
seen between the three F-regime groups
(which had low arms race and were not allowed to interbreed).
When this prediction was put to test by
allowing all the groups of flies to mate
freely, it was found that M-regime males

and females preferred to mate with individuals from their own subgroup rather
than with mates from a different one. This
was not the case with members in the F-regime.

Post-mating scenario
What is remarkable is that such a preference, or bias, was carried over even after
mating, that is, in choosing between
sperms from different males. The female
fruitfly is promiscuous and carries more
than one male’s sperm in her sperm storage organ. There the sperms compete for
fertilising the egg.
The team found that the males in M-regime lose out in this race if the female they
mate with is from a different population
(subgroup). So the chances of an offspring
emerging after mating males from one of
the M-regime subgroups with a female
from a different subgroup are low. This
was not true of males from the F-regime
subgroups, where the arms race was less
pronounced.
The group plans to take their research
further. “We are trying to study the mechanistic basis of the reproductive isolation
and also other characteristics, such as
pheromones, that might have evolved. We
are trying to look at the actual genetic differences that lead to reproductive isolation
in these populations,” says Zeeshan Ali,
lead author of the paper.
M ND-ND
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The pursuit of app-iness
Good results from the world’s irst suicide prevention app in Australia underscore the need for such initiatives in India
Vidya Krishnan
Sydney

T

AROUND THE WORLD
Beta blockers can undo
genetic changes
Beta blockers are commonly used
worldwide to treat a variety of
cardiovascular conditions. The
medicine works by slowing the heart
Getty Images/iStockphoto rate and reducing the force of
contraction, lessening the burden of
work carried out by the heart. However, new research out of
York University, Toronto, Canada, has now shown that these
drugs also reverse a number of potentially detrimental genetic
changes associated with heart disease. The study also found
that some genes associated with the immune system were
dysregulated in heart failure, supporting recent research that
has suggested that the immune system and inlammation are
involved in heart disease. “We discovered that beta blockers
largely reverse the pathological pattern of gene expression
observed in heart failure,” says Faculty of Science Professor
John McDermott, who led the research, along with York U
collaborators Professor Gary Sweeney and Professor Jorg
Grigull.

hree years after its launch,
iBobbly, the world’s first suicide prevention app, has
shown promising results in the
first randomised controlled trial in
any population. Developed by researchers at Black Dog Institute, a
mental health organisation in Australia, and launched in the country
in 2014, the app is specially targeted at young people from the indigenous communities, who are at
four times the risk of suicide compared to the rest.
iBobbly doesn’t need the Internet to be accessed once downloaded. It allows a person to keep a
‘mood diary’ after self-assessment,
and teaches the user to manage
thoughts — especially suicidal
thoughts — and feelings and create
a personalised action plan with
tools to monitor progress. The programme maintains patient confidentiality
and
is
password-protected.
Three years on, the researchers
say participants from the Kimberley region in Western Australia
who used the app over a six-week
period reported a 42% reduction
in symptoms of depression, 30%

Reaching out: “The use of technology has increased among youth and the app allows specialists to reach them
anonymously.” GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
*

reduction in suicidal ideation and
28% reduction in distress.

Lessons for India
Mental health experts believe
there might be lessons for India in
this, where according to the World
Health Organization’s (WHO) latest
suicide data, nearly 1,00,000
people commit suicide every year.
The country’s suicide mortality
rate is 20.9 per 1,00,000 people,
among the highest in the world,

with majority of the vulnerable
groups not able to get the help
they need, says Soumitra Pathare,
a psychiatrist with the Pune-based
Centre for Mental Health Law and
Policy (CMHLP).
“Technology is the way forward.
The use of technology has increased among youth and the app
allows us to reach them anonymously,” says Dr. Pathare, who is currently working on scaling up a similar project in India. Called

‘Atmiyata’, Sanskrit for compassion, this project involves using
short films loaded on a basic Android app as a training tool to enable a bunch of villagers to identify
mental health disorders.
The project was rolled out in the
Peth block of Nashik district, Maharashtra, in December 2013, making mental health care accessible
to many in this part for the first
time. “We are now looking at scaling it up to 500 villages in Mehsana

Right under your nose

Five by ive

our skin is a tapestry of
ecosystems roughly the
size of three bath towels.
Complex societies of bacteria, viruses and fungi live
in these diverse habitats —
from the oil fields of the
ferris jabr
face and back, to the damp
caverns of the nose, to the
parched and hairless palms.
For decades researchers have argued that some of
the skin’s microscopic residents are partly to blame for
certain disorders, such as acne and eczema. Now, it
seems, bacteria may be part of the treatment, too.

Y

More than 90% of the earth’s energy
imbalance in the climate system is
sequestered in the ocean and
consequently the ocean heat content
(OHC) is increasing. Therefore, OHC is Getty Images
one of the most important indicators of
global warming. A recently released study, from the National
University of Defence Technology, China, has found that the
oceans are “robustly warming”. Below the 100 m depth in the
Atlantic and Southern Oceans, and between the 100-300 m
depth in the Paciic and Indian Oceans, there was statistically
signiicant warming and they all contributed to global ocean
warming. “In plain English, it will be important that we keep
high-quality temperature sensors positioned throughout the
oceans so in the future we will be able to predict where our
climate is headed,” explains co-author Dr. Abraham. “

Why does acupuncture
work?

Researchers at Columbia University’s
Mailman School of Public Health, U.S.,
have found that children with a food
allergy had a signiicantly higher
prevalence of childhood anxiety. Food Getty Images/iStockphoto
allergies were not associated with
symptoms of childhood depression or with symptoms of
anxiety or depression among their caregivers. The results have
been published in the Journal of Pediatrics. The researchers
studied 80 paediatric patients between ages 4 to 12 years, 8
years old on average, with and without food allergy. The results
suggest that food allergy is particularly linked to elevated
social anxiety and fear of social rejection and humiliation.
“Given the strong association between food allergy and social
anxiety in children future investigations on the food allergymental health relationship are also warranted in clinical, school,
and community-based settings which could aid in the
development of interventions,” says Renee Goodwin, PhD, in
the Department of Epidemiology at the Mailman School of
Public Health, and lead author.

Dr. Tedros takes oice
Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus has
taken over as Director-General of the
World Health Organization,
succeeding Dr. Margaret Chan, who
has held oice since 1 January 2007.
The Director-General is WHO’s chief
REUTERS
technical and administrative oicer
and oversees the policy for the organization’s international
health work. Dr. Tedros was elected on May 23, 2017, by vote of
WHO member states at the Seventieth World Health Assembly.
It was the irst time that member states at the World Health
Assembly selected a director-general from among multiple
candidates. Prior to his election as WHO Director-General, Dr.
Tedros served from 2012–2016 as Minister of Foreign Afairs,
Ethiopia. In this role, he led the efort to negotiate the Addis
Ababa Action Agenda, in which 193 countries committed to the
inancing necessary to achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals.

DEMYSTIFYING SCIENCE
What is agnotology?
Agnotology is the study of culturally induced ignorance or
doubt, particularly the publication of inaccurate or misleading
scientiic data. Robert N. Proctor, a Stanford University
professor specialising in the history of science and technology,
coined the term. It was irst coined in a footnote in his 1995
book, Cancer Wars: How Politics Shapes What We Know and
Don’t Know About Cancer. Prof Proctor argues that ignorance
has a history and a political geography, but there are also things
people don’t want you to know. Agnotology is also deined as
the study of wilful acts to spread confusion and deceit, usually
to sell a product or win favour. An example was the tobacco
industry’s dissemination of reports that continuously
questioned the link between smoking and cancer. A more
recent example would be that of the way some think tanks work
to discredit the science behind human-caused climate change.
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Futuristic bionic arm: U.S. Army veterans Fred Downs and Artie McAuley (in the picture) both lost their left arms more than
40 years ago and are excited to be doing tasks again, thanks to their new LUKE prosthetic arms. LUKE is an acronym for Life
Under Kinetic Evolution. Thin, clear rubber covers the metal and plastic ingers which bend and lex. Developed by Dean
Kamen’s DEKA Integrated Solutions Corp. and manufactured by Mobius Bionics, with both companies based in Manchester,
New Hampshire, the device is probably the most advanced arm prosthetic ever to be commercialised. Its development was
sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The LUKE arm weighs about the same as the
person’s original arm and features six pre-programmed user-selectable hand grips. It is conigurable for diferent levels of
amputation. The arm component permits moving multiple joints at the same time. Each motion is controlled by the
person’s feet, which have tiny wireless transmitters sending signals to LUKE. The two men took part in a demonstration at a
veterans hospital in New York. AFP
*

A bid to defang dengue
Mumbai-based study on dengue biomarkers can help curb deaths drastically
Jyoti Shelar

ver wondered why one
dengue patient recovers
at home with simple symptomatic line of treatment
while another may battle
for life in an intensive care
unit (ICU) with severe complications? The extremely
varied prognosis of the
mosquito-borne disease has
intrigued the medical fraternity for a long time.

E

Tracking biomarkers
To find answers, the civicrun Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Laboratory at
Arthur Road in Mumbai has
tied up with the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay to track down some
biomarkers in order to predict how dengue will progress in a particular patient.
Biomarkers are indicators
that help in determining the
presence or severity of a
disease.
“The idea is to establish
molecular signatures for
complicated dengue cases
and thus have sound knowledge of the disease progression in different individuals suffering from the
disease,” says Dr. Jayanthi
Shastri, head of the PCR
laboratory. The study will
commence this month as
dengue cases increase during the monsoon season.
“We will collect about 100
to 150 samples of which half
will be of dengue patients
who required ICU admission,” she adds.
Dengue
is
spread
through the bite of an infected female Aedes aegypti
mosquito. Dengue Hemor-
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Childhood anxiety? Were
you food-allergic?

vidya.krishnan@thehindu.co.in
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Oceans are warming
rapidly, says study

The use of acupuncture to treat pain
dates back to the earliest recorded
history in China. Despite centuries of
acupuncture, it’s still not clear why
Getty Images/iStockphoto this method of applying and
stimulating tiny needles at certain
points on the body can relieve pain. A new study by LA BioMed
researchers in the U.S. found that the proper use of
acupuncture (with the reinforcement method or coupled with
heat, which is often used in acupuncture treatments) can lead
to elevated levels of nitric oxide in the skin at the “acupoints”
where the needles were inserted and manipulated. They noted
that nitric oxide increases blood low and encourages the
release of analgesic or sensitising substances, which causes the
skin to feel warmer and contributes to the beneicial efects of
the therapy.

district [of Gujarat],” he adds.
Asked if app-based interventions like iBobbly could work in
low-resource settings in different
parts of the world, Joe Tighe, one
of the app developers at Black Dog
Institute, said the feedback from
the pilots has proven that the app
improves mental health literacy.
“The need for mental health apps
like iBobbly is driven by scalability
options. Remote Australian communities are very poorly serviced
by mental health providers, hence
the need for app development.
Feedback from users is very positive and added benefits include an
increase in mental health literacy,
understanding and stigma reduction through conversations about
taboo subjects such as suicide,”
said Mr. Tighe.
In India, suicide prevention
helplines have proved to be handy
with apps yet to gain wide traction.
(Suicide is preventable. Call
Aasra at 022 2754 6669 or Sneha at
044 2464 0050 or 044 2464 0060
if you know someone suffering
from depression or mental health
issues and in need of help.)

rhagic Fever (DHF) can lead
to lethal complications.
DHF in its severe form
causes Dengue Shock Syndrome that is associated
with very high mortality
rate as the blood pressure
drops down drastically and
organs start to collapse.

Prevalence in India
The first evidence of occurrence of dengue in India
was reported in 1956 from
Vellore district in Tamil
Nadu. The first DHF outbreak is said to have occurred in West Bengal in
1963. A disease that was
known for its presence only
in urban areas gradually
spread across the country.
In 1996, one of the most
severe outbreaks of dengue
occurred in Delhi when
10,252 cases and 423 deaths

were reported. In 2006, the
country witnessed another
outbreak with 12,317 cases
and 184 deaths reported
overall. According to the
National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme
(NVBDCP), in 2015, 99,913
dengue cases and 220
deaths were reported from
the country. In 2016, the
number went up to 1,29,166
cases and 245 deaths. This
year so far, 11,402 cases and
11 deaths have been reported till the month of May.

Potential game changer
“Not all dengue cases develop in DHF or DSS. So the
question is when and why
does the disease progress
badly in some individuals
and develop into severe disease. Through our study,
we aim to identify a panel

of protein biomarkers that
can find us these answers
and help in prediction of
severity,” says Dr. Sanjeeva
Srivastava, associate professor and group leader of
the proteomics laboratory
at IIT Bombay.
According to Dr. Srivastava, the aim is to eventually
develop a diagnostic kit that
will help doctors in deciding the line of treatment to
avoid severe disease progression. Explaining the
process, he says serum
from the blood samples of
patients is separated at first.
The next stage involves extraction of the proteins,
which are thoroughly analysed using technologies
such as mass spectrometry.
“Thereafter, the protein expressions are studied to see
if there is a specific pattern
in mild and severe cases,”
he says.
Clinicians feel that if a
predictive test comes in
place, it will be a game
changer, especially during
the monsoon season when
the patient load is very
high. “Knowing well in advance how a disease will
progress will bring down
unnecessary hospitalisations too,” says Mumbaibased physician Dr. Pratit
Samdani citing an example
of a test called ‘immature
platelet fraction’ that helps
tell if a patient will generate
new platelet on his or her
own. “It helps in avoiding
unnecessary
platelet
transfusion.”

Simple recipe
Dr. Richard Gallo, a dermatologist and biologist at the
University of California, San Diego, and his colleagues
recently concocted an innovative microbial treatment
for eczema, a disorder characterised by red, itchy, inflamed skin. The recipe was relatively simple.
Dr. Gallo had discovered that Staphylococcus hominis and Staphylococcus epidermidis, typically
friendly members of the human skin microbiome, can
kill Staphylococcus aureus, which is known to play a
role in eczema. So the team swabbed S. hominis and S.
epidermidis from the skin of a few volunteers with
eczema, grew the bacteria in the lab, and incorporated
the microbes into Cetaphil lotion.
Next they applied the experimental balm to the volunteers’ forearms, drastically increasing the numbers
of their own helpful skin bacteria. Within 24 hours,
the probiotic lotion nearly eliminated S. aureus from
their skin. The researchers were also able to identify
some of the compounds that the beneficial bacteria
use to deter S. aureus. Dr. Gallo and his collaborators
published their results earlier this year in Science
Translational Medicine.
“It’s the first time anything like this has been
shown,” said Elizabeth Grice, a research dermatologist
and microbiologist at the University of Pennsylvania
who was not involved in the experiment. “What remains to be seen is whether this kind of treatment can
reduce the severity of skin disease over the long term.”
Only in the last few years have scientists seriously
studied how to therapeutically modify the skin’s native
colonies of microbes. Understanding this unique microbiome may yield new ideas for treating various dermatologic conditions. Some studies suggest, for example, that people prone to acne carry more of the
microbe Propionibacterium acnes on their skin. A disturbance in typical bacterial populations leads to conflict between P. acnes and neighbouring species, the
theory goes, which in turn triggers an inflammatory
response in the skin.
In another study published late last year, Dr. Gallo
and his colleagues injected a beneficial strain of Staphylococcus epidermidis, along with some food that
only it could digest, into the ears of mice. The combination treatment, known as a synbiotic, encouraged the
growth of S. epidermidis, which in turn reduced both
the number of P. acnes and level of inflammation in
the mice.
Other scientists have been reporting similar findings.
Probiotic treatments
Several private companies are racing to capitalise on a
growing consumer appetite for probiotic cosmetics,
toiletries and topical treatments. The biotech company AOBiome offers a “live probiotic spray”, for instance, that is meant to replenish populations of beneficial skin bacteria.
Many microbiologists worry, however, that the science is nowhere near advanced enough to justify the
proliferation of these products. Scientists still have a
lot to learn about what microbial ecosystems look like
on healthy skin, how they change during illness, and
how to safely interfere. Topical probiotics can easily
rub off and be transferred to other parts of the body or
other people, Dr. Grice pointed out. Just because a microbe kills one species of pathogen does not mean it is
unwaveringly “good” or peaceful.
And what if the bacteria in a lotion or spray were to
infiltrate the body via a cut or scratch?
Dr. Grice agreed, however, that the idea is intriguing. Whereas typical antibiotics and antiseptics
indiscriminately kill all kinds of bacteria throughout
the body and drive the evolution of highly dangerous
microbes impervious to existing drugs, probiotics may
be much more selective.
And probiotics that successfully colonise the body
have the unique ability to evolve in concert with a surrounding ecosystem. After all, genuine microbe-based
therapies are not just cocktails of molecules; they contain living organisms that persist and adapt. Dr. Gallo
calls his experimental lotion an “evolutionarily
honed” treatment.
“There are so many new potent medicines right under our nose,” he said. NYT

jyoti.s@thehindu.co.in
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The theatre of the mind

BOOKSHELF

A writer tries to make sense of inexplicable phenomena through science and the lives of two complex individuals
Meenakshi Thapan

D

espite claims to the contrary, we inhabit the books
we write through our engagement with the main protagonists. This engagement is not always
intentional or even contrived: it is
present through the language,
idioms, ideas we choose to explain
people and phenomena, and the
events as they unfold around
them.
In this remarkable book, history, memory, anecdotes, all come
into play in the unravelling of complex phenomena. At the heart of
the book is the author who is
struggling to make sense of inexplicable phenomena through recourse to neuroscience, biological
factors, unfathomable spiritual
practices, and the lives of deeply
revered and uniquely complex individuals. Shourie’s personal journey is central to this book as he
seeks answers from those whose
experiences are in fact the stuff of
mystery, religion, and other worldliness. He is as much a part of the
core arguments in this work as are
the characters and their profoundly psychic experiences that
he seeks to understand and
explain.
Shourie has written a powerful
book. He seamlessly moves
between the personal, the spiritual and the scientific to render
explicable that which is incomprehensible and apparently inexplicable. His own life experiences are
reflected in his urge to find explanations for unusual and complex
phenomena. This makes the arguments in the book far more meaningful and accessible.
To find answers to his searching
questions, Shourie focusses on
two well-known and revered individuals: Sri Ramakrishna and

■

Two Saints: Speculations Around
and About Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa & Ramana
Maharshi
Arun Shourie
HarperCollins
₹699

Ramana Maharishi. One may worship them or one may try to find
an explanation for their experiences, utterances, behaviour and
spiritual authority. Shourie takes
the latter path, although he does
not fail to faithfully report how lay
persons and believers conduct
themselves around the two
‘saints’.

Quest for answers
Shourie has captured with great
depth, and acute attention to detail, the visions, and trances that
Ramakrishna and Ramana Maharishi experience, their complete
lack of awareness of embodiment
with all its demands, and total immersion in the experience. The
downright contempt for bodily
comforts, for food or drink, or for
any form of pleasure (in a shutting
down of sensory inputs) is replaced by a sense of profound attachment to the ‘Mother’ in Ramakrishna and to the siddhas, the
cavity inside Arunchala Hill in the
case of Ramana Maharishi. It is as
if both saints live their ‘life’ else-

Where do we turn?: We seek explanations from science and yet sometimes ‘reality’ surpasses the realm of proof.
*
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where, outside the domain of the
social, in the mind. And yet, they
descend into the ordinary, to their
disciples, other seekers of truth, to
whom they reveal their experiences. The life of the mind, the
‘theatre of her mind’ as Shourie
puts it (p.117) when an individual
experiences hallucinations and
other psychic phenomena, is however paramount and this is what
engages Shourie in his efforts to
find scientific explanations.
In a fascinating chapter on the
relationship between mind, brain
and body, Shourie argues that
neuroplasticity enables the alteration of the brain due to certain
practices including the exclusion
of sensory inputs, ‘worldly’ relationships and the development of
‘longing’ for a single, exclusive object—“for seeing the Mother, or for
realising the ‘Self’” (pp. 236-7).
Citing neuroscientists, Shourie

claims that this would result in the
alteration and rearrangement of
neurons in the brain. He cites evidence from experiments about hypnosis, placebo surgery, Parkinson’s disease, cancer, to show how
the mind acts over the body, exercising control over seemingly complex medical properties.

Mind-body connection
A startling conclusion is that these
changes are not occurring merely
in the imagination but have ‘real
consequences’ inside the brain
with certain physiological results.
The mind, therefore, can alter the
brain and what we do with our
body can also alter the brain. The
saints, Shourie argues, not only
practise physical mortification but
also consciously direct the mind
away from sensory inputs and
worldly concerns to what we may
refer to as single pointed concen-

Checkmated by machine
A chess champion recounts the 1997 battle with a supercomputer and
anticipates the future of artiicial intelligence
Nitin Chaudhary

I

was 15 years old when Garry Kasparov played IBM’s Deep Blue in 1997.
The idea of man versus machine
sounded outlandish at the time: we
didn’t have a personal computer at
home and my exposure to computers
was limited to the neat row of five computers in the new computer lab at
school. How would a machine survive
the
onslaught
from
a
chess
grandmaster?
Kasparov had established his dominance in the chess world by then. His
nemesis, Anatoly Karpov, was humbled
five times over, and the Indian challenger, Viswanathan Anand, was defeated in the 1995 world championship.
After Bobby Fischer, Kasparov was
reckoned the bad boy of chess. Unlike
the quiet demeanour of Karpov and
Anand, Kasparov was feisty, almost arrogant. That didn’t make him popular.
Yet, in the fight between man and machine, the audience supported the human contender.
And then, the machine won. The
1997 match was the first defeat of a
reigning world chess champion to a
computer under tournament conditions. What I remember from the video
of that time was Kasparov holding his
head in his hands, staring shell-shocked
at defeat. Angry allegations flew
between Team IBM and Team Kasparov
and the whole event came to a bitter
end. Kasparov never discussed his loss
in public.
Deep Thinking is Kasparov’s book on
the fateful event 20 years on.
Some would say time is a great healer.
Perhaps it’s true in Kasparov’s case as
well, for he seems to have made peace
with the loss and has now become a
proponent of man and machine working together to achieve significant productivity gains. A large part of the book
deals with the promise of Artificial Intelligence (AI), how it foundered, and
hopes from the future to come. So those
expecting to read this book only as a
suspenseful account of Kasparov’s
battles with the computer may find
themselves drowned in information
about the rise of AI.

Artificial intelligence
If one is able to look beyond seeking the
thrills, the book is an absorbing read
about machine intelligence. Kasparov’s
interest in history and politics gives him
an all-round perspective to comment on
the role of machine intelligence. We see
him pondering the same fundamental
question 20 years back that confronts us
today: will automation replace jobs?
Kasparov was lucky to have not lost his
job to computers. Still, the tectonic
maturing of machine intelligence would
certainly take jobs away, and the best
humans could do is to embrace this future. “Romanticising the loss of jobs to
technology is little better than complaining that antibiotics put too many
gravediggers out of work,” he writes.
Chinese assembly line workers and Indian call centre operatives will be next
in line to lose jobs to automation and
CM
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Man vs Deep Blue: The 1997 playof became a knives-out, cut-throat combat between
a grandmaster and IBM. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*
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Deep Thinking: Where Machine
Intelligence Ends and Human
Creativity Begins
Garry Kasparov
Hachette India
₹599

chatbots, Kasparov conceives. Kasparov
builds up the battle with Deep Blue by
elaborating the history of computer
chess. The match with Deep Blue wasn’t
Kasparov’s first. Not many are aware
that the ’97 battle was a rematch of the
’96 six-game match that Kasparov had
won comfortably 4-2. Before that, Kasparov had countless other battles with
parallel computing systems, such as
Fritz, a German chess programme that
defeated an older version of Deep Blue
before the ’97 Kasparov clash.
In each new battle, Kasparov would
see the computer improving, mostly as
a result of exponential growth in processing power defined by Moore’s law.
While these increments gave insurmountable calculation advantage to the
machine—Deep Blue could process 200
million moves per second—these gains
were limited to tactical play and man
could still think strategically and leverage inherent pattern recognition to outthink the machine.
The other side of the story is IBM’s

the loss of jobs
<
> Romanticising
to technology is little better
than complaining that
antibiotics put too many
gravediggers out of work
Kasparov

that we don’t get to hear about for obvious reasons. The Deep Blue-Kasparov
clash was organised by IBM, which went
into the game with a lot at stake. Financially, it had not been doing well, and
desperately sought an opportunity to
demonstrate itself as an innovative company working with cutting edge technologies. IBM acquired Deep Thought
from Carnegie Mellon University and rechristened it Deep Blue. The ’97 game
was a make-or-break game for the big
company which had poured in millions
of dollars despite its fragile financial
condition. Kasparov argues that the
man-machine battle was less between a
man and machine, but more between a
man and a super-giant corporation.

Rematch refused
Kasparov considers himself as the most
prepared chess player in history. So
when IBM team does not allow him to
see previous games by Deep Blue, Kasparov feels victimised. Moreover, IBM
employs a battery of Grandmasters to
tune the supercomputer. The bonhomie
from previous encounters is all gone
(Kasparov was also seeking IBM as a
sponsor for his breakaway league), and
the ’97 playoff becomes a knives-out,
cut-throat combat.
Kasparov wins the first match easily,
but then snatches defeat in the second
when he could have forced a draw. On
an emotional roller-coaster, Kasparov
accuses the IBM team of cheating. The
next games are drawn before the final
pivotal one in which the remorseless
machine crushes Kasparov. Of close to
2,500 games Kasparov played in his lifetime, he lost just 170, but the most hurtful must have been this loss in the last
game to Deep Blue. Kasparov demands
a rematch, but IBM has got what it
wanted. Deep Blue is dismantled, and
Kasparov is left with a bitter taste in his
mouth. This part of the book reads like a
psychological thriller and old memories
of watching Kasparov with his head in
his hands come rushing in.

tration. In this manner, the mind
influences the mind and through
continuous disciplining, the brain
as well.
It is far more difficult to understand consciousness which is a
complex and difficult terrain.
Questions about the location of
consciousness, its presence,
where and how it arises, and dissipates, may be explained at different times through experiments
that are largely inconclusive. On
the basis of scientific findings,
Shourie concludes that it is uncertain from where exactly in the
brain consciousness is triggered.
Its absence may also be activated
by physical causes through electrical stimulation or a tumour.
However, it remains a mystery.
This brings home the truth that
there are some matters that elude
scientific explanation.
At the same time, Shourie

warns his readers about faith and
devotion to godmen on the basis
of the ‘miracles’ or other spectacular feats they may perform. Instead, he argues that everything is
explicable by the laws of nature.
His own life experiences did sometimes lead him to different ‘gurus’
for explanations and succour.
Eventually, however, Shourie rests
his faith in scientific ‘truth’ and in
understanding the working of his
mind, the self, the illusion of reality. Based on evidence from scientific experiments of different
kinds across varied cultures, about
experiences of hallucinations, visions, near-death experiences,
Shourie’s analysis affirms his effort
to find a universal understanding
of how our minds work.
It is not always possible to find
an explanation for the inexplicable, or what appears to be a
deeply mystical experience, but
Shourie has made a courageous effort. In more ways than one, this
book is outstanding: taking the
lives of the two saints as central to
his analysis, it seeks to place spiritual experience in the realm of
scientific knowledge; it tries to explain, very movingly, our very
private dilemmas through recourse to the experience of others;
and it also very sharply highlights
the inconclusive nature of science
when dealing with ‘consciousness’
and other mysteries of human existence. Herein lies the conundrum: we seek explanations from
science and find that sometimes
‘reality’ surpasses the realm of experiment, proof and generalisation: where then do we turn? To
faith, belief, or to our own minds
to seek explanations for that which
even science cannot prove? The
fragility of both science, and of human endeavour, lies revealed.

■

By More than Providence
Michael J. Green
Columbia University Press
₹2,978

An expert on Asia follows the
development of U.S.
strategic thinking toward
East Asia, identifying
recurring themes in American
statecraft that relect the
nation’s political philosophy
and material realities. Green
inds one overarching
concern driving U.S. policy
toward East Asia: a fear that a
rival power might use the
Paciic to isolate America.

■

The One Device: The
Secret History of the
iPhone
Brian Merchant
Little, Brown and
Company
₹1,284

How did the iPhone turn
Apple into the most valuable
company ever? Based on
interviews with engineers,
inventors and developers of
the Cupertino-based
company, people who guided
every stage of the iPhone’s
creation, a technology
journalist reveals the inside
story of a device that took
ten years in the making.

Long road to dissolution
An anthropologist on Muslim women and their marriages
Lalitha Sridhar

t is possible the author and
publisher scheduled the
release of this important
book to the hearing on a
batch of seven petitions, including five filed by Muslim
women, challenging the
validity of triple talaq by a
constitution bench of the Supreme Court, which concluded on May 17 this year,
with the judgment reserved
by the five justices. If they
did not, its arrival is prescient. Sylvia Vatuk’s Marriage
and its Discontents: Women
Islam and the Law in India is
a deceptively slim volume
that cuts straight to the
voices and concerns of Indian Muslim women, who
otherwise have to be heard
over the clamour of media
headlines and the intense
political colour personal
laws attract in India.
Vatuk, Professor Emerita
of Anthropology at the University of Illinois in Chicago,
has studied family structures, history and law in the
context of gender roles in India for over three decades
(the endnotes for each essay
run to several packed
pages). She bases this book

I
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Marriage and its
Discontents: Women Islam
and the Law in India
Sylvia Vatuk
Women Unlimited
₹650

on 10 years of research in
Chennai and Hyderabad,
which limits its geography,
but achieves universality by
drawing upon extensive interviews with Muslim women, government-appointed
qazis, lawyers, judges, court
staff, counsellors and advocates, to arrive at when and
how legal or extra-judicial
remedies are sought over
the
breakdown
of
a
marriage.
The
second
chapter
(‘Muslim Women and Personal Law’) is thus inseparable from the dynamic context
Vatuk
explains
objectively, relying on detailed case notes and including insightful sections on pa-

ternalism
in
the
administration of Muslim
Personal Law, the evolution
and role of Islamic feminism
in reforming it, the contentious issues surrounding
maintenance, and the little
understood khul (wife-initiated divorce, which the author was surprised to discover is ‘...many times the
number awarded by the
courts’).
The result is a study that
is rich with empirical data,
and even though the earlier
versions of the essays in this
duly attributed volume were
published over a 15-year
period from 2001-2015, their
freshness and appeal is undeniable. Vatuk slips into
her simultaneously wellknown and obscured (as her
work demonstrates) subject
with ease, taking her readers
along on her journey past
the rhetoric of “...deploring
the fate of Muslim women
suffering under laws[,] peculiar to their religion...”.
While her empathy for her
subject is obvious and welcome, it is her reliance on
historical and ethnographic
analysis that gives the book
its heft.

The strategic South Pole
Why India’s Antarctica mission matters
Vidya Venkat

t was about 200 years ago
that mankind entered into
Antarctica, the southernmost continent covered in
ice. Ever since, nations have
competed with one another
to make their strategic presence felt in the continent. In
this
non-fiction
book,
Jagadish P. Khadilkar, a
former Lieutenant Colonel
of the Indian Army, who had
served as the leader and station commander of the Indian Antarctic Station Dakshin Gangotri, has turned an
advocate for a national dialogue to create a polar vision
that addresses India’s national interests in the long
term.
The snow burial of this
Station in 1991 had led to its
decommissioning, but the
experience of leading the efforts in running the Station
has prepared the author
thoroughly to write about
how the logistics of running
a strategic mission in the
continent works. There is an
entire chapter on Antarctic
Logistics that reads like an
explorer’s guide to conducting a mission in the contin-
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Antarctica, The Frozen
Continent’s Environment,
Changing Logistics and
Relevance to India
Dr. Jagadish P. Khadilkar
Bloomsbury
₹999

ent. The author points to India’s vulnerability in being
over dependent on overseas
organisations and resources
for vital logistical needs such
as structures, ships, aircraft,
etc. Self-reliance alone can
guard India’s strategic interests here, he notes.
The strategic importance
of the continent, however, is
inextricably linked to its ability to regulate the global climate. The Southern Ocean
that surrounds the continent
absorbs both heat and carbon dioxide thus helping to
maintain life on Earth as we
know it now.
The book talks about
changes observed in the

wind currents and ocean
currents originating from
here that have begun to influence weather patterns
world over. The author
points to a probable 25% decrease in summer sea ice extent in the continent and a
reduction by a week in the
last 30 years of its sea ice
season till now, as a direct
result of global warming.
One may wonder why
given the global importance
of the continent and the Antarctic Treaty presently ruling out territorial claims to
the continent, the author
keeps harping on India’s
strategic interests here.
He points to the rapid
melting of ice in the Arctic
and the possibility of opening up of sea routes there to
exploit natural resources
such as oil and gas, as a premonition of what may happen down at the southern
tip too. But one wishes that
environmental preservation
and not narrow nationalistic
interests were emphasised
in the book. The sidelining
of the urgency of the ecological threat to the continent
is conspicuous.

■

Jane Austen at Home: A
Biography
Lucy Worsley
Hachette
₹1,530

On the 200th anniversary of
Jane Austen’s death,
historian Lucy Worsley leads
us into the rooms from where
a much-loved novelist gave
readers her worldview. The
new telling of Jane Austen’s
life shows us how she lived.
Life was often a painful
struggle, but she was also a
passionate woman who
fought for her freedom.

■

Catching Breath: The
Making and Unmaking of
Tuberculosis
Katherine Lougheed
Bloomsbury
₹499

With more than a million
victims every year and
antibiotic resistance now
found in almost every
country worldwide,
tuberculosis is proving itself
to be one of the smartest
killers humanity has ever
faced. A former TB research
scientist tells the story of
how tuberculosis and
humanity have grown up
together and whether we can
win the war against it.

■

Boom Country?: The New
Wave of Indian
Enterprise
Alan Rosling
Hachette India
₹599

A fresh wave of start-ups and
enterprise, rapid
advancements in technology,
reforms, and recently
developed pools of risk
capital are contributing to a
massive expansion in new
business in India. An
entrepreneur and strategic
adviser tries to understand
whether the current upsurge
in entrepreneurial activity
can really reshape India’s
economy.
M ND-ND
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TV PICKS
Sri Lanka vs Zimbabwe:
2nd ODI, TEN 3 & TEN 1 HD,
10 a.m.
Women’s WC: India vs
Pakistan, STAR Sports 1 & 1
HD, 2.30 p.m.
West Indies vs India: 4th
ODI, Sony Six, TEN 3 & Sony
Six HD, TEN 1 HD, 6.30 p.m.
Confederations Cup: (final): TEN 1 & 2, 11.30 p.m.

IN BRIEF

Ballance back in
England squad
LONDON

Batsman Gary Ballance has
been give a chance to revive
his England Test career after
being named in the squad for
next Thursday’s first Test
against South Africa.
squad.
The squad: Joe Root (capt.),
Moeen Ali, James Anderson,
Jonny Bairstow (wk), Gary
Ballance, Stuart Broad,
Alastair Cook, Liam Dawson,
Keaton Jennings, Toby
Roland-Jones, Ben Stokes,
and Mark Wood.

Spinners do it for Men in Blue India takes on Pakistan

UAE

Niroshan Dickwella of Sri
Lanka has been fined 30% of
his match fee and received
two demerit points for
attempting a stumping which
was “contrary to the spirit of
the game” during the first
ODI of the five-match series
against Zimbabwe in Galle on
Friday. The incident
happened in the seventh over
of Zimbabwe’s innings when
Dickwella, after gathering
the ball, held it near to the
stumps and waited for the
striker Solomon Mire to leave
his crease. After an
unsuccessful attempt to
stump Mire, Dickwella waited
for another opportunity long
after he had completed the
stroke.
ANI

Ill Malinga to sit out
second ODI
COLOMBO

Sri Lanka’s controversial fast
bowler Lasith Malinga has
been diagnosed with a viral
influenza and will sit out the
second One-Day International
against Zimbabwe on Sunday,
the cricket board said.
Malinga, who was slapped
with a suspended six-month
match ban earlier this week,
has been told to take two
days of rest after coming
down with the bug. AFP

Venus ‘heartbroken’ over
car crash
MIAMI

US tennis star Venus Williams
said she is “devastated and
heartbroken” over the fatal
car crash that the victim’s
family says will prompt it to
file a wrongful death suit
against her. In a post on her
Facebook page, Williams
made her first public
comments on the June 9 car
crash in which police said she
was “at fault”. “I am
devastated and heartbroken
by this accident,” Williams
wrote. “ AFP

Ancic to join Djokovic’s
coaching team
LONDON

Novak Djokovic will reinforce
his coaching team for next
week’s Wimbledon by adding
former World No. 7 Mario
Ancic alongside American
great Andre Agassi. The
arrangement was revealed by
Croatian newspaper Sportske
Novosti on Saturday. AFP

CM
YK

WOMEN’S WC

Agence France-Presse
North Sound (Antigua)

Effective spin bowling and
indiscreet shot selection
combined to give India a
comfortable 93-run victory
over the West Indies in a lowscoring third fixture of a fivematch ODI series on Friday.
Set a target of 252 at the
Sir Vivian Richards Stadium
to prevent the visitors taking
an unbeatable 2-0 series
lead, the hosts were on
course with Jason Mohammed and Rovman Powell in full flow in a 54-run
sixth-wicket partnership.
But then India’s frontline
spinners Kuldeep Yadav and
R. Ashwin swung the match
decisively in their team’s favour.
From a promising position of 141 for five in the 33rd
over, the Caribbean side
crashed to 158 within the
next five overs.
Yadav and Ashwin took
three wickets each in engineering the capitulation that
was finished off by Kedar
Jadhav as he yorked last man
Kesrick Williams with his
first ball of the match.
Powell had looked dangerous in getting to 30 before a
top-edged sweep off Yadav
resulted in the pivotal dismissal via a catch at deep
backward square leg.
Mohammed, who man-

Asian News International
London

Down and out: West Indies opener Evin Lewis falls to Umesh Yadav.
aged a top score of 40, became another victim of the
left-arm
wrist-spinner,
trapped leg-before to effectively end the contest.
Earlier, it was Jadhav who
triggered a late run explosion in partnership with M.S.
Dhoni as India reached 251
for four batting first on a
sluggish pitch affected by
prolonged, torrential rains
the day before.
Dhoni top-scored with an
unbeaten 78 off 79 balls and
was named the Man-of-theMatch, but the real impetus
came from Jadhav (40, 26b).

SCOREBOARD

*

AP

WEST INDIES VS INDIA, THIRD ODI

India: 251 for four in 50 overs.
West Indies: E. Lewis b Umesh
2 (5b), K. Hope c Jadhav b
Pandya 19 (35b, 3x4), S. Hope c
& b Pandya 24 (50b, 2x4), R.
Chase b Kuldeep 2 (3b), J. Mohammed lbw b Kuldeep 40
(61b, 4x4), J. Holder st. Dhoni
b Ashwin 6 (9b), R. Powell c
Pandya b Kuldeep 30 (43b,
5x4), A. Nurse c Umesh b Ashwin 6 (6b, 1x4), D. Bishoo (not
out) 4 (11b), M. Cummins lbw b
Ashwin 1 (4b), K. Williams b
Jadhav 1 (2b); Extras (lb-6,
w-17): 23; Total (in 38.1 overs):

Getting better with age
Dickwella fined for
gamesmanship

Mithali calls for improved ielding performance

The visitors take a 2-0 lead as the West Indies batsmen lounder

158.
Fall of wickets: 1-9 (Lewis, 1.2
overs), 2-54 (Kyle Hope, 12.4),
3-58 (Chase, 13.4), 4-69 (Shai
Hope, 16.4), 5-87 (Holder,
19.3), 6-141 (Powell, 32.4), 7148 (Nurse, 33.6), 8-156 (Mohammed, 36.5), 9-157 (Cummins, 37.3).
India bowling: Bhuvneshwar 50-19-0, Umesh 7-0-32-1,
Hardik 6-0-32-2, Kuldeep 101-41-3, Ashwin 10-1-28-3,
Jadhav 0.1-0-0-1.
Man-of-the-Match: Dhoni.
India won by 93 runs.

Kohli hints
at changes

Press Trust of India
North Sound

Press Trust of India

There has been an element
of inconsistency in his batting form but M.S. Dhoni believes that he is like vintage
wine that tastes better with
passage of time.
His unbeaten 78 off 79
balls enabled India to post a
winning score on a tough
track and the former skipper
is happy that he got a chance
to play an innings of quality.
Asked how come he is getting better with age, pat
came the reply: “It’s like
wine.
“Our top order has been
doing the bulk of the scoring
in the last one and a half
years, so it felt good to get an
opportunity and score runs.
“I think it was the nature
of the wicket (what made the
knock special). There was
variable bounce and at times
the pace. It was important to
have a partnership at that
stage. In my mind, I had 250,

India captain Virat Kohli
was happy with a clinical
performance in the third
ODI and hinted at making
some changes in the playing XI providing game time
to all those who have not
yet figured in the playing
XI in the ongoing series.
Rishabh Pant, Dinesh
Karthik and Mohammed
Shami are yet to get a
game.
Kohli assured that everyone would get a fair
chance. “We will surely
look
into
[making
changes]. We have quite a
few players who haven’t
had a game in a while.”
“I think it was a clinical
performance. Early on,
there was quite a bit of
moisture and they bowled
really well. It was a good
batting effort to get us to
250.” The wicket played
much better later on.”

Leading lady: Mithali Raj has been in good nick and guided her
team’s fortunes in the ICC Women's World Cup. AP
*

played, every match is going
to be crucial for us,” she
added.
The Indian women made
a dream start to the tournament by stunning host England by 35 runs before
trouncing West Indies by
seven wickets in their next
encounter.
Meanwhile, Pakistan allrounder Asmavia Iqbal has
backed her team to beat India and get off the mark in
the tournament. Back-toback defeats by South Africa
and England has left
Pakistan in a must-win territory. In ODIs, Pakistan has
never beaten India in nine
attempts, but last year it
claimed a historic two-run

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
Sunday’s schedule
앫 India vs Pakistan, Derby
앫 Australia vs New Zealand,
Bristol
앫 England vs Sri Lanka,
Taunton
앫 South Africa vs West
Indies, Leicester
(all matches at 3 p.m. IST)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

victory in the ICC World
T20, on Indian soil.
“Playing against India
there is always pressure. It is
a big game but I am very
hopeful of doing much better against India,” said Asmavia.

CoA is geared up towards
fulilling the SC mandate: Rai

North Sound

Old is gold: Veteran M.S. Dhoni will be a happy man as his
contribution with the bat augurs well for Kohli’s men. AFP
*

and we got there, with Kedar
batting with me at the other
end. It was something the
bowlers could defend, but
they had to bowl well.”
He seemed pretty vocal
while giving precious inputs
to the spinners (Kuldeep and
Ashwin) from behind the
stumps as it was caught on
stump cam.
“It’s important (to guide

Adopt Lodha
reforms: Jaitley

spinners). Kuldeep has
played a lot of games in IPL
but when it comes to international cricket, it’s important to know where to use
your variety.
“Once he plays 5-10
games, he will realise it himself.
“The good thing is, compared to the last game, he
bowled very well today.”

G. Viswanath
Mumbai

The Supreme Court-appointed Committee of Administrators (CoA) believes that
the BCCI and its full members have dragged the matter of implementing the
apex court order of July 18,
2016, for too long and are refusing to accept the reforms
recommended by the Lodha
committee.
The CoA members —
chairman Vinod Rai, Vikram
Limaye and Diana Edulji —
met at the Cricket Centre
here on Saturday to take
stock of routine matters and
have decided to approach
the Supreme Court seeking a
directive to empower it or
give a directive in order to
find a way forward to implement its order.
Summing up the CoA’s
meeting that largely discussed matters related to the

Lodha reforms and the
Court order, Rai said:
“Whether the BCCI and its
members implement the order or not, the Court directive is to implement the order
and that will be done. The
Supreme Court is meeting
on July 14 and we will file a
Status report. It will be put
up on the (BCCI) website.
We are in the process of preparing it. It will take a while
though, information is
required.’’
Elaborating, Rai said:
“There is no question of the
CoA being disappointed
(with the SGM not taking a
decision to accept it). We
have the mandate to fulfil
and we are geared towards
fulfilling that mandate.
Whether the SGM takes a decision this way or that way, it
doesn’t matter. We were doing consensus building. If
the consensus is not built we

Federer says he wants to play aggressive, inspired tennis at Wimbledon
How much of a factor was
your decision to miss clay in
terms of trying to give
yourself the best chance of
winning another title here?

AGENCIES
London

NEW DELHI

Agence France-Presse
Eastbourne

Arun Jaitley.
*

FILE PHOTO: KAMAL NARANG

game is good and progressive. We have travelled almost the complete distance
today,” said Choudhary after
Saturday’s meeting.
“The Board has to survive
for the game to thrive. It
can’t happen by constantly
opposing reforms. We are
determined to translate the
order we have got from the
highest court of land,” he
added.
The Board, however,
faces a huge task of achieving unanimity on this issue.
The members of the special
committee decided to apprise the Supreme Court of
four points which, they feel,
would help in the smooth
running of the Board and
the game.
“One State one vote, cooling-off period (on completing a three-year term), composition of the selection
committee (from the current three to five members)
and age cap (70 years)...,”
said Choudhary, elaborating
the points. The 73-year-old
Niranjan Shah, a special invitee, was the only one to
oppose the age-cap.
The Board will have its
second meeting on July 7 in
Mumbai before filing its response on July 13.

Novak Djokovic clinched
his first title since January
with a 6-3, 6-4 victory over
Gael Monfils in Saturday’s
ATP & WTA Eastbourne International final, while Karolina Pliskova lifted the
women’s trophy after defeating Caroline Wozniacki.
Earlier,
third
seed
Pliskova beat Danish sixth
seed Wozniacki 6-4, 6-4.

Bopanna & Sa lose
Meanwhile,
Rohan
Bopanna and Andre Sa of
Brazil were beaten 6-7(4),
6-4, 10-3 by the top-seeded
Bryan twins, Bob and Mike
of the US, in the doubles final.
The results: ATP & WTA Eastbourne International: Men:
Final: Novak Djokovic bt Gael
Monfils 6-3, 6-4. Semifinal:
Gael Monfils bt Richard Gasquet 6-2, 6-7(7), 7-6(4).
Doubles: Final: Bob Bryan &
Mike Bryan bt Andre Sa & Rohan Bopanna 6-7(4), 6-4,
[10-3].
Women: Final: Karolina
Pliskova bt Caroline Wozniacki 6-4, 6-4.

Karolina Pliskova.

*

will implement the mandate, as simple as that.’’
Rai is hopeful that the
BCCI’s AGM will be held under the new Constitution in
September. “The timelines
still remain. The AGM is in
September. The new Constitution will either be adopted
by the SGM or the court will
direct it to happen.
“Then the AGM will meet.
I am hoping that by October
our job will be done because
the new office bearers would
have been elected in
September under the new
Constitution.’’
The CoA has seen the report submitted by Kapil Malhotra, manager of the Indian
team for the ICC Champions
Trophy. It appears that Malhotra has not mentioned any
untoward happening in the
dressing room between captain Virat Kohli and Anil
Kumble.

‘Don’t want to be at my opponent’s mercy’

Djokovic,
Pliskova
triumph

Vijay Lokapally

The BCCI was, on Saturday,
advised to adopt the Lodha
Committee recommendations following a meeting
between a few important
members and Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley.
It is learnt that a small
delegation, led by veteran
cricket
official
Rajeev
Shukla,
and
including
Board’s
acting-secretary
Amitabh Choudhary, called
on Jaitley to seek his guidance.
Jaitley is reported to have
advised the Board members
to avoid any further confrontation with the judiciary
and concentrate on charting
the road ahead.
According to sources, the
seven-member special committee was of the firm opinion that the issue had to be
settled in the best interests
of the game. Former India
captain Sourav Ganguly attended the meeting through
Skype. The committee appreciated
Ganguly’s
participation.
Incidentally, there was
little support for a former
president’s relentless campaign to oppose most of the
reforms in the name of protecting the autonomous
structure of the Board.
As a Board official revealed, things were building
up in the last two months
for a positive response to
the reforms suggested by
the Lodha Committee. “We
are determined to facilitate
the apex court’s intent to
the best of our abilities. We
have to ensure that the environment surrounding the

India skipper Mithali Raj has
called on her side to improve its fielding, especially
catching, ahead of its muchanticipated clash against
Pakistan in the ICC Women’s
World Cup at County
Ground, Derby, on Sunday.
Fielding was also the
watch word for Mithali after
her team overcame the West
Indies by seven wickets at
Taunton.
The Indian spinners led
the way with seven wickets
between them and while
Smriti
Mandhana
also
chipped in with a brilliant
run-out of Stafanie Taylor —
before hitting an unbeaten
century, the Indian skipper
Mithali was frustrated at
some late fielding lapses
from her team.
“We need to work on our
catching, fielding is very crucial and it can win us
matches,” said Mithali. “I’m
very pleased with the way
the girls responded with crucial run-outs against the
West Indies even though
there were a couple of lapses
in the field (drops).”
“We still have a couple of
games more before we can
look to the semifinals and
looking at how Sri Lanka has
played and how Pakistan has

AFP

Andy Murray, depending on
how fit he is, is one of the favourites to win the tournament. It’s the same for
Novak [Djokovic] and Rafa
[Nadal], said Roger Federer
at a media interaction here
on Saturday. Excerpts:

I think it was the best decision for me — not to have
any compromise. I have now
given myself the best chance
for grass.

Q. Isn’t it remarkable that
since 2003 only four players
have won the men’s title at
Wimbledon?

A: Yeah, it’s been very dominant by a few players at
Wimbledon, and in many of
the other Slams too.
European players have
been in full force in, I think,
the last hundred Masters
1000s, Slams, Olympics, and
also the World Tour Finals.

Going into the tournament,
is there any aspect of your
game that you really are
focusing on?

Fabulous Four: Only Nadal, Djokovic, Federer and Murray have
laid their hands on the trophy since 2003. AP
*

It’s like that, but can change
tomorrow very quickly.
How do you assess your
rivals, particularly Andy?

If he's anything close to

100% physically, I consider
Andy [Murray] one of the favourites to win.
It’s the same for Novak
[Djokovic] and Rafa [Nadal].

I don't want to be at the
mercy of my opponent. I
want to take charge, play aggressive... for that I need to
be fast on my feet and quick
in my mind. I just need
enough rest so I can play inspired tennis.

Geraint Thomas wins opening stage
Froome sixth; Valverde crashes out
TOUR DE FRANCE
Agence France-Presse
Dusseldorf

Geraint Thomas will wear
the leader’s yellow jersey at
the Tour de France on
Sunday after taking a surprise victory on Saturday’s
opening stage in Dusseldorf.
In wet, windy and difficult
conditions, Thomas won the
14km time-trial as German
hope and four-time world
champion Tony Martin
could finish only fourth.
Reigning Tour champion
and Thomas’s Sky team
leader Chris Froome finished sixth but gained time
on his main overall rivals.
Tour de France contender

Nairo Quintana suffered a
blow as key teammate Alejandro Valverde crashed out.
Valverde, who was third
two years ago, came down
hard on a slippery bend in
miserable wet conditions and
was visibly in great pain.
His Movistar team announced on Twitter a few
minutes later that he could
not continue.
“Unfortunately @aljandrovalverde cannot continue in
the race. What sadness to finish a Tour on the first day,”
said Movistar.
Spaniard Valverde seemed
to jar his left leg when he
touched his foot down as he
lost his back wheel, before
skidding into the barriers.

Initial burst: Great Britain’s Geraint Thomas crosses the inish
line during the 14km individual time-trial on the irst day
of the 104th edition of the Tour de France. AFP
*
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‘No guarantee of a medal at worlds’

TENNIS

Prajnesh cruises
into inal

Srikanth says hard work after recovering from an injury helped him improve
Rakesh Rao
NEW DELHI

Arjun Atwal
lying fourth
POTOMAC (USA)

India’s Arjun Atwal shot
five-under 135 after rounds
of 68 and 67 to be tied fourth
at the Quicken Loans National
golf tournament here on
Friday and is placed well at
the half-way stage. David
Lingmerth is in the lead after
two near-flawless rounds of
65 each and is now 10-under.
PTI

Aditi shoots 69 again,
lies tied 12th
OLYMPIC FIELDS (ILLINOIS)

A second successive twounder 69 in the year’s second
Major has put Aditi Ashok in a
great position to launch her
challenge over the weekend
at the KPMG Women’s PGA
Championships. Aditi is now
tied-12th alongside the likes
of Lydia Ko and Michelle Wie,
and only three shots behind
Danielle Kang (69, 66) and
Sei Young Kim (69, 66). PTI

Indian boys stumble
in the semifinals
ASAN (KOREA)

The Indian boys’ team lost to
China 3-0 in the semifinals of
the Asian junior table tennis
championship here on Friday.
The results (semifinals):
India lost to China 3-0
(Manush Shah lost to Chuqin
Wang 11-5, 11-5, 11-2; Manav
Thakkar lost to Fei Xue 118,11-7,11-9; Parth Virmani lost
to Yingbin Xu 8-11, 11-6, 11-3,
11-5).

India enjoys an
all-win day
BANGKOK

Sachin Siwach (49kg) entered
the quarterfinals on an allwin opening day for India at
the Asian youth boxing
championships here on
Saturday. Siwach, 17, got past
Mongolia’s Enkh-Amgalan
Bayarsaikman with an
unanimous verdict. His
namesake defeated Syria’s
Abdul Shoman in the 75kg
category after the latter was
injured. Akash Kumar (64kg)
beat Tajikistan’s Azizov
Shokhmukhammad. PTI

Asian meet: Pakistan
athletes get visas
NEW DELHI:

A six-member Pakistan team
will take part in the Asian
Athletics Championships to be
held in Bhubaneswar from
July 6-9 as the Indian
government has given visa to
them, a development which
was welcomed by the
Athletics Federation of India.
AFI Secretary C K Valson said
that Pakistani athletes have
got the visas and they are
expected to arrive in
Bhubaneswar in the next
two-three days.
“I can confirm that the
Pakistani athletes have got
the visas. It was a relief for us,
we wanted them to take part
in the championships,” Valson
told PTI.

Riding a high, K. Srikanth
has reasons to be optimistic
about his chances in the upcoming World badminton
championship but says,
“there is no guarantee of a
medal”.
In the Capital on Saturday,
when he along with National
chief coach P. Gopi Chand
were felicitated by Union
Sports Minister Vijay Goel,
the world No. 8 singles
player said: “About top 35
players in the world are
working very hard on their
game and any result in possible. Just look at H.S. Prannoy, he was ranked 29th during the Indonesia Open last
month but beat two big players (then world No. 1 Lee
Chong Wei and Olympic
champion Chen Long) in successive matches.”
The World championship
is scheduled in Glasgow from
August 21 to 27.
Elaborating his point,
Srikanth said: “All the leading players prepare very
hard for the World championship and Olympic Games.
We will also be well-prepared but there is no guarantee of a medal.”

Pranjala stuns Mihalikova to
enter the semiinals
Sports Bureau
Kunshan (China)

Davis Cupper Prajnesh Gunneswaran cruised into the final of the ITF men’s Futures
tennis tournament in Kunshan (China), while another
Davis Cupper Sumit Nagal
made the semifinals in
Colombo.

Proud moment: P. Gopi Chand and K. Srikanth being felicitated by Union Sports Minister Vijay Goel on Saturday.

Reflecting on his astonishing run in the past month,
during which he finished
runner-up in the Singapore
Open and won the Indonesia
and Australia Open titles,
Srikanth said, “all the hard
work after recovering from
an (ankle) injury (during the
Japan Open last September)
helped me improve in all
areas of my game.
“Now my game is coming

Country comes
irst for Vijay
‘I missed the IPL to play the coming
Test series in Sri Lanka’
S. Dinakar
Chennai

Batting
legend
Rahul
Dravid’s decision to renew
his contract with the India-A
and under-19 teams as
coach for two years at the
expense of his time with an
IPL
franchise
is
commendable.
This comes at a time
when many cricketers
across countries are prioritising playing in the cash-rich
Twenty20 leagues ahead of
representing their country.
In Indian cricket too,
there have been occasions
when some leading cricketers have played in the IPL
carrying injuries and then
were not available for India
as they tended to their fitness concerns.
Murali Vijay is an exception though. The righthanded opener played the
Test series against Australia
with an injured wrist, then
underwent surgery and
missed the entire IPL
season.
Talking to The Hindu, Vijay said, “Money is important but it is not everything.
You got to be honest with
yourself and put your hand
up for the country in tough
times.” He added, “Nothing
gives me greater satisfaction
than representing India, the
pride I get in playing for the
country in the whites is
above everything else. That
motivated me to put my
pain aside and play the

SUDOKU

M. Vijay

*

FILE PHOTO: R. RAGU

got to be honest
<
> You
with yourself and
put your hand up
for the country in
tough times
series against Australia.”
How big a decision was it
for Vijay to undergo a surgery despite the looming
IPL-10? Vijay replied, “Not
really. I was pretty clear of
the road ahead of me for the
next couple of months following the surgery. I missed
the IPL to play the coming
Test series in Sri Lanka.”
While this solid opener is
confident of performing in
all formats, he said, “Doing
the job in the longer format
for the country gives me the
ultimate kick, it is the most
difficult format, particularly
when you play abroad in
tough conditions.”
Like Vijay, star allrounder R. Ashwin played
with sports hernia in the
Test series against Australia
and then sat out of the IPL.
The message is – country
comes first.

1

2

ICH DIEN PLATE (1,800m),
rated 15 to 35: FLIRTING EYES
(Akshay Kumar) 1, Intrepid Warrior (Antony Raj) 2, Fiorenzo (Anjar Alam) 3 and Midnight Sky
(Vishal N Bunde) 4. Not run: Dancing Princess. 2-1/4, 3 and 2-1/4.
1m 52.58s. ₹23 (w), 12, 20 and 18
(p), SHP: ₹66, THP: ₹46, FP: ₹193,
Q: ₹133, Trinella: ₹1,361 and ₹647,
Exacta: ₹3,746 and ₹1,846. Favourite: Flirting Eyes. Owner:
M.A.M. Ramaswamy Chettiar Of
Chettinad Charitable Trust rep.
by Mr. A.C. Muthiah. Trainer: S.

Kanika goes down
Kanika Vaidya, however,
went down fighting in three
sets against second-seeded
Ana Bianca Mihailova of Romania.
She made the doubles final with Ekaterina Yashina
of Russia.

World Cup draw will be held on July 7 in Mumbai

Special Correspondent
Hyderabad

New Delhi

Delhi will host all league
matches involving India in
the FIFA U-17 World Cup.
In a press release, FIFA,
the game’s governing body,
said: “Following a request
from the All India Football
Federation (AIFF) to hold India’s group matches in New
Delhi, and the fruitful discussions between the Local Organising Committee (LOC)
and the local government,
FIFA has agreed to amend
the match schedule.”
Group A, featuring the
home team (automatically
seeded as A1), will be based

in New Delhi and teams of
Group B will be based in
Navi Mumbai. Matches for
the knockout stage remain as
planned
before,
FIFA
announced.
The release, while acknowledging the increased
efforts of the local authorities and the LOC in connection with the requested
amendment, added that
FIFA’s Head of Tournaments
Jaime Yarza observed, “Attendance, especially in the
venue where the home team
plays its matches, is one of
the priorities of the FIFA U-17
World Cup India 2017, crucial to achieving the purpose

of better positioning football
in the country, so the government’s commitment in
this
regard
is
highly
appreciated.”
Yarza added, “The presence of the Secretary of
Sports at the meetings concerning the state of the
works in the stadium and
training sites sends a positive
message and reflects the
strong involvement of the
authorities. We expect this
involvement to extend into
the area of pollution prevention, which has been an important topic discussed in relation to the tournament,
particularly in Delhi. We are

now expecting an action response plan to prevent pollution levels from affecting the
tournament, which ideally
should continue beyond the
tournament.”
The draw for the FIFA U-17
World Cup India 2017 will
take place on July 7 in
Mumbai.
The line-up:
Iran, Iraq, Japan, Korea DPR
(AFC); New Caledonia, New
Zealand (OFC); Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Paraguay (CONMEBOL); Costa Rica, Honduras,
Mexico, USA (CONCACAF); England, France, Germany, Spain,
Turkey (UEFA); Mali, Niger,
Ghana, and Guinea (CAF).

‘Kolkata is ready to host inal’
Project director Bhattacharjya was conident of ticket sales too
Niharika Raina
New Delhi

Joy Bhattacharjya, project
director of the U-17 FIFA
World Cup to be held in India from October 6 to 28,
said that the Salt Lake Stadium, Kolkata is ready to
host the final.
He told The Hindu, “there
is some painting work left
which is not worrisome. But
rest assured, Kolkata as a
city, as a venue is ready to
host the final.”
When asked about the
lukewarm ticket sales in
Delhi and Goa, he said that
he was delighted with ticket
sales in Kolkata, Guwahati,
Kochi and Mumbai but in
context of Delhi and Goa, he
was expecting a surge in

sales after the draw on July 7.
He disclosed that 50 per cent
of the tickets available in
Kolkata had been sold out.
About the Mission 11 initiative, a football initiative
aimed towards taking the
game to 12,000 schools in 37
cities across the country,
Bhattacharjya said, “The
plan is to get school kids
playing football. Also, incentivese schools and parents.
This will be done in two
ways: first, is to tell that it
will not hurt the kids academically, and second, the
kids are told that it is not necessary to play in 11, you can
also play in groups of two,
three, four, five. They are
given a simple manual in
their local language. This

Anacapri claims Juvenile
Sprinters Million

IFLOOKSCOULDKILL PLATE
(1,600m), rated 00 to 20: MAGNIFICENT MARY (P.P. Dhebe) 1, Extremelydangerous
(Suraj
Narredu) 2, After Hours (Srinath)
3 and Kings Kid (T.S. Jodha) 4. Not
run: Miss Wonder. Nk, 1-1/4 and 11/2. 1m 40.29s. ₹473 (w), 68, 15
and 13 (p), SHP: ₹46, THP: ₹46,
FP: ₹3,074, Q: ₹701, Trinella:
₹7,704 and ₹7,153, Exacta: ₹30,919
and ₹39,753. Favourite: After
Hours. Owner: Manjri Horse
Breed Farm Pvt. Ltd. rep. by Mr.
Pallon Shapoor Mistry. Trainer:
Mahmood Khan.

Earlier, Gopi acknowledged the government for
its support.
“I know, we are being
credited for the success but I
want to thank the government, the Prime Minister
and the entire administration for their proactive role.
We sometimes blame the
government for the failure
and I think it is time to acknowledge its role.”

TN girls
begin well

RACING

BENGALURU: Anacapri (Suraj
Narredu up) won the Juvenile
Sprinters Million, the feature
event of the races held here on
Saturday ( July 1).
The winner is owned by Manjri
Horse Breed Farm Pvt. Ltd. and
trained by P. Shroff.
THE RESULTS:

Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku

areas helped me.”
Asked about his first-ever
victory, in six encounters,
over the current World and
Olympic champion Chen
Long in the Australian Open
final, Srikanth said: “This
time, I was more confident
against Chen Long mainly
due to my fine run of success
before the final. That made
me put in that 10% extra into
the match and I won.”

V. SUDERSHAN

India’s U-17 matches in Delhi
Special Correspondent
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together and I am very
happy with the results. I owe
my recent run of success to
Gopi Chand and Indonesian
coach Mulyo Handoyo.”
Srikanth side-stepped the
question regarding the specific areas where Handoyo
had helped him and said, “as
you know, he was the coach
of Taufik Hidayat (former
World and Olympic champion) and his inputs in all

*

In the ITF women’s event
in Egypt, former Asian junior champion Y. Pranjala
recovered from being down
3-5 in the second set to record a 6-3, 7-6(3) victory
over former Australian
Open junior champion and
top seed Tereza Mihalikova
of
Slovakia
in
the
quarterfinals.

The results: $25,000 ITF men,
Kunshan, China: Semifinal:
Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Martins Podzus (Lat) 6-3, 6-3.
$15,000 ITF men, Colombo,
Sri Lanka:
Quarterfinals: Sumit Nagal bt
Alexander Zhurbin (Rus) 6-1,
6-3.
Carlos Boluda-Purkiss (Esp)
bt Sidharth Rawat 6-3, 6-1.
Doubles (semifinals): Chandri
Sood & Lakshit Sood bt
Sharmal Dissanayake & Harshana Godamanna (Sri) 6-0,
3-6, 11-9.
Quarterfinals: Chandri Sood &
Lakshit Sood bt Anirudh
Chandrasekar & Sidharth
Rawat 6-2, 6-3.
$15,000 ITF women, Sharm El
Sheikh, Egypt:
Quarterfinals: Y. Pranjala bt
Tereza Mihalikova (Svk) 6-3, 76(3); Ana Bianca Mihaila (Rou)
bt Kanika Vaidya 6-7(9), 6-1,
6-2.
Doubles (semifinals): Ekaterina Yashina (Rus) & Kanika
Vaidya bt Ola Abou Zekry (Egy)
& Natascha Kennis (Ned) 6-4,
6-2.

Ganapathy.
R.S. NAGENDRA KUMAR MEMORIAL TROPHY (1,200m),
rated 30 to 50, 4-y-o & over:
JUSTICE ANGEL (A. Imran Khan) 1,
A Hearttoremember (Vishal N
Bunde) 2, Interesting (Suraj
Narredu) 3 and Leon (R. Pradeep)
4. Not run: Queenodgoodtimes.
6, Shd and 1-1/4. 1m 11.90s. ₹24
(w), 14, 61 and 14 (p), SHP: ₹179,
THP: ₹60, FP: ₹1,017, Q: ₹786,
Trinella: ₹3,156 and ₹825, Exacta:
₹20,809 and ₹7,432. Favourite:
Justice Angel. Owner: M.R. Stud
Farms Pvt Ltd rep by Mr. N.
Chandrashekar Rai. Trainer: Imtiaz Khan.
JUVENILE SPRINTERS MILLION (1,200m), 3-y-o (Terms):
ANACAPRI (Suraj Narredu) 1, Torsoro (Neeraj) 2, Occitan (P.S.
Chouhan) 3 and Streak Ahead (P.
Trevor) 4. 2-1/2, 2 and 1-3/4. 1m
11.99s. ₹19 (w), 13 and 13 (p), SHP:
₹30, THP: ₹41. FP: ₹62, Q: ₹26,
Trinella: ₹141 and ₹99, Exacta:
₹149
and
₹58.
Favourite:
Anacapri. Owner: Manjri Horse
Breed Farm Pvt Ltd. Trainer: P.
Shroff.
CHAITANYA
CHAKRAM
TROPHY (1,600m), rated 60 &
SALAZAAR
(P.
Trevor) 1,
above:
Let The Lion Roar (Suraj Narredu)
2, Royal Sceptre (A. Sandesh) 3
and Magistero (Akshay Kumar) 4.
2, 4 and 5. 1m 35.66s. ₹15 (w), 12
and 21 (p), SHP: ₹35, THP: ₹38,
FP: ₹52, Q: ₹39, Trinella: ₹97 and

3

4

5

₹32, Exacta: ₹179 and ₹92. Favourite: Salazaar. Owners: United Racing & Bloodstock Breeders Ltd.
rep. by Mr. & Mrs. Vijay Mallya.
Trainer: Irfan Ghatala.

6

BHISHMA PLATE (1,400m),
rated 15 to 35, 4-y-o & over:
HIGH ADMIRAL (Ashhad Asbar) 1,
Regency Girl (Suraj Narredu) 2,
Find (S. John) 3 and Golden Success ( Jagadeesh) 4. 2, Lnk and
3/4. 1m 27.14s. ₹22 (w), 13, 15 and
29 (p), SHP: ₹50, THP: ₹61, FP:
₹104, Q: ₹50, Trinella: ₹462 and
₹332, Exacta: ₹817 and ₹229. Favourite: High Admiral. Owners:
M.R. Stud Farms Pvt. Ltd. rep by
Mr. N. Chandrashekar Rai & Mr.
Sultan Singh. Trainer: Imtiaz
Khan.

7

RED DIVINE PLATE (1,200m),
maiden 3-y-o only (Terms):
ASHWA BAHULA (Dhanu Singh) 1,
Sedulous ( Jagadeesh) 2, Dunamis
(S. John) 3 and Classical Dancer
(P. Trevor) 4. Not run: Princess
Rumela. 1-1/2, 1/2 and 3/4. 1m
13.65s. ₹35 (w), 14, 16 and 19 (p),
SHP: ₹47, THP: ₹51, FP: ₹490, Q:
₹236, Trinella: ₹1,355 and ₹851,
Exacta: ₹2,738 and ₹1,083. Favourite: Classic Dancer. Owners:
M/s. Premanand Sugandhi & Mr.
Ravinder Pal Singh Chauhan.
Trainer: Anupam Sharma.
Jackpot: ₹1,655 (402 tkts.).
Runner up: ₹146 (1,958 tkts.).
Treble (i): ₹243 (92 tkts.); (ii): ₹161
(274 tkts.).

Joy Bhattacharjya

*

helps a lot as it broadens the
base of the game. The most
interesting feature is that

more and more girls are
coming up to play.”
Speaking on the issue of
Kochi’s Jawaharlal Nehru
Stadium not being ready on
time, he said that through
the Chief Minister (P. Vijayan), all requisites had
been met and the work
would be completed on
time. He was impressed by
the progress of work at the
DY Patil Stadium in Mumbai,
which he said was ready
with additional 3-4 crores
spent on installation of
bucket seats.
On the road ahead, Bhattacharjya said that there will
be a trophy tour across the
participating countries while
the official anthem was being recorded.

Defending champion Tamil
Nadu girls started with an
easy 76-31 win over Rajasthan on the opening day
of the Youth National basketball championships at
here on Saturday.
The results: Level 1: Boys:
Group A: Karnataka 70 (T.
Prashant 21, Akshan Rao 13, S.
Sreenivas 10) bt Rajasthan 65
(Kuldeep Singh 23, Digvijay
16, Rajveer 10); Haryana 69
(Mukesh 24, Gaurav 18) bt
Delhi 65 (Nitish 29, Aman 20).
Group B: Punjab 55 (Akashdeep Sharma 27) bt Chhattisgarh 42 (Ayushman Singh 14,
Govind 11).
Group C: West Bengal 70
(Avijit Monkar 37) bt Jammu &
Kashmir 51 (Shivam Heer 21,
C. Harithik 4).
Level 2: Group C: Himachal
Pradesh 61 (Abhay 25, S.
Singh 13) bt Chandigarh 55
(Sahaij 15, Jaskaran 15).
Group E: Madhya Pradesh 62
(Uday Veer Yadav 29, Divyaraj
Singh 23) bt Odisha 26.
Girls: Group A: Tamil Nadu 76
(S. Pushpa 14, S. Lakshmipriya
13, Monica 10) bt Rajasthan 31
(Ankita Mandia 11); Maharashtra 57 (Suzanne 15, Shruti
Bhosale 13) bt Punjab 47
(Heena 17, Radha Rani 15).
Group B: Chhattisgarh 69
(Elizabeth Ekka 24, M Nagmani 11) bt Gujarat 35 (Naina
Patel 16).
Level 2: Group C: Himachal
Pradesh 49 (Pallavi 14) bt Goa
27 (Katherine Barr 10).
Group D: West Bengal 74 (J.
Routh 18, B. Das 12, M. Singh
12) bt Uttarakhand 20 (Srishti
Sharma 14).
Group E: Telangana 42 bt Bihar 10. Group F: Odisha 46
(Lipramayee 23, Swagatika 13)
bt Andhra Pradesh 41 (V.
Satwika 12, R. Swetha 11).

Captain Courage well prepared
BENGALURU: Captain Courage,
who has been well prepared, is
expected to score in the Chief
Minister’s Cup (1,200m), the chief
event of the races to be held here
on Sunday ( July 2).
False rails will be declared on the
race day.
SUPERVITE PLATE (Div. II),
(1,200m), rated 00 to 20, 4-y-o
& over, 2-30 pm: 1. Repsol (10) M.
Naveen 60, 2. Helios (7) Kiran Rai
58, 3. Zala Princess (2) S.A. Amit
58, 4. Golden Friend (5) A. Merchant 57.5, 5. Incitatus (9) P.P.
Dhebe 57.5, 6. Scorching (8) Sunil
Samson 57, 7. Slightly Blonde (3)
Darshan 57, 8. Splendid Brave (4)
Rayan Ahmed 57, 9. Angelic Love
(1) Jagadeesh 56 and 10. Bold Runner (6) Janardhan P 55.
1. BOLD RUNNER,
2. INCITATUS,
3. SCORCHING
SUPERVITE PLATE (Div. I),
(1,200m), rated 00 to 20, 4-y-o
& over, 3-00: 1. Ira (1) Kiran Rai
60, 2. Fine Barristor (6) Raja Rao
59.5, 3. Moon Blink (9) Praveen S
59.5, 4. Anmol Hira (5) Syed Imran 59, 5. Mistress Of Spice (4)
Rayan Ahmed 59, 6. No Touching
(8) R. Anand 58.5, 7. My King (7)
Janardhan P 58, 8. Rocket Punch
(2) A. Imran Khan 57.5 and 9.
Nagarjuna (3) R. Pradeep 57.
1. ROCKET PUNCH,
2. MISTRESS OF SPICE,
3. IRA
PENDRAGON PLATE (1,400m),
maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms), 330: 1. Carnarvon (6) P. Trevor 56,
2. Casey (7) S. John 56, 3. Dr Logan (10) Neeraj 56, 4. Gandharva
(4) Srinath 56, 5. Great Tribute
(14) Akshay Kumar 56, 6.
Habanero (5) P.S. Chouhan 56, 7.

1

2

3

Pinyada (12) A. Merchant 56, 8. Simon Templar (11) A. Imran Khan
56, 9. Amazonite (8) Selvaraj 54.5,
10. Dean’s Gal (13) Sreekanth 54.5,
11. Ginger Benz (2) Ranjeet Singh
54.5, 12. Melissa (1) P.P. Dhebe
54.5, 13. Queen’s Kitten (9) S.A.
Amit 54.5 and 14. She’s Stylish (3)
Kuldeep Singh 54.5.
1. GANDHARVA,
2. CARNARVON,
3. GREAT TRIBUTE

4

CHIEF MINISTER’S CUP
(1,200m), 4-y-o & over,
(Terms), 4-00: 1. Bold Command
(2) Akshay Kumar 60, 2. Shivalik
Star (8) Vinod Shinde 57.5, 3.
Smile Stone (12) Srinath 57.5, 4.
Mickey Mouse (11) Suraj Narredu
56.5, 5. Multitude (5) A. Sandesh
56.5, 6. Captain Courage (3) P.
Trevor 55.5, 7. Castle Key (4) S.
John 55.5, 8. Denny Crane (6) J.
Chinoy 55.5, 9. Rule Downunder
(7) Ashhad Asbar 55.5, 10.
Siobhan (10) P.S. Chouhan 54.5,
11. Downton Abbey (1) Neeraj 54
and 12. Sea Fairey (9) R. Marshall
54.
1. CAPTAIN COURAGE, 2. RULE
DOWNUNDER, 3. SMILE STONE

5

COL. RAJKUMAR C. DESRAJ
URS MEMORIAL CUP (1,200m),
rated 45 to 65, 5-y-o & over, 4-30:
1. Taqdeer Ka Badshah (14) Kiran
Rai 60, 2. Bonfire (1) Dhanu Singh
58.5, 3. Fair Game (9) Shobhan
58.5, 4. Ambleside (3) Vishal N
Bunde 57.5, 5. Honour (13) P.S.
Chouhan 56.5, 6. Mariko (10)
Suraj Narredu 56.5, 7. Alexandrite
(11) S. John 56, 8. Real Steel (5) R.
Pradeep 56, 9. Dream Star (7)
Rayan Ahmed 55, 10. I’ve Got
Clout (8) Jagadeesh 54.5, 11. Expert (12) A. Merchant 54, 12. Native Elements (6) Neeraj 53, 13.

Blues Legend (2) S.A. Amit 51 and
14. Wise Guy (4) Shamaz Shareef
51.
1. AMBLESIDE,
2. ALEXANDRITE, 3. HONOUR

6

RARE GEM PLATE (1,100m),
maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms), 500: 1. Depth Charge (1) A. Ramu
56, 2. Dreams United (6) Afsar
Khan 56, 3. Seven Eleven (8) P.P.
Dhebe 56, 4. Bora Bora (3) P. Trevor 54.5, 5. Desert Falcon (5) P.S.
Chouhan 54.5, 6. Exclusive Symbol (9) Dhanu Singh 54.5, 7. Marina Del Rey (4) A. Sandesh 54.5, 8.
Royal Gift (11) Kiran Naidu 54.5, 9.
Securing Smiles (7) Janardhan P
54.5, 10. Treasure Quest (10) S.
John 54.5 and 11. Volatility (2)
Ranjeet Singh 54.5.
1. MARINA DEL REY, 2. BORA
BORA, 3. DESERT FALCON

7

HONEYDAY PLATE (1,200m),
rated 15 to 35, 5-30: 1. Cool
Springs (11) Shobhan 60, 2. Flicka
(3) Akshay Kumar 60, 3.
Aerospeed (13) Suraj Narredu 59,
4. Island Pearl (10) Kiran Rai 58.5,
5. Humming Bird (9) M. Naveen
57.5, 6. Land Of Liberty (8) K.
Raghu 56.5, 7. Boca Grande (2)
Sreekanth 55.5, 8. Call Me Maybe
(6) A. Imran Khan 54.5, 9. Ultimate Power (7) Jagadeesh 54.5,
10. Flying Bullet (-) (-) 53.5, 11. Bos
Indicus (1) Nazerul Alam 53, 12.
Good Strike (5) Dhanu Singh 53,
13. As Good As It Gets (12) R. Pradeep 52 and 14. Kanthaka (4) R.
Anand 51.
1. AEROSPEED, 2. FLICKA, 3. COOL
SPRINGS
Day’s best: GANDHARVA
Double: CAPTAIN COURAGE MARINA DEL REY
Jkt: 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7; Tr (i): 2, 3 and
4; (ii): 5, 6 and 7.
M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF

Football fostering friendship
A lifetime experience for the Indian kids
N. Sudarshan
ST. PETERSBURG

Saul extends Atletico
deal until 2026
MADRID

Atletico Madrid midfielder
Saul Niguez on Saturday
signed a contract extension
that will keep him at the La
Liga outfit for another nine
years. The 22-year-old joined
Atletico’s academy in 2007,
and extended his stay in the
capital by a further five
seasons, despite reported
interest from other European
clubs. AFP

Former Real Madrid
midfielder to coach DD
NEW DELHI

Indian Super League side
Delhi Dynamos has
announced former Real
Madrid midfielder Miguel
Angel Portugal Vicario as its
new coach to succeed
Gianluca Zambrotta. “The
lion has just walked in! Please
#WelcomeCoach
@maportugal55 Miguel
Angel Portugal to the den.
We wish him all the luck!,”
the Dynamos said in its
official twitter handle. PTI

At the end of the Gazprom
Football for Friendship (F4F)
2017 International Championship here on Saturday, a
poignant moment captured
the essence of what the competition was about.
Alexandr Kerzhakov, one
of Russia’s best-ever players,
its record goal-scorer and a
local hero as he plays for
Zenit St. Petersburg, was the
guest of honour. But the
privilege of handing out the
medals to the victorious
team was instead the vanquished side’s captain’s.
The Gazprom F4F project,
which is into its fifth year, is
aimed at fostering such respect, friendship, equality,
fairness and other values towards different cultures and
ethnicities from across the
world. In the 2017 edition,
the number of participating
countries had doubled from
32 to 64 and with it India too
made its debut. Kids aged 12
to 14, chosen from across the
world, were divided into
eight international ‘Friend-

Young Turks: Sujal Kahar (partly hidden) with his Yellow
team. N. SUDARSHAN
*

ship Teams,” which played a
knock-out tournament to decide the winner. In a warm
coincidence of sorts, the
team which included 12year-old Sujal Kahar from
Mumbai,
also
featured
Yousuf
Moazzam
from
Pakistan.
For Sujal, who is from an
underprivileged family and
attends a tuition-free govern-

ment
school,
MCGM
Saibabapath MPS supported
by Educo, it was an experience like none other. A goalkeeper, he was shortlisted as
the F4F Young Ambassador
from a bunch of 2500 kids.
“My best friends are
Viktor from Iceland and Jaka
from Slovenia,” Sujal said.
“We discussed everything
about how to play and all.

More than that I enjoyed my
time here. It was great and
I’ll try and remain in touch
with the friends I made
here.”
It was no different for
Ananya Kamboj, an 8th
standard student from Vivek
High School, Mohali, and
part of the young journalists
team, which covered all key
events on equal terms with
the adult reporters. Ananya
was shortlisted as the F4F
Young Journalist from India
following a writing contest in
which she wrote on the role
of football in ‘enabling conversations’,’ which could
help foster engagement
between countries and their
people.
“My best experience here
was interviewing all the players and writing about them,”
Ananya said. “And I made
friends with journalists from
close to 60 of the 64 countries. I may not remember all
their names, but I know
most of them.”
The writer is in St. Petersburg at the invitation of Football for Friendship.

Hyderabad Sporting’s moment of pride
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AMITABHA DAS SHARMA
Kolkata

Stephen Curry breaks
$200 million barrier
LOS ANGELES

Golden State Warriors
superstar Stephen Curry has
clinched a new five-year deal
worth $201 million, the
richest contract in NBA
history, ESPN reported on
Friday. Curry, who recently
helped Warriors to their
second NBA Finals crown in
three years, is the first player
to break the $200 million
barrier, ESPN said, citing the
player’s agent Jeff Austin. AFP
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An Indian team in the finals
of a world football event is a
rarity.
But, Hyderabad Sporting
FC has realised the “moment
of pride” winning a ticket to
play in the Neymar Junior
Fives World Finals at the Instituto Projeto Neymar Junior in Praia Grande, in Sao
Paulo.
An initiative by energy
drink presenter Red Bull, the
tournament is essentially a
part of the social initiative
started by the iconic
Brazilian footballer through
his organisation — Instituto
Projeto Neymar.
For the feisty group of
footballers from Hyderabad,
the qualification for the
world finals came about in

B

The Embed code for live
broadcast on July 8 from
8.30 pm: https://
www.redbull.tv/embed/live/
AP-1S3XZ9P312111
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A journey to cherish: The Hyderabad Sporting FC team for the
Neymar Junior Fives Finals.
*

the National final in Gurgaon
in March, where they beat
Kalina Rangers of Mumbai
3-0.
Apart from winning the
crown in the finals, which
will feature 53 national

champions from across the
globe, the winner also plays
a friendly match against Neymar junior and his team of
friends.
The World final will be
held on July 7 and 8 and will

be broadcast live on Red Bull
TV. “The format for Neymar
Jr’s Five is quite interesting.
And this inspires Indian footballers like us to work hard
and make the best of representing the country. We are
looking forward to do
welling in Brazil,” says Emad
Bin Naser.
Zubair Bin Sultan, Mohammed Zaidh Mohiuddin,
Mohammed
Khaseem.
Aladin Beshir Sale and Salman Alkathery are the other
four players in the team travelling to Praia Grande.

Germany
ready for
inal test
Agencies
St. Petersburg

Germany will take on Chile
in Sunday’s Confederations
Cup final feeling like it has
already won tournament
after a fine run with a
second-string team has
yielded several top prospects for next year’s
World Cup defence.
While a title against the
South American champion, which would be Germany’s first in this competition, would be more than
welcome, Low is more interested in preserving team
spirit ahead of the showdown in St. Petersburg.
“Chile are the strongest
opponents in this tournament, we know them
pretty well and we expect
them to go for it in the final,” added Low, whose
team drew 1-1 with the
South Americans in a
group stage encounter.

Australian players consider tour
boycott as talks breakdown
Agence France-Presse
Sydney

The Australian Cricketers’
Association executive meets
on Sunday to decide
whether players will boycott
this month’s Australia A tour
to South Africa after a failure
to strike a new pay deal with
Cricket Australia.
CA and the players’ union
both confirmed they had
failed to reach an agreement
on a new Memorandum of
Understanding before Friday’s deadline, leaving players unemployed and threatening fixtures including this
year’s Ashes series.
The ACA likened the
rancorous split in Australian
cricket as the worst since the
tempestuous days of Kerry
Packer’s
World
Series
Cricket revolution of the
1970s. Josh Hazlewood said
the breakdown in pay negotiations has left a bitter taste

with the players, adding “we
are, obviously, willing to do
what we need to.” The players’ union said it would meet

in Sydney on Sunday to discuss a more detailed response to the contract
standoff.

No more ‘like family’,
says Warner
ANI
Sydney

Australia
vice-captain
David Warner feels that the
ugly pay dispute means his
“workplace” no longer
feels like family.
“I may be unemployed
but I still have the support
and backing from this
amazing lady,” the Sydney
Morning Herald quoted
Warner as saying in reference to wife, Candice.
“Family is everything to

David Warner

*

AFP

me. I thought the same
about my old workplace
but I guess I was wrong.”
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